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BC men arrested
following assault
with a fake gun
By Polly Lagana
w« IH5 HZ>llH?S
Two male BC sophomores
have been charged with assault
with a dangerous weapon in connection with two separate incidents in which a toy gun was
pointed at two BC students, said
police Chief Robert Morse,
The sophomores were arrested on Wednesday, Sept. 14,
after a female Evening College
student reported that two sludents in a red BMW convertible
drove by her, pointed a gun at
her and pulled the trigger.
The female student was vis-

diately.
"They responded as if it
were a real gun," Morse said.
A patrol was sent to the

parking garage abutting Alumni
Stadium, but they located the
driver in his vehicle outside of
the new parking garage and arrested him for assault with a dangerous weapon.
About a half an hour after
the first arrest, an officer located
the passenger of the BMW at the
Baybank ATM machine outside
Walsh Hall. He was also arrested
for assault with a dangerous
weapon.
Later that night, a Walsh
ibly upset when she reported the resident reported that while she
incident at BC police headquarwas walking around the reserters, Morse said.
voir earlier in the evening a red
"The victim and the police BMW drove by her and a gun
didn'tknow it wasa plastic gun, was pointed at her from the car.
The gun used by the two
lThe students! almost led the
woman to believe it was a drive- students was actually a "plastic
by shooting,..she heard the click replica of a .38 snub-nose rethe gunk" Ivlnrse explained. volver," Morse said.
Morse said the students
The student described the
incident, the car and the driver,
and the police responded imrr>eSee GUN, p. 33
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Mud Hens entertain at UGBC Pub
Students who were over 21 were able to enjoy UGBC's first Pub Series event
of the year last Thursday. The event, which was well-attended <early in the
evening, featured the Mud Hens. See story, page 3.

UGBC group reacts to students' alcohol abuse
By Stephanie Patafio
Hetlltus si^r-!-

problems with drugs and alcohol at Boston College go beyond illegal keg parties and underage drinking, said LIGBC

Director of Drug and Alcohol
Affairs Jen Buote, A&S '95.
The problem is above all of
us, she said, which is why the
UGBC Drug and AlcoholAffairs
departmentwill focus this year
on changing students' attitudes

about drugs and alcohol instead
of trying to stop underage drinking.

Buote said she is not going
to condone alcohol and drug use
at BC, but changing the way the
Boston College community

Seven first-year students
elected to UGBC senate
By Laurie Claret
HM0NT8 51>ss

The LlG.BC freshmenSenate Elections, heldlastWednesday and Thursday, drew in 40
candidates who competed for
seven Senate seals.
The winners of the Senate
seats, all College of Arts and
Sciences students, are Brian
O'Brien with 320 votes, Chris
Kodier with 302 voles. I>Ioelle
Swatland with 284 votes. Autumn Davis with 264 voles.
William Beekman with 241
votes, KristenAldinger with 199
votes and 8ha!u laisinghani
with 198 votes.
Besides the winners, the
roster of candidates included
Ion Marc Buffa, Michael Burer,
Elliot Chodkowski, Derick
Cividini. Lisa DiTalia, Chrisiopher Paul Dollard, Christopher
Fitzgerald, Michael Angelo
Garrido, leanette B, Gisbert,
Kashleigh Greenwood. lim
Gruber. David Hannoush, Lindsay Hayes. Libby Hilton, Steven
Kim, leffrey LaMarca, Beth
Landis, Christopher Dean
Legras, Robert McBriar, Doug
Mehan. Steve O'Brien. lessica

O'Leary, John Ploumitsakos,
Andrew Reilly, Naima Octavia
Robinson, Sara Saukas, Mark
Shambura,
Eric
M.
Shaughnessy, Eric Siddall,
Steven Skoczylas, Sofia
Theophilus, Tero Tiilikainen
and Colleen Walsh.
Although statistics regarding the percentageof the freshmen class which voted in this
election were unavailable,
UGBCElection CommitteeCoChairman Eamonn Gill, A&S
'96, said, "There was a very
good turnout this year more
thanI've everseen. People who
have been running these electionsfor a long time agree that
this year's turnout was very
?

good."

to try to involve as many fresh-

men as I can this year in student government."
William Beekman, A&S
'98, said, "Basically, I wanted
to find some way to get involved in how BC works, and
this was the best way. I put a lot
ofhard work into my campaign,
and I wasn't expecting to win.
Since I won, I plan to be a very
dedicated senator."
Chris Rodier, A&S '98,
said, "I knew I wanted to be
involved with UGBC before I
came here." He added, "I'd like
to continue thetrend of the current administration, which is
planning events that helpfreshmen meet more freshmen. Also,
even though it doesn't seem to
be a problem at BC, I'd like to
try to promote racial awareness."
Kristen Aldinger, A&S
'98, said, "I want to be a voice
of the whole freshmen class
majority or minority. What is
important to them is important
to me."
Noelle Swatland, A&S
'98, and Shalu Jaisinghani,
A&S '98, were unable to be

The newly elected senators interviewedgave varied responses to questions about their
goals for the year.
Brian O'Brien, A&S '98
said, "I've heard some freshmen say that they're not getting their moneys worth, and
I'd like to inform people like
this that they are getting their
moneys worth."
Autumn Davis, A&S '98,
said, "I'mreally excited, I plan reached for comment.

thinks about alcoholand drugs is
the first step in a long process.
Students do not see anything
else except drinking on campus,
Buote said. One example she
gave was visiting prospective
freshmen. Hosts and hostesses
of these freshmen have been
known to show their guests what
attending BC is like by taking
themto bars and parties to drink.
Buote said she believes that
instances like this are irresponsible and wrong. She said students tend to forget they have
the city of Boston to explore.
"I'm not going to preach
'don't go to parties,' but instead
say that there are other options
out there," she said.
Buote has set up a focus
group program, which will start
in October, for alcohol and drug
use consisting of faculty members, interested students and a
facilitatorwho will discuss attitudes surrounding drugs and alcohol.
"We can't solve or make
improvementsin the alcoholand
drug situationat Boston College
unless we all work together,"
Buote said.
IThisnsue.sidse.

"We can't solve or
make improvements
in the alcohol and
drug situation at BC
unless we all work
together,"
?Jen Buote, A&S '05,
UGBC director of Drug
and Alcohol Affairs
She is also trying to set up
an organization to promote activities in the BC community and
throughout Boston. This would
give studentsdiscounts to shows
and concerts in Boston and inform students about upcoming
events. \u25a0

The underlying reason for
these programming ideas is to
open the lines of communication, Buote said.
"I will be happy if I reach
150 people, because they will
tell other people and the word
will spread," she said.
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With an Apple Computer Loan, its now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh* personal
computer. In fact, with Applet special low interestand easy terms, you can own a Mac" for
as little as $23 per month? Buy any selectMacintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for
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Only $1,249.00.

students (the only one of its kind). And the InternetCompanion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, wordprocessing software and more. All at special
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it's the best time ever to A f^fAli~ ffff
discover the powerevery studentneeds. The power to be yourbest? IuJUIC WW.

Boston College Computer Store
Gasson Hall, Room 15 or call 552-8563,
Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm, Thurs evenings until 6pm

Apple Computer loan applications available at BC Computer Store
Offer expires October 17, 1994; available only while supplieslast. © 1994AppleComputer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Applelogo, Macintosh, Performa, Powerßook and"Thepower to be yourbest are registered trademarks ofAppleComputer, hie Mac isa trademark ofApple Computer, fnc
GarisWorks is a registered trademark ofClaris Corporation.' Monthlypayment isan estimatebased onan AppleComputerLoan of $1,33545for thePowerßook 150shown above. $23per monthis an estimate based on anApple ComputerLoan of $1,48571fora Performa' 636 system. Pricesand
loan amountsare subject to changewithout notice. Seeyour AppleCampus Reseller or representativefor currentsystemprices. A 55% loan originationfee will be added to tbe requested ban amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the commercial paper rate plus 535%. Fortbe month of
August 1994, tbe interestrate was 1.10%, with anAPR 0f1136% 8-year loan term with noprepaymentpenalty.The monthlypayment shown assumesno defermentofprincipalor interest,
deferprincipal
payments. Tic Apple ComputerLoan is subjectto credit approval.
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Official chronicles Cape Verde's democratization
independence from Portugal in

By Erin Parks

w«

THE HEIGHTS

Cape Verde's prime Minister. Dr, Carlos Veiga, outlined
his country's transition to democracy last week in a lecture
sponsored by the Cape Verdean

Student Association.
"There are moments,when
we feel both very proud and very
humble," said Benjamin p.
Monteiro.as he introduced Veiga
to the crowd of over seventy
gathered in the Shea Function
Room.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/SHAWM MEAD

President of the Cape Verdean Student Assocation Nelson Miranda, A&S '96 (left), introduced
Cape Verde Prime Minister Dr. Carlos Veiga (right), who spoke last week about his country's
transition to democracy. Miranda is the nephew of Benjamin Monteiro, the Consulate General
of the Republic of Cape Verde.

Monteiro, the Consulate
General of the Republic of Cape
Verde, said he was humbled by
the honor of introducing Veiga,
Cape Verde's first democratically
electedprime minister.His pride
was directed toward his nephew,
Nelson Miranda. A6.S '96, the
first president of the newly established Cape Verdean Student
Association at Boston College,
Veiga's lecture focused on
the efforts of his party. Movement for Democracy, in the development of democracy in Cape
Verde, since the country gained

1975.
Since their 1991 majority
victory in Cape Verde'sfirst twoparty elections, the MPD has
encouraged such basic democratic rights as the freedoms of
expression, association and
press, Veiga said. He alsoproudly
described the access opposing
parties have to the state media.
Veiga detailed economic
plans to "transform the previous

social system into a democratic
one with a market economy." He
stressed the vital role played by

the private sector.
Veiga acknowledged the
number of serious problems facing his country. In Cape Verde, a
country with virtually no natural
resources, 44 percent of the
population suffers from poverty.
"Our goal is to combat to
combat against poverty is to invest in education, health and
housing for those who do not
have the means to do so," Viega
?

said.

"The only resource that

See VEIGA, p. 34

First pub event of the year sees large turnout
By Barbara Restaino
HEIGHTS ST^sE

The Undergraduate Govern-

ment of Boston College pub Series kicked off the semester with
a free performance by the alter-

native band the Mud Hens last
Thursday night.
The pub Series was aThursday night tradition at Boston
College until recently. In the past
few years, there have been pub
series events, but not on a regular basis. Formerly a division of
the programming department,
the pub Series is now an independent department directed by
loeRacanelli.AHS '95, and Don

Wilkinson. AHS '96.
There will be a pub Hi the
last Thursday of each month,
with the possibility of more,
Wilkinson said. The bands will
include national and local acts,
as well as BC talent.
There will be a DI before
and after the band at each pub.
creating a club-like atmosphere.

Voices

Wilkinson said.
"Most importantly, we're
trying to drawall types of people.
We plan on having something
for everybody," Wilkinson said.
The Mud Hens Pub was a
21 -plus show, so only those students who were 21-years-old or
older with a validated BC ID
were allowed to attend.
Wilkinson said that not all
Pub Series events will be 21-

-plus and will be free or a minimal cover will be charged.

Reaction to the event was
varied. Most students enjoyed
the evening, but also likened the
atmosphere to a high school
dance with alcohol since the
crowds of people were gathered
near the bars in the corners of the
cafeteria, and few students were
dancing to the music.
However, the prices for
drinks were reasonable, and the
affordability of the event was

often cited as

an

incentive for

returning to Pub Series events
throughout the year.

HEIGHTS ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR/BECKY YANG

Students sometimes waited in long bar lines at the well-attendedFirst UGBC Pub Series event
last Thursday featuring the Mud Hens.

from the

Dustbowl
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What will you do if we beat Notre Dame?

Stan Orszula, Michele Figueiredo,
A&S '95
CSOM (96
Vivik Sailam,
A&S<96
"Spontaneously "We'll sing the school
combust." song from the top of the
goal post naked."

George Carroll,
Jennifer Scuro,
GA&S

Robin Mooy,
Jeremy Bisceglia,
A&S '97

Benjamin Fehser,
A&S '97

"We'll start betting on
the Pate because anything can happen."

"Bum rush the field,
grab Lou by his tidyvt hides and pull them
up to his ear lobes.''

"Dean Ryan."
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Clubs offer students experience in politics
litical life against Republican
businessman Mitt Romney. Recent polls indicate the two are
neck-and-neck.
In the gubernatorial race,

By Scan Mullen
IO« THE HEIGHTS

The temperature may be
cooling, but 1994 national and
statewide election campaigns are
heating upas the races headdown
the home stretch. The November
elections offer the opportunity
for members of the College Republicans and BC Democrats to
receive hands-on campaign ex-

perience.
Student Activities Day at
Come Forum revealed the overall interest of the BC student
body in the November elections
and the political process
both
the College Republicans and BC
Democrats recruited many new
members.
"We expected about 500
?

"Lawmakers are shaping ourfuture,
and I believe we should take part."

Democrat challenger Mark

Roosevelt is attempting to oust
Republican Governor William

Dom Atteritano, A&S '95, chairman, College Republicans

?

Weld, who has amassed an early

lead.
sign tips if it was on the
Dustbowl. We topped out at 350,"
said Dom Atteritano, A&S '95,
chairman of the BC chapter of
College Republicans.
Justin Lannen. A&S '96,
president of the BC Democrats,
said about 175 new members
signed up for the group, which
held its inaugural meeting last
Wednesday.

The two contests which will

Both the College Republicans and BC Democrats said the
Kennedy-Romney Senate battle
will be the primary focus of their
efforts in the coming weeks.

provide a focus for the clubs'
efforts in the coming weeks are

"Ted Kennedy has been in
the Senate for 32 years," Lannen

"Lawmakers are shaping our future, and I believe that we should
take part."

Atteritano andLannen have
already begun planning for an
interesting fall campaign. The
College Republicans will kick
off the election season with a
voter registration drive at BC on
Tuesday.
"Our job is to informpeople
on campus by enabling college
students to become involved in
the process," Atteritano said.

said. "Some people think that's
too long. But he's one of the top

the Massachusetts U.S. Senate
and gubernatorial elections.
In the Senate race, 32-year
incumbent Democrat Ted
Kennedy is fighting for his po-

five most effective senators in

See POLITICAL, p. 18

Improved playground set for Campus School
By Tom DiMartino
E0« THE HEIGHTS

Campus School students
will be able to extend their education beyond the daily routine
of classroom activities this fall,
as they make use of a new outdoor play and learning environment planned to be completed
by the end of October.
The Campus School is

housed in the Boston College
School ofEducation in Campion
Hall. It educates students with
disabilities from ages three to
21.
The idea of providing a new
playground for the Campus
School cameover two years ago.
in the spring of 1992. when a
committee of parents, faculty and

staff conducted a needs assessment.
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The school already has plans

?

for a new computer system that
will let students who do not have
the use of their hands use eye
sensors to operate computers.
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carefully.
Appetizers, soup, salads, entrees. And more entrees.
Whether it's chicken, veal, steak, seafood or
pasta, our entrees are pleasingto the eye and
easy on your budget. The true test is
large portions, lowest prices and highest quality and we pass with flying colors.
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bonus, housing allowances and 4
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mand of your life. Call 1-800-USAARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

*SENIORS*
PREPARE FOR THE NCLEX EXAM
NCLEX TUTOR GROUPS
For students who prefer individual tutoring for the NCLEX
or require a more structured approach to preparation and
study, we offer a small study group.
OCTOBER 6 DECEMBER 15, 1994
JANUARY 19 MARCH 30, 1995
Thursdays, 5:00 - 7:00 pm
$250 for BC undergraduates

- -

NCLEX REVIEW COURSES

GIORGIOS
REST

The group organizing the
project is still soliciting other
businesses and corporations to
work with the University on a
regular basis to provide the services and materials still needed.
The playground will be
ready for use on Oct. 27, but in
the mind of Principal Don
Ricciato, the playground is just a
starting point that symbolizes the
school's new progressive direc-

free birth control counseling, & three
cyc es free Birth
C0011 01 pllls T^T^TYO/^\

study habits
Wf
pay off.
I

La

BC students and faculty will

also get the chance to help with
the construction.

Over the past two years,
fund raisers ranging from sporting events to gift-wrapping services have raised $14,000 of the
$48,000 needed for the project.
Organizations such as the
Chestnut Hill Neighborhood
Association haveprovided financial contributions, and the J.F.
White and Maycomber constructhe contraction companies
tors for Alumni Stadium and the
law library, respectively have
offered to donate the use of heavy
equipment and laborers. Land-

patients andresponsibilities commensurate

I
I

project.

(New patientsget complete GYN exam,

.

HffMlFISfliM

scape designer Nelson Hammer
also donated his services to the

each student.

said.
Plans for the renovated facility include wheel chair ramps
and hard surfaces to allow wheel
chairs to easily move throughout the area. Other new features
will include a "music wall," a
raised planter, to allow wheel-

? FREE Walk-In Pregnancy Testing ?
GYN Exams ? STD Testing ? Birth Control
Confidential Services ? Counseling
Evening & Saturday Appointments

J31-0060

wheel chairs below a table to
tend a garden, and a glider swing
that holds two wheel chairs.
The Campus School has had
to look to the community to fund
the playground, since the school
is a non-profit organization run
on a state-regulated tuition for

They recommended building a new play area, saying the
present area is useless to students and does not meet current
safety standards.
Dan McDonald, the project
manager and assistant to the associate vice president for Planning and Construction, said only
15 percent to 20 percent of the
Campus School's playgrounds
equipment is designed for disabled persons. The new facility
will be much more adaptive to
the needs ofits users. McDonald

An intensive, comprehensive five-day course that
reviews exam content.
January 9-13, 1995 or

AURANT

June 5-9, 1995
$200 ($l6O Group Rate for BC Students of 10 or more)
\u25a0J

NORTH END
112 SalemSt.
367-6711

EAST BOSTON
19 Bennington St.
567-1060

BACK BAY
250 Newbury St.
247-1569

BR00KLINE
1032 Beacon St.
232-5253

SPONSOR BY:

BCSON Continuing Education Program
To register stop by Cushing 211
552-4256
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Work-study options increase
Poet examines
English language
By Sondra O'Sullivan
EQ«

By Christopher Ahearns
50«

THL HEIGNT5

The BC Humanities Series
kicked off the Lowell Lecture
Series for 1994-1995lastThursday with a reading by renowned
Irish author and poet Richard
Murphy,
A small group of BC sludents and professors enjoyed
Murphy's recollections of his
works and remembrances of
those from which he has drawn
his creative inspiration.
Murphy said he writes poetry "for survival, to be enjoyed

and to keep alive the spirit of
people that I have lovedand want
to remember and to celebrate
their lives.

"A poem is not a uniform in
which to dress up words, but a
body of words in which to exist
for a measure of time," he said.
In relating his experiences
andbackground, Murphy alluded
to the conflict between English
language, culture and religion,
and their Irish counterparts,
which is reflected by the strife
between Ireland and Northern

See MURPHY, p. 18

in community service activities.
Tutoring, child care and working with the physically disabled
are just a few of the services for
which students can volunteer.
"It is just one more extension of the off-campus work
study program whichhas been in
place at BC for years," said Bob
Carpenter, Student Employment

THE HEIGHTS

BC's past involvement with
off-campus work study projects
helped get the new program off
the ground quickly.
Carpentersees the program
as "an excellent opportunity for
students to provide a service to
low-income members of the
community," he said.
program director.
Some schools havehad difIt is also advantageous for
graduate students whose career
ficulty phasing in the new requirement, Carpenter said, beinterest is in a service-related
cause in the past they only offield or undergraduates who want
fered on-campus work study. As to get theirfoot in the door to a
a result, they must make contact job when they graduate, Carpenwith outside agencies and deal ter said.

Typical work-study programs offer mostly oncampus
jobs for students, but this is
changing due to the Federal College Work Study program's new

mandate.
The change in policy insists
all institutions participating in
the federal program use five percent of their total work-study
allocation for off-campus community service programs.
Students awarded workstudy aid now have the option of
earning money by participating

Cabinet meeting outlines
future concerts, events
By Chris Miller
r-OK THE HEtGttTS

performances by the rock
group Betty and the rap group

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/HIDEKI AZUMA

Irish poet Richard Murphy read from his work during the
first Lowell Lecture last Thursday.

CAREER

Nice and Smooth were two of
the upcoming events discussed
during last week's Dndergraduate Governmentof Boston College (L>GBC) cabinet meeting.
The Vice presidents of programming Otto De La Crux and
Cory Silva have been looking
into a number ofeventsthat they
believe would appeal to the entire student body.
The first concert, featuring
rap group Nice and Smooth, is
scheduled lor October 11 in the
power Gym, Tickets will be 55
and go on sale in the McEIroy
ticket booth Oct. 5,
Betty, a folk and rock group,

will also be playing on the BC
campus in the near future.
"The date is tentative, but
they're definitely coming up,"
Silva said. The location of the
concert has not been set.
A concert and comedy jam
is planned for November 17.
"MTV might be here, actually," Silva said. "Theymight be
hosting the show." Expected
guests are Bill Bellamey, Ed
Lover andDr. Dre. Other rhythm
and blues singers and rappers
might also attend.
Cruz and Silva have also
been negotiating with Green
Day's agent to see if the popular
punk group will perform. While
talks are still in the early stages,
finding a place to hold the concert could pose a problem. Conte
Forum, the only indoor location

CAREER UPDATE

j

with issues such as contract
agreements and student liability.

big enough to hold a sizable
crowd, might not be available
due to conflicts with the hockey

andbasketballteams'schedules.
The third-annual AHANA
Family Weekend will be the first
weekend in November. An appearance by MissUniverse and a
performance of the play What It
Be Like are planned.
Latin Week in mid-October
includes plans to educate the BC
community about Latin American culture, such as a lecture
given by Latin American writer
Gloria Anzalaua.
UNITY will be bringing
underprivilegedchildrento trick
or treat in the BC area on Halloween.
"We're particularly aiming
at the Mods," said Tina Ellis,
vice president of UNITY.

October 3-7,1994

SOM Senior Meetings
Using the Campus Recruiting Program exclusively is not enough to find a job in a tight job market.
Learn some additional networking techniques, as well as ways to launch a job campaign in other parts of the country.

SOM Seniors: Attend a mandatory meeting to discuss your post-graduation plans.
Monday, October 3
Tuesday, October 4, or
Wednesday, October 5
All meetings held in McGuinn Auditorium, 5:00-6:00 PM.
Presented by Marilyn Morgan, B.C. Career Center, Director and Fr. JosephMarchese, Assistant Chaplain.
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Investigate a potential career field!
Get some valuable work experiencebefore you graduate!
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Career Center Internship Office
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ReSUITie Workshops:

Learn how to make a winning first impression!
Monday, 3-4 PM; Tuesday, 11 AM-12 PM; Wednesday, 2-3 PM; Thursday, 3-4 PM

Interview Workshops:

Do you know the proper interviewing techniques? Learn tips that will make a difference!
Monday, October 3, 4:00-5:00 PM or Tuesday,
3:00-4:00 PM
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RA selection process causes
housing crunch for many
A typical autumn at Boston College conjures images of students returning to campus and settling into new classes, the excitement of football
season and the camaraderie of tailgating, and the onset of cooler weather
and New England's foliage painting the trees around campus and the reservoir.
Fall should also call to mind application deadlines for the next year's
Resident Assistant positions.
Now is the time for the Office of University Housing to address the RA
selection protess to avoid seriously inconveniencing applicants in the
spring. A fall selection process may fly,in the face of Housing tradition, but
it definitely favors reason and logic.
Obtaining a position as Resident Assistant is a highly selective process
conducted by the Office of University Housing: It is necessary that the
selection process be competitive due to the level of responsibility demanded of RAs, and the number of applicants far outweighs the number of
positions available to students.
However, the Housing Office should not test the dedication of aspiring
RAs by making the risk, of applying unnecessarily high. One of the main
requirements of the RA position is that the student live in a campus dorm
room, a condition that affects the prospective RAs' plans for housing the
following year. But because the selection process lasts well into April, the
applicants are forced to delay decisions concerning living arrangements
much to the frustration of their roommates and friends.
Notification from the Housing Office often comes within days of room
selection a severe snafu for students who plan to live on campus the
following year.
And those students who will live off campus the following year put
themselves and their prospective roommates months behind in the apartment search by the time Housing makes the RA cuts.
The timing of the process causes significant problems for those that
apply. Should applicants sign a lease for an off-campus apartment or not?
Should roommates wait for the applicant to hear from Housing? Friendships are strained enough as it is during the room-selection process. The
situation is exacerbated when one student is waiting for a position that
might not even be available to him or her.
An even worse fate for applicants is being assigned to the waiting list
for an RA position. Should a student have to refrain from deciding on
housing until June or July?
Granted, the selection of Resident Assistants is not a simple process. Of
course Housing should not rush its decisions. The University should carefully weigh the merits and qualities of the applicants to determine those
best qualified to handle the responsibilities and pressures of being an RA.
However, the students who apply to be RAs should not be punished for
demonstrating an interest in the position. The process should accommodate
the large number of applicants by leaving those not selected as RAs enough
time to find housing with friends for the next year. This would be accomplished if the RA selection process were to take place earlier in the academic year.
?

?

The Myth of Cookie Puss

I'm

not entirely convinced
that the existentialists had it
right.
That this universe may
completely lack any meaning
except that which humanityinvests in it is not so outlandish a
notion. They've sold me on that
one, I guess. I mean, withoutthe
yearly calendar, income tax, and
domesticatedpets, thisuniverse
would be one silly "what's up?"
indeed.
But I have to doubt how
much of this secularly imposed
orderfrom chaos is relegated to
the common man. The yearly
calendar was around long before / showed up, income tax
had sponged the public for a
good several decadesby the time
Watergate and the Vietnam War
commandeeredthenationalairways (don't get me wrong
sponges are important!),andmy
uncle's pet marmoset was staining his carpet long before I had
a chance to fixate on the annals
of my own psychosexual stages
(not that I did or anything).
My point is that, although
everyone has a passing rational
thought now and then, it hardly
matters. The parameters have
been set in fairly immobilestone
for a good long time already.
The rule books have been written, the referees trained to unflinchingly execute swift punishment for transgression
thereof, and the Oscar nominees know who they are before
I've even checked the newslet?

ter.

tentialists or, if you will, or
even if you won't, the
exisfenc/ialists(my apologies to
Mary Daly)
would have us
do (i.e., invest some sense of
significance and intelligent interpretation in thecollectivehuman umweldt), opt for something a little different. Instead,
accentuate the twisted, nauseating incoherence of it all, as if
it's a very rotten piece of uncookedbeefon moldy bread and
soured Russian dressing...and a
brown leaf-o-lettuce...andfin?

?

gernail clippings...drenched in
formaldehyde.
Actually, they've cornered
the market on nausea, haven't
they? All right, forget about the
nausea you feel when thinking
of disgusting beef sandwiches
and blah, blah, blah, et cetera,
in situ, ad nauseam, God bless.
Think instead of the sickening
feeling you get from eating way
too much of that cookie-crumb
sediment separating the chocolate and vanillalayers in a Carvel
ice cream cake. You're already
full torpid belly, soon to puke
but there's still more cake.
"You're going to have more of
this Carvel ice cream cake,
aren't you, Teige?" Yes. The
Myth of Cookie Puss.
Naturally, this demands,of
many, a different reaction than
they previously thought proper.
Those who have attempted to
"shake the tree," as they say,
may have to become landscap?

?

es, verycomplacently trimming
the bushes and doing a lot of
heavy lifting of saplings in the
yard and what not Conversely,
those who have run large busi-

If you try to invest a little
meaning in your own pitiful existence and find yourself a little
perturbed at the incongruence nesses and factories may have
between your "smarty pants" to run around in a larger-thaninterpretation and the preexistlife hamster's cage, complete
ing rules, do not fret; I suspect with one ofthose running wheels
and everything. They can even
you arenot alone. It's only natural that we buckle under the cuhave a little tea party in there
mulative weight of history's imwith the color photo from the
cover of A Magical Mystery
positions on our attitudes.
Have you ever gone to write Tour.
a paper and found fifteen books
You can be neither odd nor
in as many languages al- normal neither self-confident
ready written on the topic? Most nor self-conscious
on purof them before you were born? pose again. The losers must be
Similarly, do you realize that, the really cool kids at a high
although I am of legal drinking school dance; the shy, outgoage according to Massachusetts ing; and the obnoxious, pleasState Law, I cannot get my BC ant. Vice versa, all that, and a
Eagle One-Card validated for bag of chips included, of course.
the Pub Series because my New Not to mention the fact that,
once you become comfortable
York State Driver's License expired on my birthday this sumagain,youhave to flip-flopback.
mer? Of course, not renewing it
It's rather messy, actually.
is my fault. But I didn't, so there I haven't yet worked out all the
it is.
kinks.
Maybe thisisn't a good idea
The result? A sense of
meaninglessness, rather than of at all.
By its own definition, then,
purpose. Insignificance. A
sense of absurdity, rather than it is a good idea....
of reason. A sense of gas pains,
Imagine that.
rather than the sweet smell of
methane (and, as my grandmother often says, "Better an Teige Patrick Sheehan. A&S '95,
replaces Christpoher Collins,
empty house than a poor tenant").
A&S' 94, as the \994-'95 colSo rather than, as the exis- umnist for The Heights.
?

?

?

?
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Beer signs do not
deter Jesuit values
To the Editor:
On Thursday, September 15,
an RA came to our door at about
one o'clock to notify our room
that our neon beer sign would
have to be removed. A few days
later our hall Director, Marina
lannalfo, came to our door and
told us that if we didn't take the
sign down we would suffer the
consequences. Since I was not
present during either visit, I
called Ms. lannalfo to request a

meeting.
To her credit, she called me
back almost immediately. In our
discussion she told me that a
group of board of trustees members, along with Director of
Housing Dr. Robert Capalbo, was
walking around campus and ordered all the neon beer signs,
starting with ours, to be removed
from all the windows.
According to Ms. lannalfo,
the board of trustees felt that the
signs should be removed for three
reasons: Boston College is trying to return to traditional Jesuit
values, they feel the signs promote alcohol, and they "decorate the parking lot". In addition,
one trustee was reported to say
that the sign should come down
because of the "proximity to a
church," even though the church
is not even visible from our window.
The reasons Ms. lannalfo
gave to me have littlemerit. For

instance, ifBC wants to return to
"traditional Jesuit values," the
place to do it is the classroom,
not in our living room. And if the
Board of Trustees and the Office
of University Housing feel that a
sign such as ours promotes alcohol, then they are mistaken. Alcoholpromotes itself through advertisements on TV and in our
school newspaperlast week, not
in windows throughout campus.
Alcohol is a part of college life.

and the way to contain the influence it has at BC is not to force a
groupof young men to remove a
harmless sign from their window. The way to curb its influence is to spend time on alcoholfree programs both on and off
campus. And in response to the
charge that the sign decorates
the parking lot, I disagree. I believe that the sign very much
decorates our common room.
Some might wonder why I
would take the time to write to
the editor about something that
is no big deal. This is exactly
right it is nobig deal,which is
why BC housing should never
have done anything about it in
the first place. I believe there is
a certain limit to the authority of
Boston College and the people
who enforce therules and regulations of the University. As Ms.
lannalfo told me, and I agree,
B.C. rightfully has the authority
to enforce three things pertaining to one's room: no cohabitation, no underage alcohol consumption, and no appliances.
Where in therules does it specify
how a group of students must
?

decorate its room. The answer:

nowhere.

BC is spending so much
time and money attempting to
move into the future of education. With the multicultural programs and Eagle-Net. BC is helping to pioneerthe future of higher
education. How, then, can they
regress by worrying about the

impact that a beer sign will have
on the image of the school and
the educational environmentof
its students. It is disheartening
to see, with all the strides the
University has made, that it still
has such a long way to go in
learning how to deal with its students.
Matthew Wolfe
SOM '97

Donated monies should
go to charities, not BCDS
To the Editor:

I am writing in regard to a
question which just about every

BC
student has asked at one time or
another, a question which (at
least in my mind) has never been

sufficiently answered.This question is: Why does half the money
from a point drive go back to the
Dining Services?
Every group on campus
which has organized one of these
lucrativefund-raisers knows the
frustration of having half of all
donated moneys taken back by
the University in the end. But
even more frustrating is that
whenever anyone in the admin-

Money at Boston College:
Where does it all go?
To the Editor:
I recently received a phone
call from Jay Verzosa, the head
of the English Association, which
raised in my mind some serious
(yet previously lurking) questions about how BC spends our
tuition money. Last April, the
English department sponsored a
short story contest for English
majors, the prizes for first and
second place being $50 and $25
respectively.
I became aware of the contest because it was posted on a
bulletin board in Carney. As I
packed my bags to return home
for the summer, I still had not
heard from any member of the
English Association, nor had I
received anything by mail. But
since my finals were all within
the first two days and I left well
before most students. I figured
that if the check were not forwarded to my home, 1 would
pick it up in September. Itwasn't
a pressing matter to me because
I felt honored merely to be recognized.
As my opening line suggested, that someone contacted
me in September. First Mr.
Verzosa asked if 1 were awareof
the outcome of the contest, and I
replied that 1 was. Then he very

pleasantly informed me that although he was aware that I had
won money, I hadn't gotten it
(and would not get it yet) because the English Association of
Boston College is in debt.
BC? Building College?
Bankrupt? Destitute with less

than 25 dollars? How can anyone tell me this when I, when my
whole family, pays tuition? Let
me emphasize that Mr. Verzosa
was completely amiable and can-

not in any way be held responsible, for he is only the person
faced with two rather humiliating phone calls, yet another victim of campusfunding. He promised me that the association
planned to lobby for funds at the
next meeting (I imagine so).

dents, but through the programs
which they provide.
The question is shouldn't
the English Association, or any
other club at an institution of
BC's quality and price tag, have
75 dollars (the cost of both
prizes) to hold a social or an
information night, publish a
newsletter or items of interest,
sponsor an activity or bring in a
noteworthy speaker.
Aren't these all integral
parts of the education we are
paying for? Why do I have to
take out loans to pay tuition, and

a school of enormous wealth
can't give me 25 dollars, or take
it off my bill?
I sincerely wish Jay Verzosa

and all club leaders the best of
Where does this leave me? luck with their lobbying.
Poor? Destitute? No. I am hardly
trying to finance a college eduLeeAnn McCoy
cation by writing short, creative
A&S -97
fiction. It's the principle of the
matter. If the English departme nt
had initiated a contest and said
"We will glorify two winners by
putting their names on a cork

board." 0.X.. said and done.
I don't believe student organizations are created to dole
out money to students on a random or ongoing basis, because it
is not only through prizes that
these organizations benefit stu-

istration is asked to justify this
policy, hands are thrown up in
the air, and the excuse is sounded.
"Well that's the way it's always
been, and there's nothing that

can be done about it." Never in
the history of language has a
more condescending expression
been spoken. This is simply insufficient.
Further, it's often said that
the commandeering of half a
student's funds is necessary to
cover dining services overhead.
But when students are paying
thirty cents for a slice of bread
and other inflated price; across
the board, that excuse becomes
less and less plausible. While it
is obvious that overhead must be
made up somewhere, claiming
that half of a point drive's income is essential to this end is

questionable.
Basically, with the exception of direct service, donating
points is the best way to affect
social change on this campus.

Most students who do not have
an overabundance of cash are
able to make often sizable donations to the social program of
their choice. Students are able to
make their own financial decisions. Thankfully, on this campus, the spirit ofservice is alive,
and students make sacrifices to
help those less fortunate. It is
this type of program you'd expect to see at a Jesuit college.
But this spirit is tarnished
by the University's dipping.
Whether money is being raised
for childhood cancer, Ignacio

the University, they can tell their
parents to fill out the gift cards
when they're sent home.
What this comes down to is

that Boston College touts
Ignatian spirituality and being
"men and women for others" as
being at the core of its identity.
This policy is a blatant contradiction of tffe Jesuit tradition.
Public schools without any type
of benevolent creed have similar
programs that allow for 100 percent meal card donations.
Fr. Monan recently spoke
of redefining the University's
goals because of its financial

success. Here is an excellent
opportunity to make ideological
ends a reality. This school re-

ceived 44 million dollars in gifts
alone last year, and the endowment of BC is currently 39th in
the nation. Yet this policy continues. With this prosperity in
mind, it is time to answer the
question posed. The answer
should not be the outdated and
condescending answers of the
past. Unless these funds are being used for some wonderful social program that the students
are unaware of, it is time for the
policy to change.
Boston College is held in
such high regard for its leadership in combining service and
social action into its curriculum.

This principle is rooted in
Ignatian spirituality and the Jesuit tradition. The administration should demonstrate that
these are more tha.i just catch-

phrases for the brochure, and that

volunteers or a battered women's faith in action is a real objective
shelter, those students who doat Boston College.
nate want to see those programs
Robert Lafferty
helped by their donation. If they
A&S '97
want to augment the coffers of

Voice your opinion
Write a Letter to the Editor

Letters

to the

Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at sp.m.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation, andphone number
(for verification purposes only).
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.
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Cable TV will be part of BC routine in 1995
By Chris Miller
E0«

THE HEIGHTS

Agora' is bringing cable

TV. voice mail and four

new

Boston College TV stations to
BC next August. A'gora'
is the
Greek for
name of BC's project aiming to
boost the school into the 21st
?

?

century.

"|This isj the largest single
project that we've ever tried to
do."said left'leffers. director of

Network Services.

According to leffers, who
is also an adjunct professor, there
is no specific "executive summary" of what Agora' is or what
it will turn out to be. But there is
a basic platform of what will be

provided: a 500-channel, cableready system: four new BC TV
stations; individual phones lines
and voice mail forevery student:
free local calling; access to the
internet; andlow-rate, long-distance calling.
The cost of the new services
will be added to each student's
bill, either attached to the rate of
tuition or the cost of housing.
The only separate bill that a stu-

dent will receive would be for
the use of the long-distance service.
"[The] package that we're
going to give would cost an offcampus junior about $250 a
month." Jeffers said. An on-campus student would average $110
to $200 a month for these same

500. The stations are comprised of 17 off-air
stations,such as ABC, CBS, FOX
and NBC, as well as 11 basic
cable stations, such as Lifetime,
Discovery, MTV and ESPN.
Also included in the basic
package is a local sports station
of broadcasting

services.

But services would be rendered for about "halfof the average NYNEX bill." Jeffers said,
citing the average NYNEX bill
at $50.
The new electronic infrastructure will allow BC to provide the services in a more cost-

effective manner, Jeffers said.

As far as telephone problems are concerned: "If a
student's phone wasn't working,
rather than calling NYNEX and
incurring a $50 service fee and a
week wait, students would call
Network Services and have the
phone fixed that day," Jeffers

and a preview channel. The only
stations that will not be added to
the line up will be premium channels, such as Showtime and

HBO.
Instead of regular premium
channels, BC is negotiating with
an undisclosed company for the
development of its own channel

said.

to show recent movies at a lower
cost than HBO.

The cable TV plan includes
34 stations, but has the capacity

tions were selected for viewing

The process by which sta-

involved acquiring the most requested TV-station-survey results from the AmericanColleges
and University Telecommunica-

tions Association.
Also, the faculty wereasked
for television stationsthat could

be used to complement in-class
instruction. For example, Law
faculty requested Court TV and
the Romance language department requested Italia and Inter-

national MTV.

The BC Police Department

would also have the option of
overriding all signals for an announcement of a national emergency or inclement weather.
High-speed data transfer

Static phone lines frazzle Hillsides residents
By Jessica Braun
E0«
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It is hard to overlook the

multiple NVNEX vans parked
outside the dorms these days.

Theirsteadfast return to campus
each day may lead oneto believe
that this phone company offers
impressive service, but the large
number ofstudents hearing static
on theirlines and receiving poor
service would beg to differ.

The telephoneexperienceof
Ignacio Hall residents lennifer

Cronan, A&S '95. and Teri
Oliver. SOE '95, is a typical example of what many students
have been facing. These residents and others have put up with
one month of both constant static
and poor service.
"The staticwould get so bad,
and the line would just hang up
on you,'' Oliver said.
The static continued for one
month, and the women repeatedly called NYNEX toreport the
problem. Each time they called
they were told the line would be

714 WASHINGTON STREET
BROOKLINE MA 02146

fixed by 5:00 p.m. that day.
"We harassed the guys. We
even put notes on their wind-

shield," Cronan said.
Finally, the two seniors got
in contact a NYNEX supervisor.
As of Tuesday, Sept. 27, the static
was gone, but Cronan and Oliver
are still doubtful that they have
been fully rid of the static.
"I just checked it an hour
ago, and it was fine. I don't know
how long it will last, though,"
Cronan said.
A service representative
from the NYNEX Repair Ser-

vice Line saidthe service backup
was primarily due to poor
weatherconditions.Phone wires
got wet during last week's rain

o~
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and created static on the lines.
"If you were to call today, it
would take about three days to
get an available repairman," one
service representative said.
Paul Flynn, who works with
the Boston College phone services, said phone repairjurisdiction also contributed to a delay
in service. NYNEX is responsible for the outside wiring, but
when the phone cannot be fixed
from the outside, it is reported to
BC phone services, which fixes
the lines from the inside.
NYNEX had reported the
problem being on the inside of
campus when, indeed, it was on
the outside,Flynn said.This kind
of misdiagnosis also delayed ser~
Q

_.~

j

?

?

vice.

Another cause for the faulty
phone lines is old age. Phone

lines run on old cables installed

by New England Telephoneyears
ago. Flynn said the lines have
not been maintained because BC
has been "in limbo" for the last
three years, due to the
University's initiative to install
cable and "BC Telephone" service to on-campus buildings.
This has siphoned away
funds that otherwisecould have
been used to repair the older
cables, Flynn said.
"With this new cable system, the static will be eliminated,
and students will be amazed at
the difference."
said.
Flynn
,
.
\u25a0_,

.-\u25a0

Howto
interview

(617)566-9071

A pub where good friends meet.
Prices so reasonable that even your
parents could afford them.
for the month of Sept.:
©rp®©B©D©
pitchers of beer for only $5.50!

with the

16 oz. of Domestic Beer, Bud
and Coors for $1.50.
Both specials run through September.
Manager: Don Connors
Assistant Manager: Don Connors Jr.
BC class of '86

Fortune 500
without even

GO B.C.

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.
OR GET A RIDE
WITH A
STRANGER.

getting out
of bed

OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET?
It's simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we ggjjjL
provide. And we guaranteeto deliver it to 10,000 employers (including gap?
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit?a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions?is $99.95* To be in the next nationwide distribution to AB M
«?
employers,.order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.
*"W&

PSP>

Drinking and riding can lead to a
loss of license, a conviction, or

even worse. When you drink, get
a ride with a friend. It's
o /
the best call you can make.\
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^,

Yff/

"Plus

$4.95 for shipping

and handling.
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UGBC group aims for race UNITY BC BRIEFS
By Nancy Theodore
E0«
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Itis a misconception to think
LINITV is an organisation designed solely for AHANA students,according to L1GBC president Will Dorcena. CSOM '95.
Instead, he says, the United Nationalities Integrated Throughout the Vear (DNITV) division
of theL1GBC cabinet is an inclusive group designed to promote
racial awareness.
"LINITV deals with not just

whites, but Irish, German, Italian, Jewish; not just black, but
Haitian, African, Trinidadian;
not Hispanic, but Puerto Rican,
Dominican, Colombian; not
Asian, but Chinese, Korean,

Japanese;NativeAmericans and

differentdivisions within Native
Americans," Dorcena said.
Vice President of UNITY
Tina Ellis, SON '95, said UNITY
differs from AHANA Affairs,
another UGBC Cabinet department, in that AHANA Affairs
deals strictly with students of

International Symposium on
playwright Luigi Pirandello
Luigi Pirandello and his
works will be the subject of a
two-day international symposium sponsored by the BC De-

African-American, Hispanic-

vides an opportunity for differAmerican, Asian-American and ent organizations to come toNative-American backgrounds. gether and discuss similarities
"UNITY is combining and differences and learn about
AHANA and non-AHANA one another.
members. The purpose of
"It is an opportunity for all
UNITY is to distinguish itself the differentclubs on campus to
from AHANA Affairs," Ellis have an open dialogue with one
another," he said.
said.
UNITY is a new cabinet
Ellissaid one way thegroup
department this year and was plans to promote the spirit of its
formerly encompassed in the name is by sponsoring retreats to
now-defunct Race Relations bring members of different na-

Department.

Dorcena said UNITY pro-

partment of Romance Languages
and Literature, Oct. 28-29. The
event will offer an opportunity

for scholars from around the
world to convene, share their
works and exchange their views
on Pirandello. Pirandello, winner of the Nobel Prize for literature, is considered an avantSee UNITY, p. 33 garde figure in 20th century theater. His importance is widely
recognized not only in his native
Italy, but also throughout Europe and North America. The
the New York City School Board symposium begins Friday, Oct.
28 at 9:30 a.m. in Gasson Hall.
to controversialissues."Because
of Fernandez's courage in deal- For registration information, call
Professor Lamparska at 552ing with these issues, his con-3820 or 552-3824.
tract was not reinstated, Widmer
said.
Lowell Lecture Series
Fernandez developeda recJesuit poets Daniel
ommended reading list which
includedbooks such as Daddy's Berrigan, SJ, and Peter Steele,
SJ, will read from their poetic
Roommate and Heather Has Two
works Sunday, Oct.9 at 3 p.m. in
Mommies ?two books that disGasson 100as part of theLowell
cuss a child's experience growing up with gay parents
to Lecture Series. Berrigan is a
peace activist who has authored
See FERNANDEZ, p. 33 dozens of books. Steele is a professor of English at the University of Melbourne and is currently a visiting professor at
Georgetown University. The
event is free.

Former NYC school head to visit BC
By Stephanie Patafio
HEIGHTS ST/XEE

The man who introduced
books like
//a5 ?Vvc>
/t//ommi« to the New Vork City
public Schools will speak at
Boston College next week concerning the problems he encountered as chancellor of an innercity school districtand the components of his AIDS and
multicultural "Children of the
Rainbow" curriculum.
Dr. loe Fernandez, contro-

versial formerchancellorof New
York City Public Schools, will
speak Monday, Oct. 3 at 7:00
p.m. in Devlin 008.

Michael Widmer, A&S '97,
vice president of the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Community
for UGBC, said that UGBC and
LGBC wanted Fernandez to
speak because he addresses issues by including gays and lesbians in a normal setting, and he
is a respected academic figure.
WidmersaidthatFernandez
talked about issues that are often

avoided. Fernandez's "Rainbow
Curriculum" included classroom
discussion of "alternative families"
children who grow up
with a single parent or in a divorced household, or children
who have gay or lesbian parents.
But the Rainbow Curriculum didnot pass the approval of
many parents. They strenuously
objected to their children's exposure to such controversial topics.
Widmer said, "[Fernandez]
devoted a lot time to waking up
?

'

I

Dr. Gloria Wu is a graduate of Harvard
University and Columbia University
College of Physicians and Surgeons.
She is trained in Ophthalmology and
diseases of the retina. Contact lens
available. Student discount with ID.
We are located on the Green "C" line
just west of Kenmore Square. Office
hours are Monday - Friday, 9 to 5.
Call 734-1396 for an appointment.

P

?

LGBC brings poet to campus
LGBC will be presenting
Mark Doty, a nationally recognized and award-winning poet,
in a poetry reading at the LGBC
weekly meeting tomorrow in
Hovey House at 7:30 p.m. Doty,
currently the Fannie Hurst Visiting Professor at Brandeis University, was chosen for the National Poetry Series by Philip
Levine. He also won the NationalBook CriticsCircleAward
and theLos Angeles Times Book
Prize and was a finalist for the
National Book Award.

COLLEGE SEASON PASS
$299

FOR FULL TIME UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTSONLY
$299 DISCOUNT PRICE GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 24. 1994
ONLY IFJURCHASED FROM YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

'

TOP GUN INTERNATIONAL
AEROBIC INSTRUCTOR
TRAINING PROGRAM
Eight week intensive course by

Sacramento Bee internship
The SacramentoBee, which
has a circulation of 270,000 in
California's capital city, is offering summer internships in reporting, sports, copy editing,

To purchase a pass, look for your campus rep. or call
Sunday River at (207) 824-3000 ext. 255.

Boston's best instructors at
The Squash Club--Boston's hottest
fitness club. Membership included
Call 298-0123 for details.

full-time for 12 weeks and pay
$375 per week. Interns are responsible for theirown housing.
For more information and application materials, call The Sacra-

NEWAT SUNDAY RIVER FOR THE

/jA E===sa

fl I' 111 W

1994/95 SEASON...
JORDAN BOWL
T ,e Largest Expansion in the History of
Eastern Skiing
FEATURING...
SUNDAY RIVER'S THIRD HIGH-SPEED QUAD!
OVER 70 ACRES OF TRAILS AND GLADES...
SD< DYNAMITE NEW RUNS IN ALL!

and
photo
journalism
infographics. Internships are

mento Bee at (916) 321-1001.
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! Boston College |
Come celebrate with us.
I $5 off dinner for 2 j
Dinner menu only. Not valid with any other offer,
including take-out. Please present coupon when ordering. |

I!' you're serious about Graduate School, then prep with the best Our course
guarantees classes nl I ilteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors,
not lapes or computers r-'or dates of upcoming courses. (A 1.1, TODAY

Courses are starting soon!
617,

558-2828

i:rjpi"

I

Dinner specials starting under $10
A great variety of steak,fresh seafood, chicken
and pasta dishes.

!

Callahan'S

j

i

Steak & Seafood
House

i

J
>

100 Needham St., Newton '617-527-3112

?

MQVISA

[

Undergrad Government Re-

search Opportunity
The U.S. Department of
Energy's Student Research Participation Program offers undergraduates the chance to spend 10
weeks overthe summer collaborating with federal scientists on
the cutting edge of research and
development. The program is
open to any sophomore, junior
or senior majoring in engineering, physical and life sciences,
mathematics, computer science
or social sciences. Students are
selected by the department on
the basis of academic record,
aptitude, research interest and
the recommendation of instructors. Certain travel expenses are
reimbursed, and the program offers stipends of $200 per week
for sophomores. $225 per week
for juniors, and $250 per week
for seniors. For application materials and information, call Pat
Pressley at (615) 576-1083 or
contact the Student Research
Participation Program, Science/
Engineering Education Division,
Oak Ridge Institute for Science

and Education, P.O. Box 117,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37831-0117. The application deadline
is January 17, 1995.
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Stock

of the

Week

Ford Motor Company
Price:27 3/4
12moEPS:$3.51
Earnings Growth: 14.47%
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Internet technology offers advances and drawbacks
Information on Internet available, New BC system combines low cost, blazing speed
used up.
ing system running on a UNIX
By Adam Winthrop
but not readily accessable
"The intention is to give an (another type of mainframe).
HEIGHTS
W«ITE«
A very simple UNIX comIf one types the command
mand (that also works on most
VAX systems) is called"finger," "show users" while logged onto
and basically allowsyou to track theO'Neill Computing Facility's
The Internet is the world's down users on the 'net. On the VAX system duringpeak hours,
largest andfastest growing comBC VAX system, simply type in he/she will more than likely see
munications network, expanding "finger" at the system prompt, a list of over 100 users and l 30
at a rate of I6A>
mcinr/i. As and you will be given a number subprocesses, This phenomenon
more and more people flood the of options, including the ability is directly linked to the fact that
passageways of the net, more to type in a person's username to all the users and the programs
and more resources become find out if they are logged in at they are running are being run
available to the masses.
thattime. Finger can alsobe used by the VAX at the same lime!
The very same anarchistic
design that makes the Internet
work as efficiently as it does is
also the main reason thai
"newbies." or people new to using the 'net, often have trouble
accessing the many things that
enticed them to log on in the first

By Tom Hobbs
Fo« THE HEIGHTS

[e-mail] account to anybody who

one," says Father
McFarland,head of the computer
science department.
Yet another change is in
store. The two VAXs will most
likely be replaced by Digital
wants

EquipmentCorporation's(DEC)
new mainframe called the Alpha. The Alpha boasts the winning two-punch combination of
low price and blazing speed. The

place.

The Internet was originally
designed by the Defense Dept,
Soon the network expanded lor

use by academic researchers as
well, and eventually grew into
the Internet as it is today, governed not by the government,
but maintained by the National
Science Foundation budget as
an open national resource.
There exists no central hub
the 'liet. While
of
that ensures freedom of use and
expansion (to a degree!, it also
means that you can't call someone up to find a person's Email
address or the IP internetprotocol) address of a hot new FTP

Finally, for those who prefer an
operating system with a visual
interface, the Alpha can run

Microsoft's Windows NT.
Along with the imminent
purchase of the Alphas, the Computing Centerhas purchased and
deployedin criticalresearch areas such social science a number
of IBM RS/6000 mainframes,
which use the new RISC (reduced instruction set computer)
technology of the PowerPC.
The reason for these purchases is not thatthe '"old" VAXs
are of a substandard quality, but
that there are so many people
trying to use applications (usually high-end, number-crunching programs) that the whole
system slows down. This is not
due to the speed of the chip, it's
simply a question of the user's
program "waiting in line" forthe
chip to run it.
"Contention for getting the
resource is killing everyone,"
says Flemming.

What does all this system
upgrading translate into lor the
averageuser? Frankly, not much.
The students and faculty who

BC's mainframes link students to information from around the world.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO'TONY ARAMBURU

to see who is on a given system
at a time, by typing in "finger

The experienced VAX user
can often be heard speaking to
the machine, begging lor it to
hurry up, and this too prompts
the question: Is there anything
that can be done to speed up the

fact that DEC's Aplha has one
of. if not the best price to performance ratio, is what made BC
lean toward the purchase of this

<Internet Protocol address>."
» Mosaic
So just how do you find
One of the hottest new prosystem.
someoneor something out there, grams for navigating the net is
"We could buy one Alpha
where there are an estimated30 Mosaic. Like TurboGopher, it time that it takes to do things on and replace the two machines
million computers on-line? gives you access to computers the VAX?
that comprise our [VAX] cluster
Funny you should ask.,,
running a type of program, in
"The objective is concenand increase speed and capacity
'TurboGopher
this case HyperText Markup Lantrated processing power for facat less cost," says Flemming.
TurboGopheris a hierarchi- guage, or HTML.
ulty and students who need it
Another advantage of the
program that
While TurboGopher allows and [the liberation] of the cluster Alpha mainframe is that it supuses familiar point-and-click you to navigate by clicking your for lighter research. All basic ports three operating systems.
commands to allow users to way through folderslike those in internet services will run in their The first is VMS, the operating
move within a server or directly the Macintosh finder or own environment." says Inforsystem currently running on our
to one hallway around the world, Microsoft Windows, Mosaic mation ProcessingSupport' Bill VAX cluster. The fact that the
Mostschools thatoffer their stucontains what is known as Flemming.
Alpha continues to run the VMS
dentsEmail accounts also mainHypertext, which is normal text
A new e-mail server has operatingsystem will insure easy
lain a Gopher server (which the containing words (usually unbeen added to the BC system compatibilitywith old files once
Gopher software accesses).
derlined or highlighted)that act (cleo.bc.edu) so that the already the new mainframes are inplace.
Within these servers, schools as buttons with electronic links precious space available on the The Alpha also supports OSFI
such as BC often provide a di- to anotherf ile or computer someVAXs will not be completely which is a version of the operatrectory interface for tracking where on the 'net. By clicking
down theusernarnesolindividu- on the word TurboGopher for
als at that given school, which instance, you would instantly be
usually works by simply enter- sent to the precedingparagraph,
ing the last name of the person which talks about that software.
for,
you're
searching
Mosaic is popular because it inTurboGopher is also very useful volves "hypermedia,"which can
for searching for other items of link the computer to not only
interest on the 'net.
text, but sound files, graphics
Ford Klalor Company is rienced several difficulties. Net
Many server sites provide and Quicktime and MPEG movback on the mad to success sales were down to 88 million
"pointers" to popular FTP and ies.
After veatbenng a rouZh fiscal and net income posted a loss of
year in 1992, several factors two million dollars, Net sales
World Wide Web (WWW> sites, » Who's who on the 'net
as wellas being able to view text
Here's a list of popular make Nord a good investment increased dramatically over the
next two years, and net income
files and initiate'telnet (remote people andtheirEmailaddresses: for the future,
lleosmfigures inMcme mat is up to a gain of two and a half
login> sessions with other non- President Clinton:
personal spenclinZ and income million.
Gopher servers, While it may president@whitehouse.gov
Many of these figures can
both had substantia! increases
particularly
flashy
be
in
terms
not
Rush Limbaiigh:
month, of August, The beattributed to the flew approach
over
lbe
of graphics, it is one of the most 70277.2502@compuserve.com
Masoning behind this seems to Fordhas taken to its business. In ?
powerful and widely used client Billy Idol: idol@well.sf.ca.us
1992, the company's main fociis
have been led by a strong d.e»
Internet,
interfacesfor the
Douglas Adams:
mand tot autos.
to market a sedan to comwas
'Give 'em the Firmer
dna@dadams.demon.co.us
Ford's swellbottomed out pete with a Japanese-dominated
last week, It reached its fifty»
sector of the market, AKA the
Mo week lov « 25 and an Honda Accord. That year the
eizhlb. 8ince that dayrue stock Ford Taurus was able to win the
has zained almost Mo points, title of America's Best Selling
This points to a possiNe gain Car, atitle ownedby Honda since
Monday, 4:30
clurmL the upcvmmz montks 1989.
vnen Eordreleases its n«>v modThis all stems from the foMcElroy 113
els.
cus on quality that has emerged
Looking to tbe future, ?ord in the Ford Motor Corperation.
Conic buildyour resume!
look a 37.4 billion cllMHe for This approach has allowed the
site,

use the statisticalprograms found
on the VAX will still run them on
the VAX. The noticed difference
will be that other functions that
wereonce on the VAX (simple email. BBS, etc.) will now be
moved to the Cleo. This cuts the
total number of VAX users almost in halfand therefore makes
the "waiting" far shorter.
All other basic services,
such as Mail Drop (the e-mail
software), NewsWatcher (the
Bulletin Board Service software)
and InfoEagle, will be transferred over to an RS/6000. The
two noticeable improvements
will be greater speed in running
the huge number-crunching programs on the VAX and secondly,
easier access to these mainframes. By next year, all dorms
will be connected to InfoEagle.
There are also plans to facilitate
theconnection to the mainframes
for off-campus students.
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extensivly as a "sport truck".
Like many other companies, Ford has been expanding
into the international market.
It currently owns twenty-five
percent of the Mazda corpora-

tion. They have also successfully marketed the Mondeo in
Europe. Plans call for the
Mondeo to make its debut in
the US during the next year.
Ford is also involved in a
joint venture with Volkswagen
in Portugal. The two companies will be making an all purpose vehicle to market in Europe,
All indications say that
Ford is a company on the rise.
With solid sales, constant
improvements,anda goal to be
numberone, Ford Motor Com-

1
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Professionals
offer sound advice to students in job search
Small Business Owner

Hundreds of thousands of new businesses evolve each year. All
it takes is one good idea to launch a prosperous company. Bill Gates
of Microsoft is an extremely auspicious example of this kind of
success. The man is under thirty and worth billions. He dropped out
of Harvard to produce his own company, and boy was it worth it.
However, the more usual cases of men and women starting their
own companies occur after they have spent many years at a desk
hating what they were doing. The process of deciding to quit a job
and then become an entrepreneur takes a lot of time and consideration.
Jim Lassaux of The Denver Salad Co., Inc. went through a
period of fourteen years dreading going to work everyday. He was
the financial officer of Arby's in Denver. His job consisted of
financing stores, and as a CPA, he didsome small scale accounting.
"The only thing 1 feel I gained in those years was experience
and a knowledge of how restaurants were run," he said.
In 1985, he decided to take a risk that would change his life.
Lassaux and two partners wanted independence and fell in love with
the idea of a cafeteria- style salad bar/restaurant.
The risks, in the beginning, were tremendous. Both partners
signed their lives, their homes and personal investments away as
collateral.
"You must have the funds to be able to go out on your own and
be willing to take on tremendous responsibility," said Lassaux.
Lassaux claims it was frustrating getting these funds, since he
had to sell his ideas over and over again.
"The bankfirst sees the figures of thousands ofbusinesses that
fail every year, especially restaurants," he said.
One of Lassaux's greatest fears concerned the way in which he
was going to support his family during his job transition period. He
knew full well that profits don't appear immediately with a new
business, and that success takes time.

Daniel Tully, CEO of Merrill Lynch, chose the board room
over the classroom for his career path.

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/PETER MANIS

Students career paths may lead back to school.

CONSULTANT

illcistrahon

courtesy of

sviqals associates

Gregg Rogers, a resident of Brighton, is a 29-year-old consultant who works in Boston. After
graduatingfrom college,Rogers knew he wanted to enter the business field, but he was not sure where
to begin. After his first few jobs, he decided to try consulting, and now works for CorporateDecisions
Incorporated.
A consulting firm helps other companies find solutions to theirfinancial problems. The job of the
consultant is to analyze each client's situation, and hopefully come up with a creative solution that will
help his/her client to increase profits.
"My job can be as simple as computer database analysis, or it may involve running task force
meetings with senior executives of a corporation," said Rogers.
Each consultant of the firm may have several clients. Some clients may be helped by only one
consultant, or if their cases are more difficult, a team of consultants may be needed.
"Our firm encourages creative work with fellow team members. The firm hopes by working
together we will come up with new ideas and potential solutions," said Rogers.
Another important aspect of a consultant's job is travel, which makes them accessible to their
clients.
There are, however, drawbacks to a consultant's job. The job contains a great deal of stree and a
large number of hours.
According to Rogers, anyone interested in consulting must like the business field, be able to focus
clearly on a problem and be a quick, creative thinker.
PROFESSOR ,
For the past twenty-fiveyears Professor JohnLewis has taught in the human resource management
department of the Carol School Management. He was one of the first in the department when it was
created; however, teaching was not his first career.
Upon his graduation from college. Professor Lewis worked for TRW for ten years. The company
decided to send i_ewis to a sensitivity training workshop.
"That weekend helped me to look into myself and see that I was not really happy doing what 1 was."
saidLewis.
"It seems that as time goes on more and more people will discover that they are not doing what they
like," said Lewis.
Professor Lewis then returned to school to earn his Ph.D. After that
he came to Boston College and began his new life.
"Here at BC I have the opportunity to influence the lives of young people and talk about the field
of management with a certain degree of experience," said Lewis.
This can be readily seen every day in the classes he teaches. Professor Lewis often uses his
experiencesas examples for the topics he teaches.
"I feel that my teaching has been enhanced by my professional career." said Lewis.
Lewis summed up the job situation by noting that students should do what they want to do when
deciding upon a career.
"I'm teaching for the fulfillment and reward, not for the money," said Lewis.
Compiled by-Dennis Goetl, Amanda Amyer, Alexandra Haruf

Finding a job:Abeginner's guide to starting a career
By Amanda Mayer
EOK THE HEIGHTS
The main reason that most
every student attends college is
to graduateeventually and find
a job he/she likes. How, though.
doesa student begin his/her jobsearching process?
Most students would first
turn to the Career Center, AIthough the Career Center is in
fact the place to search for a job.
it is not necessarily the place at
which a student should begin.
First, every student must
start with a self-assessment
which considers his/her
strengths, values and experiences. Next, the student needs a
focus or an idea of what type of
job wouldbe of interest, as well
as what his or her expectations
are of that particular job, A focus is very important because it
will lend some direction to the
job search.
After the student has a focus and knows the type of job
for which he/she is searching,
he/she can begin networking.
Networking involves getting information about the field of interes! and talking to people who
work in that field.
The Career Center can be a
help in networking. The Alumni
Network in the Career Center
has the names of many alumni
who have volunteered to give
interested students information
about their jobs.
While a student isnetwork-

ing, it is important to gain con-

tacts. Alumni, faculty, friends'
parents andfriends of the family
are all good contacts. A contact

can oftenelicitrecommendations
and may even lead a student to
an interview.
The next step in a typical
job search is the creation of a
rdsumd.
"A perfect r6sum6 is a very
important. A resume is the first
impression an employerwill get
of you," said Campus Recruiting Administrator,Melissa Madden The rdsumd should be correctly writtenwithout any typos
or errors.
The Career Center offers
resume 1 writing classes and critiquing sessions.
Along with a resume, a
cover letter is needed.The cover
letter is important because it lets
an employer know that the student is looking for them. The
letter should includehow the student found out about the company, whathe or she can contribute to the company and what he
expects to gain from the com-

.

pany.
Once a student has perfected
his/her resume and cover letter,

phone book.
The student then needs to
send his/her rdsume' and cover
letter to these employers. If there
has been no response afterabout
two weeks, the student needs to
make a follow-up phone call. In
the phone call the studentshould
explain that a resume' was sent
approximately two weeks ago
and then inquire as to how far
along they are in the process of
reviewing his/her r6sum6.
After the resumes havebeen
sentout, a student will hopefully
schedule an interview. The Career Center offers classes to begin interview preparation.
A second way to obtain an
interview is through therecruiting program in the Career Center. Any interested student can
register for the programand submit aresume\ The recruiting program begins on Octobersth and
runs until April. Between this
time, 300 to 350 different organizations will visit the campus
to interview with students.
Before any interview, the
student must research the company, in order to be fully pre-

Track and Lexus Nexus which
offer information about specific
companies.

When attending an interview, it is important to be professionally dressed. A student
should bring a portfolio binder
with paper and a pen, some extra

copies of his/her r£sum6 and a
referencesheet. A reference sheet
consists of three or four personal
or professionalreferences with a
quick description of each. The

reference sheet may be a clincher

in an interview because it will
show the employer that the student is very interested.
If a student is called back
fora second interview, he should
expect to spend at least halfof a
day at the company. Following
the second interview, the student should send thank-you letters to every individual he met
and interviewedwith at thecompany.

pared.

"It's hard to wing it at an
he/she needs toresearch thefield interview. A student must apin which he/she wishes to work pear to be very confident and
and obtain a list of 20 to 30 convincing during the interview." said Madden.
potential employers.
The research can be done in
To obtain research about a
the Career Center, which holds company, students can call the
listings in its reception area and company and ask for pamphlets
books in its library, as well as in orbrochures, or he/she can check
more traditional sources like the the local library. Moreover,
Boston Globe and the local tele- O'Neill Library has the Info

Mike Cuttlca, CSOM'9S, begins the hardest part of the job
search, the wait.
heights

staff photo/seam c. McCarthy
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Ex-convict shares experiences with students
totally controls you. It's so easy
to set it off." he said.

By Erika Scholenberg
EON THE HEIGHTS

Corbitt said he was first arrested when he was in high school
for snatching a chain off another
student's neck.
"I had my first offense back

"I was a victim of my own
environment growing up. and
now I'm successful as far as I'm
concerned," an ex-convict told
students at O'Connell House
Tuesday night,
loe Corbitt said that in the
Mattapan-Roxbury area where
he grew up. the only outlets for
anger were drugs and violence.
"That type of environment
can give you so much anger, it

Corbitt said he saw people
close to him get killed and was
almost shot himself.
"I could possibly be dead
today," Corbitt said. "Youwould
think with experienceslike that,
you would change. But it didn't

then, and basically they just
slapped me on the wrist," he said.

even bother me.
"Finally, one day it just

He enlisted in the army to
break away from the cycle of
crime and drugs. But Corbitt did
not escape. He discoveredpeople
in the army also used drugs, so

caught up with me," he said,
refering to the life of crime and
drugs he was leading.
Corbitt was arrested after a
drug deal gone awry and put on
probation for charges of armed
robbery and assault and battery.
He was later sentenced to
five-to-eight years in prison for
violating his probation. He
served 26 months of his sen-

he fit in.

f News Meetings 1
every Monday at

tence.

"Two thoughts entered my

mind when I entered those gates:

clean up and start 1 ife over again
for real this time, and [I was]
scared because I didn't know
what to expect," Corbitt said.
Corbitt said he used the
prison's school system to educate himself and get his life back
on track.
"A majority of the prisoners in jail think about two things:
what they've done in the past,
and what they're going to do the
day they get out," Corbitt said.
"The environment they come
from is their own reality.
"If you take those kids and
show them that there are other
parts to life, then you can help
them," Corbitt said, advocating
student work with inner-city
youth.
"The day that they released
me, I was ready to come out,"

Corbitt said. "I made a plan for
myself, and so far I'vebeen successful."
The audience burst into applause when Corbitt told them
that he had received a promotion
at work and that he would soon
be a father.
BC students who had
worked with Corbitt through the
PULSE program asked him to
speak on campus.
Corbitt told current PULSE
students interested in participating in the prison program that if
they were open and patient, the
inmates would eventually open
up.
"I now have emotions
emotionsthat were always there,
I just never showed them," he
?

said, relating his own experience
with the program.

5:30 p.m. in the Disney World trip designed
Heights office, to bring 'BC family' together
McElroy 113.
By

I

New writers always welcome,
old writers always expected!

I

Interested in working in Tokyo or HongKong with

\m Merrill Lynch

-

Matt Tulis

EOK THE HEIGHTS

Instead of spending the
Thanksgiving of 1995 at home
eating turkey, the Boston College Staff Advisory Senate is
offering students a chance to
spend the holiday with Mickey
Mouse,
The BC StaffAdvisory Senate Travel Committee is sponsoring a Disney World vacation
during Thanksgiving week. November 18-25. 1995,

The trip is open to the entire
BC community, said Maria
Koufos. the S AS office and training coordinator who is organiz-

ing the trip.
It provides a great opportunity to "bring the BC family together," Koufos said.
The trip includes sevennight accommodations at the

ner.

Although the trip is not

scheduled until the fall of next
year, seating will be limited.
Koufos urged interestedstudents
to reserve their spots by Thanksgiving of this year.
The SAS has sponsored
other University trips to New
York City, Nantucket Island, and
Newport, Rhode Island,
For more information contact Koufos at the Information
Processing Support Office in
Gasson Hall at 552-8640.

Caribbean Beach Hotel at the
Walt Disney World Resort, an
unlimited Walt Disney Pass allowing free access to the entire
park, and a Thanksgiving din-

Piease send or fax a copy of your resume with the
following marked on the back:
\u26 6

ML/Asia'94

* Language spoken
(Cantonese

Japanese, Chinese

and/or Mandarin), Bahasa

Malay,

Bahasa Indonesian, Thai, Hindi
\u26 6 Level of fluency
\u2666?City of preference ? Tokyo or Hong Kong
* Area of interest Investment Banking,
Sales, Trading

-

To:

Crimson & Brown Associates, Inc.
1 770 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 332
Cambridge, MA 02140
Tel. (617)868-0181 \u2756 Fax (617) 868-0187
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How BC students become real stair masters
By Laura W. Tholen

HEIGHTS

days when classes seem to be a
trivial part of college life. And
when you think about it, why is
BC spending so much money on
buying stairmasters for the Plex
when, in fact, we have enough
stairs on campus for the entire
student body to be working out
at the same time? The stairs by
Gonzaga. the stairs on College
Road, the stairs by Conte Forum
and Merkert. the stairs in both
parking garages we have stairs
coming out of our ears!
And have you ever noticed
the incredible lines for the
Stairmasters? Why wait? Go
outside, breath in the fresh air
and pretend like you're Sylvester
Stallone in the earl) days, searching for his fair Adrienne.
On the ascent of the "new
stairs," with no backpack, taking one stair at a time, one must
take 190 steps up 101 stairs
spread overoneminute and fortytwo seconds to reach the top. On
the ascent of Higgins stairs, one
is faced with 116stairs, 153 steps
and one minute and forty seconds of hiking.

ElllTOK

The one thing that's ,11,ssing in the addition of the new
stairs next to the parking garage
is the theme from "Rocky" playing every time someone survives
the monstrous trek up from
Lower Campus. Remember the
Italian Stallion sprinting up the
stairs in frontof the Philadelphia
library?
Ves. for years now. Higgins
s!:iirs huve been the b:me of students, parents and visitors alike
as they come to explore the BC
campus. Now there is actually a
choice between good old
Higgins, the new stairs and
(shh!.., don't tell anyone! the
parking garage elevator.
Both of these havens of concrete and iron railing are long,
tedious and difficult to finish
(especially after an extended
evening in the mods). On those
mornings when you roll out of
bed. already late for your nine
a.m. class, nothing can be more
disheartening than walking on
an upward slant, working those
Hubby thighs for upproxi,n:lielv
the next lOO seconds.
Let's face it. these stairs are
what keeps us BC students looking as slim and athletic as we do.
They' re what get our motors running, our blood pumping and our
breakfasts down the hatch on

?

But. both mounds of 90 de-

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/TAMIA VAZQUEZ

There are 101 steps adjacent to the parking garage and between 116and 125 that make up the
campus landmark Higgins Stairs.

gree angles have negative and
positive aspects. Julie Vondung,
A&S '94. thinks that the new
stairs "are so much better because you have breaks and
stretches in between" the groups

See STAIRS, p. 14

Recycling effort at BC a "pretty good job"
By Stephanie Millette
HEIGHTS

W«,TE«

Aluminum

cans
of
Nestea,,,plasticplates, lids, containers and silverware,..glass

juice bottles...Styrofoam products. Glancing around any campus dining facility it would seem
as though Boston College is significantly contributing to solid
waste build-up in a society that
produces an overwhelming
amount of garbage. In today's
fast-paced, fast-food lifestyle, it
is unfortunate that portable and
disposable products, such as
plastic containers and utensils,
have become extremely convenient and popular. The array of
plastic, polystyrene, glass and
aluminum products made available at BC, as well as at many
other institutions, seems to refleet this popularity of disposable products.
Along with the choice to
provide disposable products,
however, comes the increasing
responsibility to recycle, and BC
is doing its best to take an active
role in the recycling effort,
BC currently takes part in
two separaterecycling programs
through two different companies:
one dealing with glass, plastic
and aluminum: the other with
polystyrene products. The polystyrene collection, which began

about four years ago. was the
first recycling program to be initiated at BC. polystyrene products (such as the sandwich containers at the Eagle's Nest! are
collected in receptacles on a vol-

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ KEVIN BREEM

Contrary to popular belief, the items in these bins really do get
recycled.

unleer basis in the Logic's

the Rat and in Stuart Hall.
The recyclable items are

collected in clear plastic bags
and are examined bi-weekly by
employees of Conigliaro Industries, who evaluate the ratio of
recyclable items to other trash.
Bags which contain less than 20
percent non-recyclable trash
(such as food waste) will be accepted for recycling. Bags containing mostly miscellaneous
trashwill be rejected by the com-

pany.
The volunteer recycling bins

usually collect the greatest
amount of non-recyclable waste
at the beginning of the school
year, mainly because students
forget about or are unfamiliar
with the program. Recycling
typically improves as the year

goes on.

"We do a pretty good job,"
saidassociate directorof Dining
Services, Patricia Ryan. "Only
about two percent of all the bags
are rejected over the whole year."
Ryan noted that the Eagle's
Nest collects about forty bags of

recyclable goods per week, while
Stuart Hall collects about eight.
The Rat at Lyons Hall, however,
doesn't seem to fare as well with
the program.
"Recycling is a problem at
Lyons." said Ryan, noting that
the recycling bins are often overwhelmed with garbage and food

She mentioned that notices have been posted in the
past to urge students and faculty
members to be more cautious in
recycling, and BC's student rewaste.

cycling organization, T.R.E.E.,
has also tried to help solve the
problem.
In addition to the polystyrene collection program, BC also
recycles glass, plastic and alu-

minum through a company called
B&G. The Lower Campus Din-

ing Facility (which also recycles
polystyrene) is the center for this
recycling program. Glass, plastic and aluminum products are
sorted and collected in the dish
room by BCDS employees and
are picked up daily by B&G.
"This program is more effective because the products are
sorted specifically for recycling
purposes," Ryan said, comparing this method to the volunteer
bins. Eventually BC will be involved in a full recycling program, collecting glass, plastic,
aluminum and polystyrene all
over campus.
While BC is attempting to
make rapid advancesin the recycling effort, much of the success
of therecycling program depends
on the students' participation.
"We certainly don't collect as
much [recyclable material] as we
produce," said Eagle's Nest manager Dan Martin, "if we could
get the kids more attuned to recycling, it would be great."Unfortunately it is much easier to
produce garbage than it is to recycle, but with a little extra effort, BC is taking a much-needed
step towards preventing unnecessary trash build-up. As we are
quickly finding out, there is only
so much space for garbage on
the planet, and only so much
tolerance the environment can
havefor contamination.Students
can do their part in making BC's
recycling program successful by
watching consumption of disposable goods and taking the extra
few seconds to put recyclable
materials in their appropriate
bins.
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Always keep one foot on the floor

Best Bets
for the
week:

By Theresa Magner
E0«

WHAT: HaroldBloom lecture
WHERE: Waterstone's on
Newbury Street
WHEN: Monday, October3

rules

are not as strict as University Housing would like to make
people believe. The RA, who
wished to remain anonymous,
then went on to say that thereare

THE HEIGHTS

On Sunday, September 25,
ofWalsh
Hall's infamous fire drills look
at about 3:30 a.m.. one

many different definitions of
cohabitation.
Technically, if a male and a
female spend the night in the
same room it is not considered
cohabitation,unless both parties
are sleeping. Anotherdefinition
to keep in mind is that it is not
co-habitation if both the male
and the female in the room each
have one foot on the floor at all
times. Does that include when
you sleep on the floor?!?
It is interesting to note that
there is no real way for an RA to
catch his or her residents breaking the cohabitation rule. The
RA who was questioned said, "If
it is not a problem with the roommate or roommates, then it is not
considered a problem."
The only actual way to get

place. Expletives and banging

doorsfilled the halls with noises
other lhan the shrill siren which
echoed through Ihe building.
If an unsuspecting stranger
happened to walk the halls on
lhis glorious morning, he mighl
have been under the impression
that Boston College is a very
liberal university. He wouldhave
seen many sleepy-eyed, pajamawearing, male and female sludenls spilling out of doorways
together.
This evidence might lead

This Vale professor has
caused quitea stir by insinuating
that he has arrived at thedefinitive Western Canon, in a new
book. Among those elevated
and in some cases deified by
the scholar: Shakespeare, Tony
Kushner and some obscure
woman, Ellen Glasgow. Among
those ignored: Alice Walker,
Sylvia Plath and James Thurber.
Come watch the fireworks as
Bloom rebuts his critics. Call
859-7300 for more information. one to believe thatWalsh Hall is
coed by suite: the eight-man's
WHAT: The Fifty Greatest
could have a healthy mix ofboth
Cartoons
sexes.
WHERE: The Brattle Theatre
Remember freshman year,
4
Tuesday,
WHEN:
October
when you had your first hall
meeting? Remember when your
Curator, author and allround toon historian, Jerry Beck ResidentAssistant told you about
assemblesthe creme dcla creme the strict cohabitationrules enin the field. Among those repreforced in Boston College resisented: Tom & Jerry. Betty Boop, dence halls? It seems as though
Mickey Mouse, Bugs Bunny and students at BC have very selecthe ThreeLittle Pigs. The lion's
live memories. Is the undershare of the selections are not
graduate
population at BC exfrom M.G.M. (bad joke), but
tremely
sneaky,
or does this obrather, from the old Warner
Bros.' animation department. vious breaking of the rules go
unnoticedby our very own RAs?
Also explored are cartoon commerce and censorship.
When one RA was asked
?

?

WHAT: The Illusion
WHERE: The Merrimack Repertory Theatre, Lowell.
WHEN: Wednesdays through
Sundays, through October 15.
Before Tony Kushner
stunnedthe nation(and the aforementionedHarold Bloom) with
his two-part dramatic extravaganza Angels in America, he
adapted L'illusion comique, a
17th-century French drama by
Pierre Corneille. Head over to
Lowell to see if Kushner's past
workis as refined as his present.

WHAT: Straw/Cranberries!
WHERE: Any Strawberriesstore
WHEN: Tuesday, October 4
To celebratethe release of
the Cranberries' newest album,
"No Need to Argue," Strawberries throughout the area are offering their sister fruit all due
deference by changing their
name. So go to (Straw) Cranberries and linger allyou want. Note:
The Bolyston Street, Downtown
'Crossing, Kenmore and Harvard
Squares locations are offering
freebies to thefirst 25 people to
purchase the new album.
WHAT: Do Kahlua
WHERE: Mary Ann's

WHEN: Wednesday, October 5
Why drinkKahlua at Mary
Ann's letalone on a Wednesday? Well, themanufacturers are
pushing their brew big-time. If
you have a mudslide, a B-52 or a
white Russian, you might endup
as a Kahlua YIP, which entitles
you to contest participation,
giveaways,T-shirts and caps. Go
after 90210, and enjoy!

about the cohabitation policy in
Walsh Hall, it was stated that the

caughtbreaking thecohabitation
to sleep through a fire
drill and have an RA key your

rule is
room.

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR/BECKY YANG

Are fire drills sometimes like Noah's Ark?people filing out,
two-by-two?

Are Higgins steps your personal stairway to heaven?
dreads the trip from their home

Continued from page 13
of approximately eleven and
fourteen steps.
In fact, the actual stairs by
Higgins are no steeper than the
new stairs. Higgins just looks
more intimidating because there
seems to be no break between
clumps of stairs. Peg Pelnik,
motherofTricia. A&S '92, Erin,
A&S '93, and Megan, A&S '97,

in Utica, New York distinctly
because of these tedious steps.
"I love BC, but I'll never get
used to those stairs," she says.

Well, for weak-hearted,
weak-kneed or weak-thighed BC
mothers everywhere,the new BC
parking garage has installed three

convenientelevatorsintendedfor
garage users, but nonetheless
used by students as anothermode

of transportation to Main Campus. The seven-floorelevator is
crowded many a morning during
that ten minute interval before
class begins, and will be even
more so by the time the first
snowfalls and that first ice forms
on the concrete slabs.
The elevatoris victorious in
the time competition, taking a
mere 40 seconds to climb approximately 100 n>et to the level

WHERE: Symphony Hall
WHEN: Thursday, October6
at 10:30 a.m.
Want to see one of the premier orchestrason the east coast
without paying premier prices?
Join the BSOforthis trial-runby
calling 266-1200; unreserved
seats cost $11.50.Apre-rehearsal
talk will start at 9:30 a.m.

ofO'Neill Plaza, but the amount
of time spent waiting for the next
available lift can often take more
time than if you let your legs do
the work.
Maybe somewheredownthe
road, BC will install a device
that will play "Rocky's theme"
every time the top stair of
Higgins or the new stairs is
reached. The hike won't seem so
under-appreciatedanymore.

Viewpoints.
if

Opinions from students on current issues.
By Simran Puri

How has living off-campus affected
your

Dave Scorsolini,
A&S '95.

social life?
Rich Ng,
A&S '96.

?

WHAT: Open rehearsals at
Boston Symphony Orchestra

Are the cohabitation rules
really anti-sex rules in disguise?
I guess students at Boston College will never really know (or
care) about the answer to that
question.
Just remember, as long as
you have one foot on the ground,
you can sleep peacefully, with
whichever guests you choose.

"It has been beneficial because you
can seperate yourself, and you don't
have to be dependent on the campus to have fun.
Your own apartment is your
abode; it's more
personal than a
dorm. You don't
have random
people exploiting
your hospitality."

"Compared to last
year, I don't see my
friends as often
because of the
distance. You have
to make a
conscious effort to
keep track of what
is going on with
them."

The Heights
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Notre Dame mania hits the Heights
ticket. Needless to say,my friend

By Erin Sullivan
EOK THE HEIGHTS

That timeof the year is upon
come
head to head with the Fighting
Irish, If you are a student here at
Boston College, this event has
been engraved in your mind since
November 20 of last year. For
some, October8 just can't seem
to get here fast enough.
Since the beginning of the
academic year, students have
been roaming about campuswith
various t-shirls that challenge
those who hail from good old
South Bend, Indiana, As the days
progress, the t-shirtshave grown
in number. And now, a week before the game, this paraphernalia has become common to most
us again when the Eagles

is watching the game on TV from
his couch at home."
Although this is the event
of the season, it is only a football
game, after all. Many people are

going slightly overboard, especially those who wish to make a
$340 profit on their student
ticket. However, the masses will
not be satisfied until the Notre
Dame game promo is beat into

wardrobes.

Notre Dame mania has hit

BC. and it has hit hard. The ex-

citement and anticipationof the
big game day is ever-present and
at times overpowering. At every
otherstep, one is met with a sign
about Notre Dame-BC tickets,
either wanted or for sale,
"I already have tickets to
the game." peterLevesque. AKS
'98, states "but I wanted to pick
up one for a friend from home. I
called around and the cheapest
one I could find was for SI50.
One person was actually trying
to get as much as 5350 for a

the ground (along with that obnoxious leprechaun).
For those of us who still
have their sanity, October 8 is
awaited with baited breath. We
all have high hopes and pride for
our team and our school. Only
time will tell the outcome, but
last year's score of39 to4l lives
in the minds of everyone.
Besides everyone knows
thatThe Eagles will prevail over
that pint-sized leprechaun.
Mike Basilio, A&S '98,
feels that "If BC wins against
Notre Dame again this year, then
that will prove beyond a doubt
that the Eagles are serious contenders in Division-I football."
And according to the calculations of Jennifer Saenz, A&S
'98, "It's almost a definite that
BC will win again this year. Last
year,they were all the way out in
Indiana, and they still came out
on top. This year they will have
the whole school there supporting them, so there is absolutely
no way they will lose."
Until the day of reckoning,
the whole school awaits the final
score sports fanatics and just
plain oldBC fans alike. The day
will be a tense one filled with
unbelievableexcitement and energy from all those involved.
There is no going back now. The
clock has started ticking. The
Holy War has begun.
?

Wearing your school on your sleeve
By Melissa McGann
E0« THE HEIGHTS

One needs only to walk
around Middle Campus to determine which college this is. Have
you ever noticed how proud of
Boston College its students acAn informal survey
tually
taken while sitting on the Dustbowl around noon proved the
obvious: Six out often students
wearsome type of BC clothing.
From hats to sweatshirts,

one can spend a fortune on
memorabiliaand apparel embla-

,

..

bm-i i rim^

?

Let me guess... you go to »iHarvard?
jo
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?oned with the Eagle logo. The
bookstore sells BC everything,
including mugs, notebooks and
bumper stickers. How many pairs
of BC socks does one need, anyway? They even have baby
bottles, stuffed animals imprinted with BC letters, and of
course we have all seen the BC
cheerleading outfit for toddlers.
Who wouldn't want to own one
of those attractive hats with the
protuding eagle to show one's
school spirit?
probably the most popular
BC item is the t-shirt. These come
with more slogans and logos than
a television commercial. While
there are standard designs, others are sold "illegally" in dorms
by anonymous students of entrepreneurial spirit. Many of these
"hot" items promote the various
aspects of BC social life. Some
hype the "Holy War" of the up-

coming BC/Notre Dame football
game, while others boast about

BC's party scene. Wherever you
look, students' bodies are plastered with those never-underused
words "Boston College."
Why do we feel the need to
have our apparel scream BC? Is
loyalty to one's school that
deeply ingrained in our minds?
Everyone else on campus was
accepted here, too. so there's no
prestige factor. Granted, it is understandablethat onewould want
to revel in one's school spirit
whilevisitingothercolleges. You
would, of course be in BC finery
when tailgating in South Bend,
but why display these same
clothes on campus, day in and
day out'7
Like all things at BC. nothing comes cheap. A shoppingtrip
in the bookstore can easily max
out one's credit card. One freshman who is ashamed to have her
name mentioned stated, "In total
I have spent about $400 on just
Boston College clothing, not to
mention my winter wardrobe."
Boston College football
games are a mini fashion show
with the alumni modeling the
latestbookstore styles while tailgating on Shea Field. In some
ways, they are worse than the
present-day students. Even little
babies who are not yet teething
wear BC rompers. They are
"Little Baby Eagles," as their

shirts proclaim.

Every conversation is fodder for a story
By Lee Dayton
HEIGHTS STAFF WRITER

In the past I have talked
about how many verbal exchanges occurring on campus are
clearly token conversations.
Consider how many times in the
past few weeks you have had a
conversation with someone
which went something like this:
"Hi, how are you? How was
your summer? Where are you
living this year? OK, I'll stop by.
See you later."
That's whatI thought. Right
now, to abandon such tedious
boredom, I'd like to relate a few
of the more interesting non-token conversations I've had lately.

? I recently ran into a friend
of mine on O'Neill Plaza. After

quickly surveying the scene, he
said, "Is it just me, or has the

.

number of attractive women on

campus this year...urn..."

"Multiplied
tially?" I offered.

exponen-

"Yeah, that's it," he said.
"Well, sure," I replier1 "And
you know, the number of them
who want to meet me has multiplied, too. After all, zero times

zero equals zero."

We then noted how a number of these aforementioned attractive women seem to populate the Golden Eagle Dance
Team and the Dance Ensemble,
which, after some debate, we

concluded were in fact two different things. No matter. We en-

joy watching themboth. And they
dance well, too.
? Later that week, I ran into
another friend of mine, a female,
believe it or not. "Are you writing again this year?" she asked.
"Well then, why don't you say
something nice about the
Women's Resource Center, you
conservative bastard?"
My better judgment tells me
it's probably a good idea to stay
away from the "Womyn's" Resource Center, both physically
as well as in print. 1 will, however, say this: Isn't the fact that
there is no Men's ("Myn's"?)
Resource Center on campus sort

of...well...reversesexism? Men
are in fact a minority on campus
the last time I checked. Something to think about anyway.
? On the phone recently, my

brother, already a college graduate (the lucky dog), had this
warning for me: "Be careful this
year. After doing your summer
internship this summer, you're
going to have zero motivation to
go back to school and do stupid
work." As a public service. I'm
passing this nugget of wisdom
on to you.

Lee Dayton, A&S '95, isadouble
major in English and Communications. He hopes to have a date
at BC before he graduates.

Culture Shock
Theresa Regli

I

once knew this Frenchman
BC. Actually, he's still at
BC, and I still know him. He
has a very distinguishing characteristic. No, he doesn'tweara
at

beret. He does something far

more distinctive.
He carries a pencil case.
I always made fun of him
for carrying a pencil case. After
all, how many college students
do you know who carry pencil
cases? None, right?
With the exception of art
students, pencil cases are usually abandoned by the juniorhigh years. One or two pens normally suffice, and they are handily placed in the front section of
your backpack.
Not so in France, however.
This is the land wherein everyone owns a pencil case. You can
imagine my surprise when I saw
a pencil case on the desk in a
professor's office at The University of Grenoble.
University bookstoreshave
shelves of pencil cases. Everywhere pens and pencils are sold,
you can also find a wide array of
pencil cases.
While shopping for school
supplies the other day, I noticed
everyone was buying one
as
if they were the cool thing to
have. I was amazed. I even saw
two people arguing over a pencil
case that had Harvard University written on it, as if it were the
?

latest markdown
Basement.

at

Filene's

"It's not worth arguing

over," I said to them. '"It's only
Harvard."
"Mais e.mctement! C'est
Harvard! " one Frenchman retorted.
Even after a five-minute
conversation about the utter stupidity of fighting over a pencil
case (let alone a Harvard pencil
case), they continued their dispute. I gave up trying to help,
figuring it was better to let them
decide who had it first.
Later that evening, I asked
my host family over dinner about
the French obsession with pencil cases. They proceeded to tell
me that ail French students must
have pencil cases because they
use at least three different colored pens when taking notes.
Red for main headings, blue
for subheadings and green for
minor points, forexample.Then,
anything associated with a particular topic would be noted in
the corresponding ink color.
I thought they werekidding.
They assured me they were
not. Thus, I came to the awareness that I wasn't going to fit in
too well amongFrench students.
I wasn't about to nke notes in
three or four different colors.
Thefrustrationof constantly
switching pens! Reading the
notes afterward would give me a
headache.No thanks. One black
ink Bic for me.
My French friend at BC who
carries the pencil case, on the
rare occasion that he is taking
notes,

doesn't use multi-colored

pens. He just likes his pencil
case for reasons I don't think I'll
ever understand. Maybe he inherited his father's pencil case
or something.
Who knows, perhaps
Charles Dc Gaulle started the
trend. Personally, though, I just
can't bring myself to buy one.
Theresa Regli, A&S '96, is currently studying at the Universite
Stendhal in Grenoble, France.
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Taking a bite out of some students' meal plans
By Natalie Williams
EOX THE HEIGHTS

A typical meal at the New
Dining hall can cost between $ 10
and $15 dollars. A consolation is
that Addie's (upstairs) is a lot
cheaper, around $4 to $5 for a
dinner. With steaks costing
$8.25, not including side items

serviceis way too slow, the place

itself is under-staffed, and the

salads are too expensive."
There have been promises
When the Lower Campus
from BCDS that the situation
Dining Facility opened its doors
will improve, but the lines are
last year, everyone on campus
was raving about the quality of
the food: in a word, excellent.
or drinks, money goes fast.
A common concern of many
Freshly grilled steaks, rolisseriechicken, steakandcheese of the students buying salads at
sandwiches, and non-papa the New Dining Facility is
Gino's pi??a were foreign to whether or not they are charged
those who had matured as
more money for putting their
McEIroyfed freshman on Lipsalad on porcelain or plastic
per. Even Stuart on Newton had plates. Well, ponder no more,
you healthy lettuce eaters!
better food.
Now you know, there is a
Now that members of the
class of 1997
of which this price difference, it's small, but
writer is part
ale now sophoit'snonetheless significant! One
mores, thoughts of the daily meat conniving Heights editor tested
sauce at McEIroy are far behind out this hypothesis by getting
in the past. Ealing al the new one assorted salad on a porcelain
plate, buying it at a hefty $5.18.
facility is now an everyday ocTwo minutes later, the sleuth
currence. For many Lower Campus residents. McEIroy is a place poured the salad onto a plastic
only to buy books, not a place at plate, asked a random stranger
which they still eat. Vet there is to buy the salad over again, and
was charged charged 30 cents
a down side to this college dining hall heaven: the prices. A lower at $4.88! So when in doubt,
student will pay roughly 53 to 55 go for plastic and don't forget to
morefor dinner on Lower than at recycle that puppy while you're

almost always long and the polling of some Upper Campus residents revealed that, on average,
they have $150 more on their
cards eating at McElroy than
those eating on Lower Campus.

The food may be better this
year, but that luxury may come
at a great price and students will
have to decide if they are willing
to pay that price

for less variety,

but better quality.

?

?

McEIroy,
"Why does it cost twice as
much to eat here as il does al a

restaurant?"

asked

Vanacore, SOM

'97.

Chad

at it!

"Itwould be cheaper to drive
McDonald's every night, including the price for gas," says
Kevin Kopitsky, A&S '97. "The
to

Transfer students
thrown from the
nest, disoriented
By Jennifer Calonita
and Amy Darzano
roil TIM »LI0»TS

There's a lotof spring clean-

ing going on at Boston College

this yeal VeM it may be lall,
but to tbemit'stime tostart anew.
There's an agenda tocreate, new
resolutions to be made, andfresh
laces to greet.No, we'renot talking aboUt freshmen. We're talking about tbe new transfer sludents and VC's attempt to make
a clean sweep and rejuvenate
lbeirtransferassistanceprogram.
"Transfers arenot freshmen,
and tbey don'twant to be treated
like tbey are,"said former transfer student and co-director of
Orientation, Ellie AKerley, SOE
'96. To Kelp solve the dilemma,
AKerley joined forces wild another transfer student, David
Korn. C8OIvl '95. and together
they attempted to revise the fall
orientation to accommodate the
needs ol incoming transfers.
According to Korn, tbey
wantedto provlde activitiesother
than simply meeting tbe deans.
"Tbe difference witbtransfers is
that tbey've been through orientation below, out the problem is
they've never been through the
orientationprocess at 2C '
Korn and AKerley believe
that it is me responsibility ol
students and the administration
to makenew studentsfeel a pan
of tbeBC community.
Tbey took their ideas to
Pablo Koxiner. A<K8 '95 whose
specific job, as one of the eight
coordinators in student admissions, is to bead transfer relalions and special events.
Because it was a last minute
effort, there was little money
available in tbe alleady-proposed
annual budget lor the program,
Witb the help ot tbe Freshman
Vear Experience Office and
Transfer Admissions, they did
what tbey could with tbe little
resources tbey bad,
AltboughXoxineracknowledges that the fa!! program still
needs improvement, overall it
was "a success and much belter
tban what was attended in the
past,"

One error thatdidoccurwas
an unsuccessful attempt to pair
incoming transfers with a student advisorwho would answer
any questions they had about
coming to BC. Transfers awaited
to hear from their advisors, but
due to miscommunication,a second mailing informing the student advisors of their appointed
transfers was never sent.
Lesa Loritts, the associate
directorfor TransferAdmissions
for the past four years, agrees
that transferstudents "need more
orienting." Loritts would like to
see more transfer students become involved in activities, such
as the student admissions program.
"It's easy to come here as a
transfer.'go to class, and not becomeinvolvedin anythingelse."
Loritts would rather see transfers have a well-roundedexperience at BC.
The problem still remains
as to who is going to takebudget
andplanningresponsibilities for
transfer orientation. In recent
years, it has been in limbo between Transfer Admissions and
the Fres'hmeri Year Experience
Office. Korn is currently documenting his work on the fall orientation program with Akerley
and Koziner with the hope of
getting a more definitive, wellfunded and structured transfer
orientationfor the fall,
Becky Giersch, A&S '96, is
one of approximately 250 new
transferstudents. She wouldlike
to see that happen.
"I wish they had more activities for transfers to get togetherin thefall," Giersch said.
Also ..in agreement was
transfer Mary Heller, A&S '96.
"It would have been greatto get
all the transfers together during
thefirst week of school to make
the transition a littleeasier."
It has beenreadilyacknowledged by those involved that
transfer students warrant more
consideration. With all concerned in thetransferexperience
already planning theJanuary and
summer orientations for incoming students, that spring cleaning is well under way.
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From the Nest to the Plex:
many small prices to be paid
By Steven Kirn
EOK THE WEIGHTS

For those of you who don't
Know, Boston College is a lesuit
institution. So, what does that
mean? It means that this
institution's ultimate goal is to
turn all of us in to free-lhinking,
moral individuals, Renaissance

men and women, in the span of
four years, Blaaaaahhhhh!
Sometimes it feels like the
role played by Boston College in
students' lives is to wrap them
up in red tape and then ask them
for an additionalfee of,,.
Money pit number one: The
meal plan. Freshmen do you remember receiving a packet this
summer that boasted about the
quality of food Boston College
Dining Services (BCDS! offers?
I remember reading a great catalogue which described the food
as five star quality. Huh? One
word rebuts that statement:
McEIroy.
I've been wondering why

my meal plan was activated with
51200 when my parents wrote
the school a 5! 500check. I asked
one nice man atBCDS, and guess
what? According to him. I'm
paying for the new dining hall
on Lower Campus. That's great.
If I were a Newton or off-campus resident, I would be pretty
ticked at paying 5600 dollars a
year for a dining hall I would
rarely even see.
I attempted to have breakfast in another one of the fine
dining facilitiesyesterday. When
I got to the cashier, I found out
that butter costs extra. The attendant even tried to weigh the
syrup I got for my pancakes.
They're charging an average of seven dollars a meal
couldn't they just let the butter
?

slide?
That's just one example of
how this school collects every
last penny, I had no idea that

meatballs in thelowerdining hall
cost 15 cents apiece. Well, I
learned the hard way. My spaghetti dinner came out to be ten
dollars. And if you want water
with your pasta at Addie's, say
hello to Mr. Evian. Did you know

that Evian spelled backwards is
naive? What ever happened to
good old manly American tap
water?
Moving right along, I visited the Flynn Recreation Complex. I also rememberreading a
brochure about how great the
"Plex" was, and how all the
equipment was updated. Slap me
if I'm wrong,but whoeverwrote
that whole brochure must have
been a deprived child. My old
junior high had a better weight
room, and they didn't charge me
ten dollars to buy a pin for the
nautilus machine either.
Okay, I can deal with all of
that. I mean, they need money
from us to pay for the services
that they(claim to) offer, and we
are expectedto shell out thecash.
So, if students are willing to
trust the school, shouldn't the
school trust the students?
Last Saturday, I experienced
my first home Eagle football
game. During half-time, I decided to go relieve my nic fit at
the entrance to the stadium. Note
that by this time, I wasn't in a
good mood. The Eagles were
playing like ducks, and two high
and mighty juniors sitting in front
of me were preaching aboutMark
Hartsell's great humanitarian
virtues. When I told them that I
didn't give a flying @#*& about
Hartsell's character, they tried
to cut

me off with the old "Shut

up, freshman" routine. Unluckily for them, the majority of students sitting in Section G were
freshmen, and my biggest pet
peeve is getting looked down on
by a bunch of unworthy upperclass snots who incorporate the
phrase "Oh my gosh" into every

spoken sentence.
Anyway, I was pretty agitated by this point and left to
smoke a cigarette with a friend.
As I was walking out of the stadium, a nice fellow in a yellow
jacket commentedthatI wouldn't
be able to return if I left. I told
him that I had my ticket stuband
everything was okay. He told me
that it didn't matter if I had a
ticket stub. I asked him why I
couldn't leave, andhe responded
that I might leave the gameand
give someone else my stub. I
was getting pretty pissed off by

this point.
I cordially pointed this out
fellow in the following
exchange:
"Look buddy, you sold me
five <§>#*&# football tickets in
the summer, and nowhere in the
to the

season ticket pamphlet did you
mention that the stadium was
smoke free or therule about leaving."

And guess what the nice
fellow said then?
"Hey kid, I just work here."
That must be the most popular mantra used by Boston College employees. Well, I've got a

phrase that we as students should
always keep in hand: "I pay (not
really, my parents do, but that's
not thepoint) $25,000 to go here,
I can do whatever the hell I

please!"

All I have to say about Boston College is that the campus is
gorgeous, I like my classes, the
people are nice and I think I'll
like it here. So, now we are at the
end of this article, and you're
wondering "Why did I take five
minutes to read this, five
utes that could have been spent
watching the grass grow on the
Dustbowl, and what's thepoint?"
Ladies and gentlemen, the
moral is (drum roll), don't feel
guilty about stealing extracream
cheese from the cafeteria.
I know I don't.
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Snap-shots from a very different Homecoming
By Eileen P. Brown

we
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HEIGHTS

Once again. I have proof
that the most important lessons
we learn during college aren't
necessarily those taught in the

classroom.

Homecoming weekend
(September l?th and I8th> was
the longest weekend of my life,
for multiple reasons. It was a
time for celebrating a milestone
and for mourning a loss, a time
for rejoicing in the gift of life
and for accepting the reality of

death.

On Saturday. September 17,
I celebrated my twentieth birthday. officially shedding the
youthful title of "teenager." On
Sunday, September 18, my
grandmother. Angela Rita Earley
Toole, passed away at the age of
ninety.
When I knew Grandma
wasn't going to live much longer.
I prayed that she would simply
hold on until my birthday was
over, so that the anniversariesof
my birth and her death wouldn't
be the same. And yet, the two
events seem somehow inextric:>blv linked.
Birthdays are the calendars
of our individuallives. They tell
us how developedwe are in official terms, such as when we are
mature enough to drive, when
we are ready to vote, when we
can drink alcohol legally
and
in some unofficial terms, such as
when we are no spring chicken
anymore (thirty!, middle-aged
(forty!, over the hill (fifty) or
officially old (sixty).
?

While we measure the flow
of history in months and years,

measure our personal histo-

ries in how many birthdays we
have celebrated.
But certain realities of life,
such as death, mature us in a way
no technical birthday ever can. It
is no secret that one who has to
face hardships early in life will,
if he doesn't perish in the process, emerge a lot stronger and
more mature than the average
person with the average idyllic
middle-class upbringing.
Thus, two eighteen-yearolds, though they have seen the
same number of birthdays, can
have dramatically different maturity levels.
What I'm trying to say is
that, while my birthday marked
a technical milestone in my life,
it was my grandmother's death
that made mea more mature person than I was a week ago.
This, for me, was the first
time I'd lost someone very close,
the first time I really cried overa
death. My grandmother practically raised me when I was
younger, taking care of me while
my mother was working.
We played many different
games together. Grandma taught
even how to
me many things
and I
write my own name
loved hearing all about
Grandma's family, and what it
was like when she was little. I
was heronly grandchild, and she
loved to spoil me.
But as I grew older, I became more independent, and
Grandma and I grew apart. She
?

bedside for hours right before I
came back to school this year,
and I made sure I told her I loved
her before I left.
Many people at the funeral
commented at how I kept my
composure as I gave the eulogy
and sang a song Grandma enjoyed when she heard it at one of
our campus masses.
But those people didn't see
me right after 1 got a phone call
at work telling

me Grandma
wasn't doing well. I bawled my
eyes out in the back room at
Maddie's while my boss and his
wife tried to offer words of consolation. But through the help
and support I received from many

people here at BC, I was able to

be strong when I got home and
lend strength to my mother and
other members of my family.
I think there is a lot to be
learned from Grandma's life. She
was born in 1904, and the world
was quite difft -ent then. Her life
spanned nine decades; she wit-

values. It was probably the most
dynamic ninety years a person
could live, and Grandma was
here for it all.

Grandma had risen to matriarch status among our family.
Born Anglea Earley, she was the
youngest of the ten Earley children. Though my mother was
her only child. Grandma had

countless nieces and nephews,
several of whose funerals she
lived through before her own
time came.
I only remember three of
the siblings, including Grandma,
but Grandma slowly watchedall
of her family die off until she
was the only one remaining. She
became the honorary mother for
all of my mother's generation,
as they each lost their own parents. Many were shocked at her
death, having begun to think her
immortal.

She also watched most of
her closest friends slip away,
lately at a rate of at least one a
year. Only one of her childhood
friends remains now, and few of
those from later in life.
Yet Grandma was determined to maintain her own way
of life for as long as she could.
She refused to follow the strict
diet the doctor prescribed, preferring to enjoy each meal. She
traveledwherever my mother and
I went, as much as she was able,
accompanying me back to school
here on many occasions. Everywhere she went, people were
amazed at her feisty strength.
And when she died, she had a
manner of death we can all hope
for - peaceful, almost no pain
and surrounded by her closest
family.
And now my family and I
are left to learn what we can
from both Grandma's life and
her death. We will pick ourselves
up. cherish our memories and go
on, and maybe Grandma will put
in a good word for us up in
Heaven.

In the meantime, I feel as if
I aged one year on the 17th and a
lifetime on the 18th.

"

Wife.

JM

II maximize your smile's

potential and create

couldn'tbear to see me growup.
and I had reached point where I
didn't want to be around my family all the time. It was also painful to watch Grandma growing

_2ls?o_2r

l_

And yet. when it finally hit
me that she didn't have much
longer to live, I stood by her

nessed the birth of radio, widespread automobile travel. TV,
commercialairtraveland finally
computers and the information
superhighway; she saw the rise
of many social values, such as
more equal rights for womenand
civil rights for minorities; she
also saw the decline of moral

?

Hot tip: Tooth bleaching can whiten even badly coffee or tobacco stained teeth.
Say you saw it in The Heights andreceive 10% off any dental service.
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weaker in the past few years; for
me it was easierto avoid herand
block out the reality.
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Political clubs gear up for November elections
lar in Massachusetts with over
50 percent positive ratings in the
polls. It's a sure thing." a confident Atteritano said.
Lannen intends that visibility be the principle behind his
club's efforts. The BC Democrats also have five interns working for the Kennedy campaign

Continuedfrom page 4
the Senate. We can't afford to
lose that voice. We want to get
people excited about Ted
Kennedy and a national race."
Atteritano, however, sees a
rare opportunity for Republicans

in Massachusetts.
"32 years has been too long
a time for Ted Kennedy and his
liberal policies."Atteritanosaid.
"One year ago Mitt Romney
didn't have a chance. Now he's

headquarters.

"We intend to be involved
a lot of grassroots and field

in
work." said Lannen.

The College Republicans
achieved a degree of publicity
last Friday night when they held
a Romney rally outside a Boston
hotel where First Lady Hillary
Clinton was speaking at a fundraiser for Kennedy. 16 BC students joined College Republicans from across the state for the
event despite the inclement
weather. Atteritano said that this
is the kind of devotion that has
allowedthe BC chapter to attain
prominence in the Republican
Party.
"We were all overthe news
last Friday," Atteritano said.
"People were stopping along the
road to pick up signs and campaign with us. Romney supporterswereoutnumbering Kennedy

running even with Kennedy in
the polls. The ideas of the Republican Party are winning
people over."
The BC Democrats are also
keeping an eye on the race for
governor despite the wide gap in
the polls. Lannen hopes to help
Democrat candidate Mark

Roosevelt achieve greater name

recognition among the Massachusetts electorate.
"We know Roosevelt is
down in the polls and that Weld
seems unbeatable, but he needs
to get his name known," Lannen
said. "The status quo Democrat
won't work in a statewide race,

but Mark Roosevelt represents a
different kind of Democrat."
The College Republicans
and Dom Atteritano see little
chance for Roosevelt against the
incumbent Weld.
"Bill Weld is highly popu-

people four or five-to-one.
"We're not going to be sitting in a corner licking stamps
and stuffing envelopes.Our goal
is to get college students in-
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volved in politics at a substantive level." he continues.
Both organizations are hoping that their work on the elections will further their presence
on campus.
Lannen said, "The students
have been very receptive to our
organization." Membership
numbers are on the upswing, he
said. Local campaigning for
party candidates in the Boston
area will also figure into the
Democrats" plans for the elec-

tion season.

In past years, both the College Republicans and BC Democrats havebeen actively involved
in bringing political recognition

to Boston College. Last year, the
College Republicans ofBC were

recognized by the New York
Times as the most active chapter
in the country, with over 800
members.
Atteritano is currently cochairman of the Massachusetts
Federation of College Republicans and is responsible for coordinating political activities
among colleges across the state.
Lannen's club has also been
achieving increased name recognition. The BC Democrats
hosted the annual Massachusetts
College Democrats State Convention at BC last February. State
Senator and former candidate for
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Ireland.
Many of the poems Murphy
read referred to family members
and close friends. One poem was
about a friend who died in 1976
of a pulmonary aneurysm, secondary to a fractured leg. Murphy
said that his friend "gave his
heart to everyone he met...but
did not let people takehim over."
One line in the poem said
the friend had a "surging breast"
that kept others away. This is
one example of the lucid imagery that appeared in many of the
poems Murphy read.
In his "Nocturne." Murphy
described the sound made by a
bird that flies at night on High
Island. Murphy made sounds

similar to a bird while he read
his poem, moving his head to
imitate a singing bird.
Language is important to
Murphy. In his "Coppersmith,"
Murphy describes a bird from
the eye of"a little boy thinking
on the nature of language." The
boy. also the narrator of the
poem, repeats thewordbeat over
and over again.
Murphy said that this repetition was meant to mimic the
sound of the coppersmith and
show that a word repeated
enough times will lose its meaning.
Murphy indicated that he
has a fascination with language,
and for English in particular, that
he developedearly in his life. In
one of Murphy's poems, a young

\
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The College Republicans
will be meeting every Thursday
afternoon from now until Election Day at 4:30 p.m. in O'Neill,

room 256.
The BC Democrats plan to
meet on alternating Tuesday or
Wednesday afternoons with
times and places to be announced.

Friends and family focus
of poet Murphy's works
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governor. Michael Barrett, and
the 1994 Democrat contenders
for governor and lieutenant governor, Mark Roosevelt and Bob
Massie, were among the distinguished guests.
Also, actor Alec Baldwin
visited BC in April on behalf of
Ted Kennedy.

boy is told how fortunate he is to
be raised with the English language.

Murphy's use of the sounds
and the rhythms of the English
language is a notable element of
his work. While reading certain
poems. Murphy emphasized
rhythms by following the beat of
the lines with his hand.
After the reading, Murphy
signed copies of his works and
spoke briefly with members of
the audience.
Murphy is currently teaching at the University of Tulsa as
a visiting distinguished professor. His teaching experience includes professorships at
Georgetown University and the
University of Melbourne in Australia.
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ABOUT FRANKLIN'S LIGHTNING
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Frances Hansen / Edited
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Abbr.
61 Front line?
23 "A Spy in the
House of Love" 63 Prophetic writer
author
64 Cordage fiber
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Tony of "Who's
the Boss?'
34 Woolf's «
si
33

35 Beaver, for one
2 Conjugation bit 36 Eighty-S ix
3 Switch's partner 37 Pavarotti's
4 Church
birthplace
5

|

5
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inventor
ltman

1 French flower

calendar
Senora's long
scarf
Stone pillars
Maudlin
sentimentality
Usher's

J

24 Mount Palomar »

8. .' ?U
104 End of the verse f«30 a~~
Anise-flavored
109 Verdi opera,
Oakland

HI
linen fabric\u25a0 111
57
57 old
Old Blood
Blood and 112
J3
cnrirrcr
114
cq
59 bportscaster
«.?

|* | ] |
19

r

91 Pitchman
92 Steamed dish

93 Bride's beat
94 The Dow, e.g.
95 Draper's

102

Bathyspheric
mission

103 Ancient sun

disk
104 "Mazel
!"
105 1952 hit
"
"Botch
biographer
David
106 Caught
98 Hill's opposite 107 Suffix with
100 Back
rigor or vigor
101 Makes do, with 108 Tolkien
tree-man
"out"
measuie

96 Speck
97 Gershwin

See SOLUTION, p. 35

12 PACKS

CASES

HEINEKEN

$9.99

BUSCH "BAR" BOTTLES

AMSTEL

$9 99

BUD DRY "BAR" 80TTLE5....512.99

PETES WICKED ALE.

COSSACK VODKA... its itr

$9.99

$9.99

BUD CANS

$13.99

BUD LIGHT CANS

$13.99

MILLER LITE 160Z CANS

$13.99

MILLER GEN DRAFT
MACY'SRUM

i.76 kr

"

~8

AR,

,.

512.99

$9.99
SAM ADAMS

na

$10.99

Wine & Spirits

$18.99
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The Israel Kibbutz
Choir

Every year, your heart pumps
2,625,000 pints of blood.

Surely you can spare a few.

Previous appearances with Zubin Mehta,
James Levine, Daniel Barenboim,
and Georg Solti

+

American
Red Cross
t/'iii' blood again. Il mil be feltfor a lifetime.

________

Saint Ignatius Church
Boston College
Thursday, October 6,1994
7:30 pm

B

MINORITY MBA CAREER FORUM
Saturday, November 12, 1994
The Charles Hotel, Cambridge, MA

Minority MBA Ist- and 2nd- year students! Meet and interview
with over 25 of the nation's leading employers FREE- including:

-

CSC Index
Compaq Computer
Dayton Hudson Corp.

Sponsored by the Department of Theology at Boston
College and the Consulate General of Israel to New

J.P. Morgan & Co., Inc.

Merrill Lynch
Monitor Company
Nabisco, Inc.
Ernst & Young
Fidelity Investments
Reader's Digest
The Rouse Company
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Salomon Brothers
Hoffmann-Laßoche
To register, send or fax your resume by October 12 to:
Crimson & Brown Associates, Inc.

England

Free and open to the public.
For further information, please contact the Theology Dept. at
Boston College (617) 552-3880 or the Israeli Consulate (617)

1770 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 332
Cambridge, MA 02140
Tel. (617) 868-0181 \u2756 Fax (617) 868-0187
Indicate your top 3 industry preferences on the back of your resume.

542-0041.

This event is for U.S. citizens and students authorized to work in the U.S.

Boston College Eagles
vs.

Miami Hurricanes

/Y ORANGE
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>.

MIAMI

\ Be There November 25-28

\
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Included in package:
round trip airfare
game ticket
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AdditionalQptioaa

Stones
1
Concert
/

w/ transfers to and
from Orange Bowl

/
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transportation to and from the game

beachfront accomodations at sheraton yankee clipper in lauderdale

CALL

N.C.P. TOURS
1-800-797-0044
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SOPHOMORE CORNERBACK

DARYL PORTER HAS MADE A
TREMENDOUS IMPACT SINCE
TAKING OVER AS THE STARTER

IN THE VIRGINIA TECH GAME
P.
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Eagles demolish helpless Panthers at Shea
By Craig Falzone

Kelly's team continues turnaround with Pitt victory

HEIGHTS ST/^EE

2-0.

The dark clouds which have
been following the Eagles since
the start are parting, and some
clear, blue sky is beginning to

80CCEN^)
show through. Boston College's
unbeaten streak is now at three
games after Friday's 5-l silencing of visiting BIG EAST rival
University of Pittsburgh at Shea
Field. Outstanding games from
Kimani Robinson, who had two
goals and two assists, a hat trick
from Brian Siracusa, plus another defensive shutdown helped
the Eagles raise theirseason mark
to 2-4-1 (1-1 in BIG FAST,.

"We weren't supposed to

dominate." a very pleased BC
Head Coach Ed Kelly said after
the game. "We've had real
liouble « nli iln> le.m, m lite p:,-,!.
Every year it's a dogfight and
we've usually come out on the
short end of the stick for some
reason. It's a big win for us."
Robinson held the spotlight
in the first half. Immediately after an official warned a Pitt player
to quit his Irash-talking,
Robinson responded with a blast
from about ! 5 yards out right for
his first goal.

stretched arms of the leaping
Panther goaltender, and BC led

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ KEVIN BREEN

Paul Keegan (9) has been the driving force behind the Eagles' resurgence this season.
The Panthers threatened Bala (last week's BIG EAST coRobinson's second goal
player of the week) jumped and came late in the first half, again
several times in the next 12 minutes, but they werestuffed by the
crashed into Pitt attackerand the as if in answer to a Pitt slight.
strong Eagle defense. On one ball. Then the ball bounded This time, Robinson crushed a
play, Eagle goalkeeper Marc safely away.
penalty kick through the out-

The literal passing of the
Eagle spotlight from Robinson
to Siracusa came with a minute
or so left in the half. Robinson
got a pass from Paul Keegan (two
assists), about 20 yards from the
Pitt goal on the right. He immediately drew a crowd and worked
over multiple defenders before
slipping a pass to Siracusa, who
was free and coming hard down
the middle. Siracusa pushed the
ball outside of the diving Panther goalie's reach and the Eagles
went into halftime ahead 3-0.
All thatremained in the second half, besides Pitt's lone and
harmless goal, was Siracusa's
chance to shine. He picked up
where Robinson left off and provided both the Eagle goals. But
the prettiest play of the game,
though it resulted in a Siracusa
score, was all Keegan's doing.
Keegan broke free along the
right side in BC territory and
sprinted downfield with a few
Panthers giving chase. The defenders corralled Keegan near
the Pitt goal, and he slid to the
ground. But he would not be
stopped. He instantly popped to
his feet, slipped loose of the defenders and then passed to
see PITT, p. 26

Notre Dame and Holtz come to the Heights
By Ching Wang
HEIGHTS ST^EE

Let's get something out of
the way before I start this highly
anticipated preview of this
Saturday's clash with the Notre
Dame Fighting Irish. I hate Notre
Dame. I hated them long before

I came

to

and senior strong safety Travis
Davis (6; 197) are both good
athletes who run and hit. Lack
of experience isthe biggest shortcoming for both players, so Dan
Henning's game-play must include something totest the savvy

of the ND safeties.
New defensive coordinator
Bob Davie's arrival brings a return to the 3-4 front for Notre
Dame. This change has benefited
senior inside backer Justin
Goheen (6-2; 228). A tough and

aggressive leader. Goheen was
sometimes overmatchedwhen he
played the stud in Notre Dame's
4-3. Fellow senior Jeremy
Sample, a tough-hitting fireplug
(5-11; 223) teams with Goheen
in the heart of the defense. Out-

BC. and I will hate

them long after I liuve gr:«.luated.
Everything about Notre
Dame
the damn fight song.
Leprechaun Lou, their contract
with the Notre Dame Broadcasting Network (NBC), and especially the holier-than-thou attitude Golden Domers spew forth

fashion.

?

?

irritates me more than any-

thing else on God's green Earth.
By the way. God could care less
if ND wins the national championship orevenbeats Navy. South
Bend is way down on God's "To
Bless List." Anyone who'sbeen
there can attest to that.
Relieved of that burden, let
me tell you that this year's Notre
Lame secondary is still suspect.
The unit's best player is junior
cornerback Bobby Taylor. Taylor is a tall, rangy (6-3: 201!
athlete who can dominate a receiver. but was beaten deep several times in last year's encounter with BC. Brian Magee<5-10:
201, and LaRon Moore (5-9:
193> share the other corner position. BC's Kenyatta Watson
could wreak havoc if matched
against these two. Sophomore
free safety Brian perry (6-1: 197)

side, sophomore Bert Berry (6-4; 221) shows great athleticism
and maturity beyond his years,
while junior Renaldo Wynn (6-3; 254) comes off the corneras a
rush man. This unit, along with
Perry and Davis, will have to
stop Pete Mitchell from running
wild again. You can bet Davie
and Holtz have watched the Virginia Tech tape and will attempt
to double Mitchell in a similar

PHOTO COURTESY OF NOTRE DAME ATHLETICS

Sophomore sensation Ron Powlus brings the vaunted Notre Dame offense into Alumni
Stadium this weekend.

The defensive front lacks a
dynamic athlete like last-year's
hero Bryant Young, but this
group challenges offensive lines
to beat them with muscle. Senior
end Brian Hamilton (6-3; 276) is
the group's most active player.
BC's Dan Oriskovich will have
his hands full containing
Hamilton. Nose man Oliver
Gibson (6-3; 275) roots in well
against the run and can occasionally collapsethe pocket with
a rush. Germain Holden is the
right end. He is another quality
athlete, but will be hard-pressed
to beat left tackle Pete Kendall.
Nevertheless, Henning and QB
coach Dirk Koetter should figure out that BC's five lineman
can't block Notre Dame's eight
guys in the box like the Eagles
tried againstVirginiaTech. More
finesse run blocking could be
disastrous given ND's physical
and aggressive style.
The book on Notre Dame's
offense remains unchanged from
years past. The line is big, but
See ND PREVIEW, p. 22
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Pederson named
assistant coach
Former Boston Bruin standout and 12-year NHL veteran Barry

Pederson has joined the Boston College hockey staffas an assistant
coach, according to an announcement made by new head hockey
coach Jerry York.
Pederson joins York's staffafter spending the last 18months as
an assistant coach at Salem State University. Pederson is the final
memberofYork's staff, which also includes associate head hockey
coach Jim Logue and assistant coach Scott Paluch. Pederson and
Logue served as assistant coaches at Salem State, while Paluch
served as York's assistant at Bowling Green.
"We are extremely happy to have Barry as a member of our
staff." York said. "Barry brings with him a tremendous amount of
energy, enthusiasm and experience, which will play an important
role in continuing Boston College's hockey tradition of excellence."
Prior to joining the coaching ranks, Pederson enjoyed a 12-year careerin the NHL. Drafted by Boston in 1980, he played for the
Bruins forfive years. In 1985. Pederson was traded to Vancouverin
exchange for Cam Neely and a draft pick (Glen Wesley). After a
four-and-one-half year stint in Vancouver, Pederson played for
Pittsburgh for a year and a half, where he won the 1991 Stanley Cup.
In 12 seasons, Pederson played 701 games, scored 238 goals and
recorded 416 assists for 654 career points.

Buckley, Haggerty
tabbed as captains
Senior forwards Jerry Buckley and Ryan Haggerty were
elected captains of the 1994-"95 hockey team, according to York.
"Jerry and Ryan have represented Boston College and its
hockey program in a positive manner since their freshmen year.
They are both fine young men who have the ability to lead this team,
both on and off the ir;e." York said.
Buckley returns for his final season at the Heights after finishing the 1993-94 season with 23 points (13 goals, 10 assists).
Buckley has played in 97 career games for the Eagles, including all
36 games last year.
Haggerty. who earned the 1993-94 James E.Tiernen Memorial
Award as the team'sMost Improved Player, led the team in scoring
last season with 40 points (23 goals. 17 assists). He has played in 102
games as an Eagle, including all 36 games last season.

NOTRE DAME, from p. 21
hasn'tblown quality opponents
off the ball. Mark Zataveski
(6-6; 300) andright tackle Ryan
Leahy (6-4; 285) are returning
senior starters. They are joined
by sophomore left tackle Mike
Doughty (6-8; 280), and junior
guards Dusty Zeigler(6-6; 264)
and Jeremy Akers (6-5: 286).
Mike Mamula could have
a big day against young
Doughty, who has never seen
anyone come off the cornerlike
Mamula. Stalin Colinet could
also get the best of Leahy,
whose feet won't remind anyone

of Hammer.

SophomoreRandy Kinder
replaces the injured Lee Becton
at tailback. Kinder (6-1; 200)
has sprinter speed and will attack defenders, but isn't as
shifty or elusive as Becton.
Senior fullback Ray
Zellars (5-11: 223) is much
improved and is the key to the
ND attack. If Zellars gets good
yardage consistently against
BC's trio ofChris Sullivan, Tim
Morabito. and Stephen Boyd,
then it may be lights out for
BC.
Outside. Derrick Mayes
(6-1; 205) has assumed Chris

Collinsworth's distinction of
"college football's best receiver." He is probably better
than

Michigan's

Amani

Toomer. Scary, huh? Senior
Mike Millerbrings more speed
to the receiving corp. Oscar

Mcßride

III

(6-5; 258) and Pete
Chryplewicz (6-5; 255) are

monstrous tight ends.

Redshirt freshman Ron
Powlus is the highly touted
Irish QB. He has the size (6-4;
218). arm strength and mobility to be the first pick in any
NFL draft young Powlus decides to enter. However.
Powlus puts his pants on one
leg at a time like you and me
and will make mistakes (4 INTs
versus Michigan State) like
other mortals. Powlus' impressive poise will be tested by a
strong Eagle pass rush and an
eager secondary.
Henning's team cannot
turn the ball over or make foolish mistakes if they expect to
win. On offense, BC must hold
its own against a physical ND
front-seven and providecracks
forDavid Green to fly through.
Mark Hartsell must be sharp
and make key third-down conversions if BC

wants to

move

the ball. Hartsell doesn't have
to be Foley for BC to win.
Defensively, the Irish running game must be slowed, particularly between the tackles.
Look for Boyd to heap more
glory upon his name versus
Kinder and company. Lastly,
Mayes must be held in check
by Michael Reed and friends.
Without a doubt, this team sees
Notre Dame as a shot at re-

demption and a quick turnaround for 1994.

KRiSTEN FIEDERLEIN
Field Hockey
Week of September 19 September 25, 1994

The Week that Was

BC preps for Holy War

THE HEIGHTS

Senior field hockey player Kristen Fiederlein (Mahopac, NY) is
tpe Boston College Female Rthlete of the Week for the week of
September 19- September 25.
Fiederlein recorded one goal and two assists in the Eagles' two games last
week. The senior midfielderassisted on the team's first goal and scored the
team's second goal in the 5-2 overtime win versus I8th-ranked Boston University on September 22. She tallied the Eagles' lone goalin a 2-1 loss to the
sinth-ranked Sorheastern Huskies on September 24.

Fiederlein was selected the BIG FBST Conference's Player of the Week for her
performance this past week.
The Boston College field hockey team returns to action on Wednesday,
September 28, when it hosts Providence. Game time is 7:30 p.m.
at Rlumni Stadium.

MRRC RRLR
Soccer
Week of September 19 - September 25, 1994
Junior soccer player Marc Bala (Lincroft, NJ) is the Boston College Male Rthlete
of the Week for the week of September 19- September 25.

The juniorgoalkeeper blanked St. John's in BC's only game of the week. Bala
shut down an offensively excited Red Storm squad that fired 22 shots at the
juniornetminder. Bala recorded a career-high 12 saves to record his first
shutout of the season. It was the first time since the 1991 BIG ERST
Tournament that St. John's has been held scoreless.
Bala was selected as the BIG ERST Defensive Player of the week for his
performance against St. John's.
The Boston College men's soccer team returns to action on Friday, September
30 when it hosts Pittsburgh in a BIG ERST match at 4 p.m. on Shea Field.

BC vs. NOTRE DAME
Pep Rally on O'Neill Plaza
Friday, Oct. 7 at 5:15pm

CHEER ON
COACH HENNING and
THE EAGLES!!!
Remember...Be in your seats early
on Saturday. Your team needs to
hear you cheer them on during
warmups and hear you yell as they

take the field!!
Also, remember there is no alcohol
or smoking allowed in the stadium.

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
is coming...
Friday, Oct. 14 Power Gym

-

i
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Porter learning the ropes in the secondary
ing positions. The fact was that
we called Lou Holtz. We called

By James Sample
HEIGHTS 3T/>.EE

to look around for the recruiting

St. Thomas Aquinas is best
known in the modern world for

coach, and basicallythey left me
out in the cold.
"I almost lost a scholarship
here to Boston College because
of everything," Porter said.

his work. H»/«ma
T/ieo/oz/ca.
By this time next year, Eagle
defensive backs Daryl porter.
Willie Wright, and Billy Gustin.
all products of St Thomas
Aquinas High School in Ft. Lauderdale. might represent BC's
For now, Gustin and Wright,

both true freshmen, have earned
slots on the depth chart but will
likely see action this seasononly
in the event of injuries, porter,
meanwhile has established himself as the Eagles' starting right
cornerback. porter took over the
position after loe Kamara left
the team for personal reasons,
although many team observers
believe porter, a sophomore,
might have beaten Kamara out
for the slot during and after the
Michigan game. According to

BC defensive backs coach Bill
McGovern, porter obtained the
starting job not due to attrition,
but merit.
"Daryl really earned his
starting job," McGovern said. "I
want to say that, Daryl had a
very good spring. He played very
well during the preseason, and
really earned that position as our
starting corner right now."
porter would not directly
comment on the issue, preferring to look to the challenges
that lie ahead, but acknowledged
that earning a starting slot was
his primary goal going into
spring practice.
"I would not comment on
that because loe is a nice guy.
He's a good athlete, and I'm a
good athlete," porter said, "Last
year I came in as competing for

a position, and that's something
Iwanted to do, I wanted to come
in and start this year."
After rushing for 2.430
yards in high school, porter was
originally listed as a running

FOR THE HEIGHTS/ TANIA M. VAZQUEZ

Daryl Porter has taken over in the BC secondary and relishes the chance to play Notre Dame.
back at BC, but was almost immediately switched to the defensive backfield. Porter made the
transition without much trouble,
and as BC's nickel-back in passing situations last year, Porter
registered 33 tackles, including
20 solo stops. Portercredits fellow cornerback Mike Reed for
teaching him the finer points of
playing in the secondary.

be a freshman coming in, you're
going to have to ask questions."
Ironically, it was when Reed
was injured and Porter was
forced to fill in for his mentor
that Porter performed at his absolute best. After Reed was injured early in the Notre Dame
game last year, Porter steppedin
for him at left cornerback. making three tackles and displaying

"Mike has shown me lots of
things," Porter said. "He is one
of the top defensivebacks in the
country, and I do ask some questions about certain situations.
That's the type of stuff you have
to go through. If you're going to

solid coverageskills despite the
Irish's attempts to zero in on the
inexperienced rookie.
Porter's stellarperformance
in the BC victory was especially
gratifying because Notre Dame
had recruited him heavily out of

high school. After the deeply
religious Porter had narrowedhis

choices down to the nation's two
top Catholic football schools,
Porter attempted to verbally
commit to ND. Suddenly, the
same coaching staff which only
days before had entertained him
on his official campus visit was
nowhere to be found.
"When I got home [from the
visit] I made the phone call [to
commit to ND] the next day
me and my coach
and we
couldn'tfind Lou Holtz," Porter
said. "That was something that
was hard in my life, and I had to
deal with things, such as chang?

?

Freshman adjusting to college life
and dedication to the game of
soccer. This sport had become a

By Jesse Peterson
HEIGHTS ST/^EE

release for her. Soccer was fun,
while track was too demanding

Adjusting as a freshman in
college is one of the toughest
experiences that many students
must face. It takes most people a
while to adjust to the new college scene, being away from

spring. Her club team, Hammer
EC, won the national championship in 1993 andfinished third
overall this past summer. An interesting side note: BC teammates Jessicaand Allison David,
who played for the Boston Bolts
team,
club
defeated
Chamberlain'steam in this year's
tournament. Chamberlain also
participated in the U.S. Olympic
Development Program, a team
which traveled to Germany and
Holland in 1992.
Chamberlain chose Boston
College overother schools, such
as Ohio State, Dartmouth, UVM,
and UConn, because "the girls
here were the nicest out of all the
schools I had visited." The pressure and rigorous schedule that
playing college soccer demands
has not gotten to Chamberlain,
although she puts a lot of pres-

home, the increased workload,
and the newfound independence.
This challenge is more than
enough for most freshman, but
what if you were playing a Division I college sport on top of
that? Boston College women's
soccer player Alex Chamberlain
has taken on all of these challenges and. thus far, excelled.
The Eagles have posted a 4-4
mark through eight games.
Chamberlain has been a major
contributor all along by starting
every game at right fullback,
playing strong defense, and chipping in with one goal and one

assist.
Athletics have always
played a major part of
Chamberlain's life. Ironically,
soccer was not her first love

on herself to succeed.
She has had to make certain
sacrifices, such as "no more
Beverly Hills 90210 or Melrose
sure

?

that honor belonged to track and
field. She began running track at
age !0, and by the time she was

13. Chamberlain had advanced

to the junior nationals

in the

400m and 4x400m relay.
She did not begin playing
soccer competitively until she
was in the eighth grade. At this
time she found herself crossing
the finish line at a track meet and
rushing off to a soccer game.
She began to develop her love

both physically and menta'ly.
During her high school
years, Chamberlain starred on
the Thomas Worthington (OH)
High School soccer team in the
fall and played club soccer in the

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ PETE MANIS

Alex Chamberlain has jumped into the spotlight as a rookie.

Place" in order to keep up with
her work, but she credits her
teammates with being very supportive and helping her feel at
home.
If what we've seen so far is
any indication of what the future
holds, the Eagles have a real gem
in Alex Chamberlain.

"[NotreDame] turned theirback
on me. That's something that I
have a problem with, and one of
my goals is to be victorious each
and every time I play against
them."
Despite lingeringfrustration
over the recruiting process, Porter is pleased with the way things
have worked out for him at BC.
"I chose Boston College basically because of academics, to
get out into the real world and to
graduate and go on and be successful." Porter said. "I'm really
happy with my decision. I got
away from Miami, Florida State,
and Florida. I could'ye very easily gone to those schools and
been close to home, but I'm excited about being here."
That excitement is shared
by the BC coaching staff, which
knows that Porter will be a primary target on Saturday against
one of the nation's most proficient offensive attacks.
"Daryl is an extremely intense young man who brings a

great deal of physical toughness
to the position," McGovern said.
"What he lacks is experience,
and now, as he continues to get
more reps, he is getting to be a
much better player."
Porter is looking forward to
taking over a leadership role in
the secondary next season, but
for now, Summa Secondariawill
have to wait. Daryl Porter has

some unfinished business to take
care of. He knows the Irish will
target him with their passing
game. He wouldn't have it any
other way. After all, when the

ball is coming in his direction,
he knows Lou Holtz will be
watching. And this time he won't
be able to turn his back.

This
week:
FRI:
Women's
soccer
vs. PC
SAT:
Football
vs.
Notre
Dame
SUN:
Tennis
vs.
Cornell
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Eagles defense clamps down on PC
By Krissie Kelleher
HEIGHTS S1>EE

See with my eyes, but do
with my heart.
The Eagles beat another nationally ranked team on Wednesday night in Alumni Stadium.
Any hopes that the providence
Friars had of gaining a BIG
riELOUOCKEV

)

EAST win on the home field of
the Eagles diminished when AllAmerica candidate Meaghan
Reilly scored the eventual game
winner on a corner shot with
11:07remaining in the first half,
Boston College's defense
had its work outlined at the start.
The Friars were persistent in their
offensive attempts. Reilly and
sweeper Lexi Siglin were forces
in the backfield as they were
able to stop the Friar attack from
scoring. The held on to a slim I 0 lead at the end of the first half.
The ultimate :,,«! lleenling
factor in the outcome of this BIG
EAST game was apparent in the
second half. The victory would
go to the team who wanted it
more. As the teams worked and
hustled, it was apparent that the
Eagles held the key to victory.
They had the heart.
Kristen Fiederlein made
outstanding rushes out of the
Eagles goal cage to disrupt the
Friar's offensivecorners. Goalie
Sarah
showed off her
athletic ability, diving to save
the shot of an attacking Friar.
Forwards lulie Obear. Michelle
Labonge. and Andrea Durko

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ SHAWM MEAD

Kristen Fiederlein scored the insurance
worked together to make things

happen on the attack.
With 10:10 remaining in
regulation play. Fiederleinmade
a spectacular rush from her own
40-yard line. She used her speed
and agility to launch a shot behind the Friar goalkeeper in what
Eagles Head Coach Sherren
Granese called "a beautiful
goal." After being named BIG
EAST Player of the Week last
week, Fiederlein was able to secure this conference win over

Eagles stumble at BIG
EAST Championships
By Peter Gerken
E0«

THE HEIGHTS

Everything was coming
together for the Eagles so far

this season. The five starters
consist of four juniors and one
senior. Boston College has
been playing as a unit for a
couple years and are seasoned
veterans when it comes to tournament play,

Stephen Shunk exemplitied this success when he caplured the prestigious Vale Fall
Intercollegiate Invitational two
weeks ago. Things were looking impressivefor the linksters,
and the team hoped to take its
momentum to the BIG EAST

Championship,
This year's Championship
was being held in Potomac.
Maryland, at the prestigious
Tournament players Club at
Avenel. Since 1987. the 6,864yard par-7! has hosted The
Kemper Open, a well known
PGA Tournament, Every big
name in professional golf has
played at the TPC at Avenel.
Captain Scott Farrell said, "It's
the best course we play all

year,"
The stage was set for a
great performance in the big

Seven teams from
the BIG EAST Conference

tournament.

gathered at the renowned TPC
Course to shoot their best.
LInfortunately, this tournament
was not going to be Boston
College's time in the sun,
Overtwo days in theplay-

four, count-four format. Boston College shot a disappointing 620, putting the Eagles in
sixthplace. Matt Stanchek provided some excitement on the
first day. He fired a one-under
70, which put him one shot out
of thelead. Stanchek struggled
the next day, shooting an eightover 79 to finish tied for seventh.
Coming off his amazing
victory at Vale. Shunk
struggled in Maryland, shooting a two-day total of 153. His
second round three-over 74
was the lowest round on the
team that day. Farrell also had
a tough weekend, shooting a
two-day total of 157. Shane
Dooley shot 80-81 for a total

of 161.
Farrell said, "Despite the
disappointing weekend, the
team has good mental focus.
The big problem at this point
is big scores on one holes.
People are playing rounds with
fifteen pars and shooting
eighty. It's the triple and quadruple bogeys that are hurting
The Eagles are much
us".
betterthan whatthey displayed
at the TPC of Avenel. Each
tournament is a new beginning
and a new opportunity. A
month has gone by in the season, and there is a month left,
which includes three big tournaments highlighted by the
season-ending New England
Championship at New Seabury
on the Cape.

goal in

the Eagles' 2-0 win over the Friars Wednesday.

the Friars.

Our record in the conference is
Granese commented after now 3-0."
the game. "We came out a little
By beating teams like
tentative, but once we scored we Providence , BU, and Villanova,
were able to hold them defenthis year's Eagles have proven
sively and play with lots of conthat they have the skill and the
fidence." She added, "Meg Reilly stamina to be very successful.
played the best defensivegame I What separates BC from the
have ever seen her play. A differ- other teams is team drive, desire
ent player every week has been
to win, and heart. These ingrediable to step up and play the best ents are what it takes to have a
games of their lives. Winning nationally ranked season, and the
that game secured a place for us Eagles are on their way.
in the BIG EAST Tournament.

THE HEIGHTS

Heights
Sports
Meeting:
Every
Monday
at 4:30 in
McElroy
113.
Follow in
the footsteps of
the immortal
Heights
writer
Roman
Uschek

Improving BC volleyball
to challenge in BIG EAST
By Shannon Angel
E0«

THE HEIGHTS

Coming out of a year inflicted with turbulence and the
loss of five players, Boston College has managed to bump, set.
and spike its way into this year's

(^v^lLLEVBALlT^)
limelight. With a record of nine
wins and five losses, the team
cannot avoid being confident as
it stares down its opponent
through the net. The Eagles have
already set records and plan to
do more of that in the near fulure.
The team won its home tournament, the Beantown Invilalional, and hopes to win its first
BIG EAST match this season,
something that hasn't occurred

in four years. What has made
such a difference this season,
you:tsk.'
For one, there has been a
major attitude change for both
coaches and players, Deanna
Herman, MVP of this year's

Beantown. citedthe fact that"it's
been a more positive season. Last
year we had a lot of problems,
But Herman pointed out that the
change has occurred from "working together moreand being more

"

successful,"
Head
Coach Nadine
Lilavois agreed by saying that
this year's squad is "giving us a
reason to be positive, I love every moment." Lilavois also

stressed the importance of the
team's unity, how team harmony
is a key to success, and how she
wants the team "to lose together,
win together, cry together, and
laugh together!" The Eagles have
been the "most united team I've
had," Lilavois claimed. "We're
not going to let ourselves down."
The only thingskeeping the
Eagles from flight are team
health and defense.Lilavois said,
"If we had good health, we would
be doing a lot better [record
wise]."

Lilavois stressed that the
team needs to work on defense
because it is "lacking experience
in the middle, making it hard for
the defense to perform better."
But neverfear, the focus of practice the past two weeks has been
defense, as well as strengthening the middle.
Along with the positive
changes and newfound unity, one
cannot lose sight of the fact that
the team has a strong returning
squad of two seniors, two juniors, two sophomores, as well as

the addition of four freshman,
including starter Amy Laurence.
Overall, the freshmen quartet has been "contributing right
away to the team," Lilavois said.
In addition, returning captain
Jeannette Gaehwiler has been
playing great ball this season. As
a fourth-year walk-on player,
Gaehwiler has "happened to be
the most consistent player, the
spark plug of (tic program. She

defines leader, [and it's] unfortunate that she's leaving, but
she's given us something to rememberher by," said Lilavois.

Facing last year's second
and first-ranked teams, Seton
Hall and Pittsburgh, respectively,

last weekend, the Eagles hoped
to do as much damage as possible. It has been fouryears since
the volleyball team has won a
BIG EAST match. With this goal
in mind, the team is taking the
season game by game, but this
year's biggest aspiration is to
earn a spot in the end-of-theyear conference championship.
The tournament has changed
from an all-BIG-EAST competition (eight teams), to a nineschool BIG EASTdivision (with
the additionofSt. John's), where
only the four top-seated teams
are invited.

Lilavois said, "It's a matter
of putting the pieces together in
order to succeed [and] reach that
goal. [We are] better skilled this
season, [and the championship]

gives us a reason to win." Next
season the conference will increase by several schools, when
Notre Dame, West Virginia, and
Rutgers are added to the list. As
Herman stated, "We want to gain
the respect in the BIG EAST that

we deserve."
The Eagles dropped to 9-7
as they opened

the BIG EAST
season with losses to Seton'Hall
and Pitt last week. \u25a0
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Why those Fighting Irish make people irate
season ("I don'tknow how we're
going to score points against
them"), Holtz downplayed his
team
and
theoretically
complimented the opponent. The
analyst team at ESPN chuckled
heartily over Holtz's BC comments. They all laughed until the
oft-maligned kicker booted the
knuckleball between the up-

The scene: NotreDame Stadium, South Bend. IN. With under five seconds to play in the
game,the Irish fans watchas the
opposing field goal unit trots
onto the hallowedgrass and attempts to win the game. The snap,
the hold, time runs down, the
uft-maligned kicker lofts theball
into the air. The ball floats between the uprights, and the Bos-

rights.
Holtz, after that game, spoke
of devastation and refused to
compliment BC in any way.
Holtz complained about the unsportsmanlike conduct call that
gave BC 15 extra yards to start.
He did notcomment on the touchdown catch by Clarence Cannon
that the referees ruled out of
bounds. Whichever way you slice
it, BC would have won if the
calls had been reversed. Hatred
grew as the head coach showed
his true colors as a sore loser.
As the Boston areaprepares
for the battle on Satutday, students at BC have had mixed reactions about Holy War 111. Some

ton College campus erupts in joy.
Michigan 26,
Final score
Notre Dame 24.
Four short weeks ago, the
Wolverines waltzed into South
Bend and became the second
straight team to win at Notre
Dame on a field goal in the final
seconds. The final outcome, and
the team involved, plays less of
a role as the overall story. Al?

though the Michigan-Notre
Dame rivalry stands as one of
the premiere rivalries in college
football, not many students at
this campus hold a deep lovefor
the Wolverines, especially after
the 34-26 loss the Eagles suffered the week before in Ann
Arbor,
Simply put, the Eagles and
their fans love to hale Nolre
Dame. The animosity that BC
fans hold toward the otherCatholie football school has grown to
magnanimous proportions since
the Holy War resumed in 1992.
Eagle fandom roots against the
Irish every week for the express
purpose of seeing the South
Benders in pain. What caused
this anger?
First of all. I grew up a BC
fan. However, I always followed
the Irish, The two times that I
can rememberthe Eagles played
the Irish came in the 1983 Liberty Bowl and in 1987, The
Eagles lost the Liberty Bowl >9! 8 and lost in l 987 to the likes of
Tony Rice and Co,, 32-25, The
Liberty Bowl game held little
significance, and the 198? team
had little hope of winning. The
1987 team went 5-6 and started

the downfall that ended lack
Bicknell's career.

PHOTO COCIRTESY OF NOTRE DAME ATHLETICS

Justin Goheen (54) leads the Notre Dame defense in trying to stop Dan Henning's offense on
Saturday when the Fighting Irish come to town.
their legs and a chip on their
Jump aheadto 1992.1rooted Coughlin's team 54-7.
collective shoulder. Let the hafor the Irish even as I entered BC
The final score does not inas a freshman. On non-home dicate the magnitude of this tred begin.
Last season, the Irish prefootball days, I hunkered down game. Not only did the Irish run
for the BC event by beatpared
BC,
with lunch to watch "Notre Dame
ND Head
up the score on
Saturday" on NBC. The fight Troll Lou Holtz rubbed salt in ing the number one team in the
country, Florida State, the previsong, the tradition, the Golden the wounds. After BC students
Dome, touchdown Jesus; who disrupted the ND pep rally the ous week. The Eagles saw the
game as the biggest of their seacould ask for anything more? night before, Holtz vowedto disThe Eagles never played them, rupt BC's season. The clincher son but top-ranked Irish looked
so why not root for the other came in the second half when at BC as another stepping stone
Holtz called a fake punt and the to the mythical national champiCatholic schoolthat played footonship. Holtz said on ESPN that
Irish gained a first down.
ball?
the
game,
Eagles
The
started
1992
After the
Holtz said week, when asked about the
season with a 7-0-1 start, includ- that he ran thefake punt because Eagles, that he feared them more
ing a huge 35-32 upset of Perm BC could score as quickly as the than any team on the schedule.
In much the same way as he
State, and the BC bandwagon Irish had. The Eagles left South
Bend with their tails between spoke about Navy earlier in the
prepared for a meeting with destiny. The lOth-ranked Eagles
entered South Bend to play the
ninth-ranked Fighting Irish and
instead had a meeting with density. The Irish beat the Eagles

like a rented mule, pounding
then-Head

Coach

Tom

PHOTO COURTESY OF MOTRE DANE ATHLETICS

Eagles. No matter what happens,
the hatred will make for an interesting game.
Notre Dame has two signs
in the locker room back in South
Bend. One reads, "Play like a
champion today," and the players all touch it as they leavefor
the field. The other has a picture
of the Eagles «nd reads, "This
team cost you a national championshipring." A stepping stone
no more, let the games begin.
Ed McLaughlin, A&S '95,
is the Heights Sports Editor

Eagles suffer bad week
By John T. Nash
HEIGHTS 8T4EE

Boston College continued
its rebuilding process this past
week, playing four games. On
Thursday, the squad traveled
to Amherst to take on the na-

Lou Holtz createdbad blood between his Fighting Irish and
the Eagles two years ago hen he ran up the score on BC.

students sold their tickets for
various reasons, and ridiculous
prices. Members of the senior
class must take the GRE test, the
grad school boards; other students fear what revenge Notre
Dame wishes to exact on the

tionally-ranked Minutemen of
DMass, losing by a final score
of !? -5. Saturday, the Eagles
played a triple header against
teams from MIT, lona and
Oueens. finishing the day with
a somewhat disappointing one
and two record, bringing the
season record to 5-9.
In preparation for LIMass,
ranked Ilth nationally, the
Eagles endured an exceptionally tough week of practice, as
Coach G.T Ladd wanted them
to be in top shape for
Thursday's game. The week's
training included a workoutat
six a,m, on Monday morning.
No problem for the ironmen of
BC Water polo, right...wrong.
In the inspirational words
of Ion Daly, "personally. I
don't like getting up before
noon, I was shocked and dismayed. first that it was still
dark that early, and second that
there were joggers actually up
at that hour by theirown volilion," The exlensive preparalion paid off, as lhe Eagles refused lo back down to the powerhouse Minutemen, and lost
by a mere 12 goals, a small

margin relative to their performances against UMass in past

years.

After a tough week ofpractice, Saturday did not offer the
Eagles much opportunity to catch
up on their sleep, as they had
three games, at 9:30 a.m., four
p.m. and nine p.m. In the game's
first action, they won a veryclose

score tied in the final moments, after a clutch goal by
junior sensation Brooke
Higgins and the Eagles with
the ball, they were called for
an offensive foul. The foul
gave Queens the ball as the
clock ticked off the final seconds.

The Queens goalie gave
it a last second heave as time
expired, and the game
should'vebeen over when the
time would neverhavehappened ball came down and hit a
if not for the heroics of Marcus player in front of the BC goal.
Williams, whose two-point goal The refereesmade no call, and
the game lasted long enough
(outside eight meters) as regulation time expired tied the game. for the ball to trickle harmAfter the first overtime period lessly into the BC net, giving
ended with the score still tied, it Queens the victory.
Utterly consumed by anwas Todd Bevan's goal early in
ger, the only words Daly could
the first portion of the suddenmuster to describe the Queens
death second overtime period
that won the game.
game were, "Referees...bad...
After a briefrest period, the ridiculous... crap kicked out
Eagles returned for an afternoon of us." Although somewhat
showdown with lona. Although cryptic, these words vividly
BC led nearly the entire game, describe the confusion of BC
the Eagles lost that lead in the about the game's final play.
In spite of a good effort
final period, which led directly
to the loss. In Daly's words, against a strong team from
"Wehad 'em, but we just couldn't Queens, it is obvious that alput them away at the end." As though the pieces are beginBC wants to truly improve over ning to fall into place, there
the next few years, the team are still times when the squad
doesn't perform to its impresneeds to put such teams away.
If the clock was the Eagles' sive potential. As soon as the
friend in the waning seconds of Eagles' play reaches a level
regulation against MIT, it was a of consistency, they will be a
bitter enemy in the nightcap team to be reckoned with by
against Queens College.With the anyone, including UMass.

contest against cross-town rival
MIT, in a game that went into
two overtimes. The first over-
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Ex-quarterback Hicks an athlete who cares
working at Hicks Auto Body in
Dorchester. Coincidence? Absolutely not. Hicks Auto Body is
owned by his father, Willie

By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS ST/^EE

Willie Hicks has a simple
philosophy: "Ifyour going to be
a star, why not do it in your own
backyard?" That's exactly what
this Boston Globe Eastern Massachusetts Division III Football
player of the Vear did... back in

Hicks, Sr. The business dates
back to when Willie Jr. was just
a boy, and is ready to begin it's
twenty-fifth year of operation
soon, with Willie Jr. as its general manager. The tone of the
younger Hicks' voice seemed
full of pride and adorationwhen
speaking of his new job.
"It's great to spend time with
my dad on a daily basis," Hicks
said. "It's something that I
haven't been able to dofor quite
a while, and something that V ye
missed."
And with a Boys and Girls
Club costing four million dollars in the works across the street
from his current employer. Hicks
sees another opportunity to work

1986.
Although this Bally AllAmerican quarterback was
sought aflerby perennial national
powers such as the University of
Nebraska, the University of
Michigan and a host of many
others. Willie Hicks, lr., of
nearby Mattapan. chose to attend Boston College.
After completing a few
passes (getting some rare game
experience) as a redshirt freshman in l 988, Hicks came off the
bench early in his sophomore
campaign to win the starting job
after a near come-from-behind
victory over heavily-favored
Ohio State.' He played well that
season, completing 70 of l48
passes for l,219 yards and seven

with the kids. "Once [the club]
gets off the ground, I plan to set
up a charity in my dad's name to
represent all that he's done [for

touchdowns.
Coming off this stellar performance in 1989,Hicks opened
his junior year as the starter, with
a youngster from Cherry Hill.
New lersey taking over thereigns
for good in the second quarter of
PHOTO COURTESY OF BC ATHLETICS
the opener against Pitt.
personal experiences and his BC degree to help inner city kids.
Willie
Hicks
used
his
probably
Hicks will
never
Sure, Hicks was one of tougher. This story is only one
be mentioned in the same breath link student athletes to kids from
as Doug Flutie or Glenn Foley in theinnercity; to inject them with them, but he had a little more example of how Hick's simple
hope and give them some role going for him than most others philosophy may be beneficial to
terms of career statistics and accomplishments on the field. models. It's also a chance for did. He was a part of a family all.
However, while Flutie and Foley
[the players] to give back to the that had two parents living at
"If you'renearby [when you
pursued careers in professional community," Hicks explained. home.
go off to school], your family is
According to Hicks, this was around. They can come to the
football after graduation. Hicks
He worked with the program
games more often and support
took an alternate route, through from the time he graduated until
a crucial benefit. "Most of my
the inner city kids of Boston with recently. "I considermyself very friends werenot as lucky," Hicks you." Hicks stated. "Just ask my
a program called BIG EAST Athfortunate. I grew up in Mattapan. affirmed. Many of these friends mom about when I showed up
I was one of [those kids] mycame from single families, which with baskets of laundry."
letes Who Care.
"Theprogram is a chance to self," he said.
made growing up that much
Just recently. Hicks began

Another "W" for Eagles
By Ajmee Ostapowicz
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Add another "W" in the win
column, these Eagles are on fire.
After destroying the number 25
team in the country, it was time

(""

TENNIS

to make things

~^)

more dramatic.

What better way to make
the coach start biting his fingernails than to take the deciding
match to a third game. The team
was tied with Vale four games
all. The only match left to play

was the third doubles team,
Molly Moulton and Kara
Swanson. But the drama would
not end there. The team rallied
behind Moulton and Swanson,
and the Eagles captured the third
set of the match with a 6-0 victory. See ya later Vale, hello
team

spirit.

Boston College has seen
many new faces this year, all of
which have heavily influenced
the team. Probably the most important new face that has led to
such great success is the concept
of team. This team is a tightly
knit unit, and their togetherness
does not end when they leave the
courts. They are all great friends,
hang out together and, most importantly, support each other.
According to player Carey
Ann Denefrio. "Our team gets

along really well. We'reall great
friends on and off the court. We
always help and support each
other during matches and prac-

tices."
No matter how much people
try to say that talent is the most
essential element to build a winner, without a sense of team camaraderie and all-for-one and
one-for-all, very few of the most
highly talented teams will flourish.
Another aspect of the team's
newfound togetherness can be
directly attributed to the addition of an actual family, the
Malone sisters. Not only have
they added their great talents,
but also helpedto make this tennis team a family in their own
way. When Coach Mark Burns
was asked to cite the main reasons for the team's new successes, he immediately brought
up the names Sarah and Christina Malone.
Coach Burns said Sarah
adds "a whole other dimension:
dedication, desire to win, and
team leadership; all the characteristics you're looking for ath-

letes."
Along with these characteristics, Sarah brings to the team a
knowledge of how to win. Last
year she played for the University of Florida, ranked number
one in the country. Luckily for
BC, she was able to be lured

away from Florida and brought

her sister with her. The two sisters are the best of friends. Christina picked BC overother schools

PITT, from p. 21
Siracusa, open in front of the
net, for another Eagle score.

These three stars
Keegan, SiracusaandRobinson

turn.

each draw different reactionsfrom the crowd with their
fieldwork. Keegan is the acknowledged star of the team,
and his plays, though great and
heartily applauded, seem expected. Siracusa, on the other
hand, seems to be a crowd favorite, and the "little things"
that he does are met with the
same loud ovations as his scoring. Robinson is the new kid
on the block, but the fans have
plenty of appreciation for him,
too. When he gets the ball, a
hush falls overthe crowd, usually followed by gasps and disbelieving shakes of the head as
another astonishing play unfolds.
The Eagles are on a rcrll.
After dropping its first four
matches, the team is 2-0-1 in
its last three. The defense has
allowed two goals in those three
games, while the offense has

did not have Hope McAndrew
andDonnaLomenzo. McAndrew
plays number one for the team
an<l is the team captain.
Lomenzo, the senior who plays
third, has established herself as
theteam's veteran. The two have
helped to bring this team even

closer.
"Hope has done an outstanding lob leading the team this sea-

son." Burns said.
There is no doubt that this
team has really pulled together.
Christina Malone said, "We get
along really well. We have a
positive attitude and we're having fun." Team unity has brought
with ira new team outlook. According to Coach Burns, "We
have the attitude now that we
can beat almost anyone."
The Eagles winning ways
continued last weekend at the
ITA National Clay Court Championships. The Eagles defeated
Princeton last weekend, 5-4. The
Eagles return to action this weekend-against Princeton and
Cornell.

life.
Looking at all that he has

accomplished, would Willie
Hicks, Jr. had done anything differently given the chance? Of
course not. "I consider myself
very fortunate. BC prepares you
for your entire life, not just certain areas. The genre of people
[at BC] added to my experience.
The dynamics of those people
[at BC], no matter their race,
religion or gender, was great."
Hicks explained."Anytime I can
do something to help, I'm there."

Eagles continue winning
streak against Panthers

because sheknew she would have
her sister to whom she could
But this team would be like
a family without "parents" if it

people]," Hicks confirmed.
The charity will provide
scholarships for kids to go to
vocational school in order to
study mechanics. Hicks sees the
scholarship as a special way to
honor the man that, along with
Ms. Hicks, raised such a caring
individual and taught him about

?

?

netted six.
Coach Kelly said injuries
and a tough schedule were the
cause of BC's unsuccessful
early-going. Three of the
Eagles' losses came to teams

in the nation's Top-25.
"We could've beaten

Georgetownand BU," he said.
"You have ups and downs in
any season. But we're back
now. Good luck comes your
way when you start to do the
right things."
"We're coming together

in practice," Robinson said.
"Ed drills us hard all week.
And we're getting more leadership on the field [from players such as] Keegs, Bucko
[first-year player Anthony
Buckley], andBala. It makes,a
difference. Everyone's starting to improve. Postseason in
that's what
the BIG EAST
we're going for. This one feels
good."
?

Happy
21st Noon.
Hope you
have a great
birthday, and
make sure to
steal the martini glass!
?Chachi
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Meryl Streep conquers The River Wild
By JEN KAVANAUGH
Asst. Review Editor
TNc ss/V5/? 1V//.D. /i //7,7,
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No one could ever accuse Meryl
Streep of avoiding risks. In the last decade and a half. Streep established herself as one of the best dramatic actresses
of her time. While she could have rested
on her reputation, she took a stab at comedy. appearing in films such as 5/le-/)e!',/
and Drnr/i 6e<-«»,e5 //e/: These movies
might not have been critical or commercial successes, but Streep seemed to have
fun stretching her persona anyway. Now

Streep is pushing her career in a more
rewarding direction - action adventure.
In her latest film. T/?<? /?n>e, 1V//6/, Meryl
Streep has conquered another movie frontier.
In the film Streep plays Gayle. 2
Boston wife and mother with 2 heart for
the outdoors, A native of the Montana
wilderness. Gayle wants to take her busband and son Whitewater rafting back
home. She's an expert at handling the
river, where she was a guide in her youth.
The biggest obstacle on their vacation
seems to be overcoming family dysfunctions - a strained marriage and an alienated father-son relationship. But those
problems take a backseat when the family
encounters Wade (Kevin Bacon) and his
companions on the river. At first Wade
seems nice and harmless, befriending the
young boy 2nd flirting with Gayle. Of
course. Wade is not whathe seems, and is
carrying a few dangerous secrets with
him down the river. When the Luide becomes injured, he takes the family hostage to get Gayle to guide him on a terror
ride down the river. So Gayle is left to
navigate her family down the river without getting killed by the rapids or the
psychop2th.
T/,e
lV//l/ contains some of the
most thrilling adventure scenes in recent
memory. The plot starts slowly at first,
and then builds to the climatic rapid
scenes. Kevin Bacon contributes a great
deal to the suspense of the plot. His char-

Meryl Streep and Kevin Bacon in The River Wild
acter Wade possesses an interesting combination of traits; he's friendly, threatening and even a little sexy at the same time.
For someone who started his career playing decent guys, Kevin Bacon has mastered the dead, evil stare of a killer. His
performance, along with some incredible
action scenes, make The River Wild a
solid adventure thriller. The cinematography, with many breathtaking shots of
the Montana wilderness, is a perfect backdrop for the drama.
But like many action films. The River
Wild begins to falter when the pace slows
down. When the film turns awayfrom the
immediate danger of the situation, some
of the scenes seem a little contrived. As
far as the estranged marriage subplot goes,
it's hard to see why the outdoorsy Gayle
and her uptight husband ever got married
in the first place. The husband's sudden
transformation from a self-absorbed

yuppie into the L.L .Bean posterboy is a
littlehard to swallow at times. Of course,
this seems like a cheap way for theplot to
get the husband and wife reconciled. But
then again, nothing saves a relationship
or clears up a few personal problems like
being exposed to life-threatening danger.
At least that's the creed by which many

action films operate.
These flaws aside. The River Wild is
a tour dc force for Meryl Streep. An actress well into her forties, Streep looks
completely at home in the middle of the
rapids. Her character is Mother Nature
and the Terminatorcombined. Streep convinces the audience that nothing will stop
her
not the annoying husband, the
whining kid, the raging rapids or the
wacko with the 357 magnum. Though she
warns someonethat the river always calls
the shots, we know that she has the ulti?

mate control. According to the pre-film
publicity. Meryl Streep did about ninety
percent of her own stunt work for the
movie. The results make for some pretty
amazing scenes toward the end of the
film. Sign this woman up for more action
films, please.
Without a doubt. The River Wild is
the thrill ride of the season. While it may
not have the super-charged adrenaline
rush of some recent action films (Speed
and True Lies come to mind), the film
offers a nice change of pace. For once, a
woman is at the center of an action film,
and controls the fate of everyone in it.
Unlikeother films, no one would confuse
Streep's characterwith the scenery. Meryl
Streep accomplishes something pretty
important in The River Wild; she proves
that she can play with the big boys and
win.

BC grad produces The Hermit of Chestnut Hill

By ANNAB. PIZARRO

//e<F/i,5 Editor

Negoti2ting through untried academic and social challenges is characterislic of the strange and distinctive world
called College Life. It is what creates the
schism between the co?y familiarlife at
home and the frantic new lifestyle 2t college. However, 2s time progresses, students become more 2Ccustomed to the
hurdles th2t college life throws 2t lhem
2nd are able lo secure order in aoncealien
world.The 2nxiely lessens 2s routine sets
in. and life at college gradually transforms into 2 microcosm, in which its
environment encour2ges self-absorption
and apathy towards outside conflict or
circumstance. It is in lieu of this concept
that Lauren Hallal. former BC student
and improv performer for /V/v
wrote and composed T/te
<n/r u/C/te,n/,«< /////.
T/»e //e,'m» 0/ C/??5/»m? ///// was
inspired and based on Lauren Hallal's
actual experience at BC and her true
friendship with Bill Britt. the famous hermil who lived in a self-constructed tent
next to the Evergreen Cemetery, located
near BC's Lower Campus, The play involves two characters
Sam. whom

/V«</)l<F,

?

Hallal describes as "a free-spirited, but
troubled young girl," and Bill, a homeless man living in a nearby cemetery.
Hallal's play is about Sam and her search

for identity. However,it is the encounter
with Bill that enables Sam to begin her
search. Sam and Billdevelop their friendship by relating their unique situations.
They are able to interconnecttheir worlds,
and Sam is able to explore areas of life
beyond the college microcosm. The two
characters share insights, which allow for
Sam's spiritual growth and character de-

her identity and her place in society.
Knowing that Britt lived homeless
by the cemetery, Hallal introduced herself to Britt and began her friendship with
the man. Hallal tells her story in the format of a dramatic comedy with music.

The music is modern folk rock
all
composed by Hallal.
The Hermit
of Chestnut Hill will be performed at the
Charlestown Working Theater, September 29 through October 16. For ticket
information, call (617) 242-3285.
?

velopment.
The play, says Hallal. does not solely
cater to those in college, but also goes
beyond the typical coming :of-age story

and contains a universal aspect which
should "cross gender, age, and class barriers," according to Hallal. This aspect
reaches those who feel lost or out of place
in their lives. It teaches a lesson that one
can gain a richer perspective of life from
those who may seemingly not be able to
do so.
In the play there are obvious parallels between Hallal and Britl and the two
central characters.The conversations and
events that took place betweenHallal and
Britt in Boston left a significant impact
on Hallal at a time when she questioned

HeiGHTS ASSOC.PHOTO EDITOR/BECK* YAMO

Mud Hens perform at Pub Series Thursday night
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R.E.M creates Monster; Edie Brickell flops
ons' case, they fit. One of the problems
with this album is that it relies too much
on synthesized introductionsand backing
vocals in the songs.
There are some songs worth mentioning, which give the band their saving
grace on this album. "One Way Street"
talks about problems like homelessness,
which we may see every day but tend to
ignore. This song also has that same feelgood attitude which came to characterize
Hotwired. The other standout track is
entitled "Do You Care?", which is the
best song on the album and reminds one
vaguely of the style of Nirvana's "Rape
Me". This is easy to understand, since
Nirvana was said to be one of their many
influences.

***l/ 2REM MONSTER (Warner
Bros.)
REM is back. After a two-year dis-

appearing act (and five years without a
tour), the band has regrouped to create
Monster, the follow-up to their megasmash album Automatic for the People.
This new album marks the debut of an
edgier, darker REM. IfAutomaticfor the
People was somber and acoustic, then
Monster is the epitome of studio-produced rock.
"I wanted to write a record about
sex," lead singer Michael Stipe told Rolling Stone recently. "These songs are
meant to be in your face. I kind of wanted
something that was brash, fucked-up and
sexy. Dysfunctional. Kind of a genderfuck train wreck just thrown out there."
Monster definitely plays with the idea of
sexuality. Songs like "Crush with
Eyeliner" and "King of Comedy" explore
sexual ambiguity when Stipe sings "I'm
straight. I'm queer, I'm bi." My. how the
boys from Athens, GA have grown.
Besides the fairly obvious sexual
overtones of Monster, the album also confronts the mass media and pop culture.
The third track. "King of Comedy." criticizes the commercial and money-making
instincts of today's society. Consider the
song's chorus: "I'm not the king of comedy/I'm not your magazine/I'm not your
television/ I'm not your movie screen/
I'm not commodity." The song's heavy
beat and Stipe's distorted vocals make
"King of Comedy" one of the hard-edged
songs on Monster. Other songs, such as
the lively "What's the Frequency, Kenneth?" and "Star 69" seem plugged into
the same wavelength. But while Stipe
often condemns mass culture in many of

the songs, he also seems to embrace it at
the same time. Stipe's equivocal nature
adds to Monster's slippery feel.
Though REM seerhs to have some
fun with Monster, the album has its somber moments. One of the last songs, "Let
Me In." was written for Nirvana's Kurt
Cobain, who committed suicide earlier
this year. Before he died. Cobain was
supposed to collaborate with Stipe on a
project. It never happened. In this song,
Stipe tries to reach out to Cobain, begging him to "let me in." The heavy guitar
sound, which almost drowns Stipe's vocals at times, makes the song a fitting, but
unsettling tribute to one of the grunge
masters.

With Monster. REM has shifted gears
once again, distinguishing themselves
from theirearlier work. The album's heavy
studio feel and voice distortion help the
band hide from their trademark sound.
But at times, the "old" REM sound shines

through, anyway. Monster proves that
REM has accomplished something pretty
significant. They've established themselves to the point where they can sit back
and play with their persona a little bit.
And the results are pretty good.
Jen Kavanaugh

So, besides the fact that the Soup
Dragons at times have mediocre guitar
work, cheesy lyrics and sound slightly
like INKS (which isn't always a bad
thing), they are still able to bring themselves together and put out some great
songs. This band, despite its faults, also
has the talent to sound just as good live as
they do in the studio. They will be headlining at the WFNX birthday bash on

Landsdowne Street next week.
Ted Coleman
?

Michael Stipe of REM
heading as trash. The album opens with
"Tomorrow Comes." yourbasic folk rock

that works as an opener because of
its quick pace and slightly sexy tone. This
song is about the closest you'll get to the
tune

old Edie.

"Green" starts with "We like to spy
on the neighbors/They look so happy together" and plummets downhill quickly
from there. Fortunately, "When The Lights
Go Down" picks the CD back up with a
quaint 50's pop chorus that fits oddly
well with the demure verses, making it
the most memorable off the album.
"Good Times" and "Stay Awhile"
are blues and jazz with a little swing
thrown in for good measure, which work
reasonably well, but aren't memorable.
During "Another Woman's Dream."
I waited for John Travolta to come danc-

vaguely of the style of Nirvana's "Rape
Me". This is easy to understand, since
Nirvana was said to be one of their many

influences.

So. besides the fact that the Soup
Dragons at times have mediocre guitar
work, cheesy lyrics and sound slightly
like INKS (which isn't always a bad
thing), they are still able to bring themselves together and put out some great
songs. This band, despite its faults, also
has the talent to sound just as good live as
they do in the studio. They will be headlining at the WFNX birthday bash on
Landsdowne Street next week.
Ted Coleman

***l/2Frank Sinatra and Sextet Live
In Paris (Reprise)
Frank Sinatra is at the top of his
game, as he displays his vocal range and
fine sense of timing. This new release
contains twenty-six classic tracks, and
each has its own style. It took thirty-one
years for this masterful work to be discovered, but it is definitely worth the
wait.

The original tape was recorded on
June sth, 1962, in gay Paris, and was
found in September, 1993. Few artists
would be able to release a new album that
was recorded over two decades ago, but
Live In Paris proves that Franky has
withstood the test of time.
"Chicago (That Toddling Town)" and

Continued on page 29

?

ing out of my closetbecause of the 70's
grooves I was hearing. "Hard Times"
brings the pace back to the present, and is
the only other song on the album which
has the old Brickell feel. This song actually has some thought-provoking lyrics
without a huge dose of depression to go
with them.

This album is salvaged by a few
good songs and Edie's mellow voice. As
a die-hard Brickell fan, I was hoping to
find a lot to like in this album, but it just
came up short.
?

Karen M. Crincoli

?

* 1/2Edie BrickellPICTURE PERFECT

MORNING (Geffen)
Out with the old, in with the new.
Edie Brickell's newest album. Picture
Perfect Morning is like nothing you've
ever heard from her before. Actually, it's
everything else.
This album is a huge mix of styles
and periods of music. Jazz, folk, rock,
Latin, 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s - it's like a
bad commercial for a lite FM station.
Edie doesn't seem to stay with onechoice,
but instead spreads herself a little thinly
over too many types of music, none with
great success.
Gone too is the naivete embodied in
her first two albums. Happy songs with
spunk like "Love Like We Do" have been
replaced by songs like "HardTimes" with
more cutting lyrics and lots of minor
chords. Almostevery song seems to have
a pessimistic tone, covering subjects such

as leaving a meaningless relationship,

beingjealous of your neighbors, shooting
a convenience store worker and losing
your man to another woman.

There are so manydifferent styles of
music on this album though, thai it is
impossible to stick them all under one

** The Soup Dragons: HYDROPHONIC
(Mercury)
After seeing how well the SoupDragons' two previous efforts turned out, I
expected that their third album would
consist of the same sound that got them
noticed in the first place. Their first album Lovegorf did well enough, and their
second album. Hotwired, had chart hits
including "Pleasure"and "Divine Thing."
Unfortunately, this album just doesn't
live up to the band's other two albums.
The terms "bubblegum rock," and
"grunge," have often been applied to some
of their contemporaries in Glasgow (i.e.
Teenage Fan Club), but in the Soup Dragons' case, these terms fit. One of the main
problems with this album is that it relies
too much on synthesized introductions
and backing vocals in several of the songs.
There are some songs worth mentioning, which give the band their saving
grace on this album. "One Way Street"
talks about problems like homelessness.
which we may see every day but tend to
ignore. This song also has that same feelgood attitude which came to characterize
Hotwired. The other standout track is
entitled "Do You Care?", which is the
best song on the album and reminds one

Big Head Todd

** The Soup Dragons: HYDROPHONIC
(Mercury)
After seeing how well the Soup Dragons' two previous efforts turned out. 1
expected that their third album would
consist of the same sound that got them
noticed in the first place. Their first album Lovegoc/ did wellenough, and their
second album. Hotwired, had chart hits
including "Pleasure" and "Divine Thing."
Unfortunately, this album just doesn't
live up to the band's other two albums.
The terms "bubblegum rock," and
"grunge." haveoften been applied to some
of their contemporaries in Glasgow (i.e.
Teenage Fan Club), but in the Soup Drag-

Ratings Key
***** Instant Classic
**** Excellent

***
**
*

Good
Poor
Awful
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New releases from Sinatra and Swirl
Continued from page 28
"The Lady Is A Tramp" are two ofhis old
stand-bys which are sung and performed
brilliantly. They are quite upbeat and
jumpy. Sinatra has a really good time
singing these gems and adds a few jokes
in the middle of them for spice. "One For
My Baby" is the real crowd-pleaser, and
might very wellbe better live than in the

studio.
One major drawbackof this album is
that Sinatra seems to be trying a little too
hard to perform up to par by straining his
voice at times. "Witchcraft" is the lowlight
of this CD, because the quality is a bit
shabby, and the band seems lost at times.
Commercialized songs, such as "The
Theme From New York." "My Way"
and "Kashmir," are not to be found in
this collection. Whether or not this is a
problem depends upon the specific musical taste of the listener.
This album definitely has a "broad"
appeal (in the words of Sinatra himself).
This is the type of disc which should be
played softly in the background to set the
mood of an intimate evening. A bottle of
fine champagne, a burning candle and
Frank Sinatra's Live In Paris are the key
ingredients to a night of romance.
?Jeff Spear and Jeremy
Raymondjack

****The Future Sound of London
LIFEFORMS (Virgin)
This is not music. There are no lyrics
and no choruses. Most importantly, a beat,
while many times present, is always secondary to the music it is behind. It is a
landscape of sounds and samples that
come together, in a seemingly random
fashion,

as is the case when Ben Ay 1ward croons
"good-bye my dark star, good-bye my
maker, good-bye my only friend" in the
dreamy "Dark Star."
Swirl's music lies above the depression and hopelessnessof the Gothic genre,
but it is not exactly happy and gleeful.
Many times it is as if the singer's words
are fighting the music. This creates a

unique catharsis of sorts as one alternately breaks through and then is surrounded by the other. Interwovensigns of
grief and smiles come through the murk,
creating music that refuses to spoon feed
the listener any single interpretation.

The true essenceof thisrelease comes
the pure and beautiful voice of

out in

Nicole Schultz who finishes out the vocals on three of the last four songs like an
angel gently massaging the listener's ear
drums. "Have you ever heard the song of
the last unicorn?" is what she sings and
what I ask. Swirl is an intense, thoughtprovoking listening experience for those
whoseek it. It definitelyhas more than its
share of inspiring moments.
Stephen Valentine
?

to create a journeythrough space

and time.
Whistles, water, pianos; voices,video
games, tribal drums. The amalgamation
of these sounds on a 2-CD-set is
Lifeforms, by the Future Sound of London. Part of a growing genre, it is an
investigation into the science of sound.
Listen to it alone, maybe in your
room one night before you go to sleep,
and let the sound overtake you. It will
take an open mind, since most of us have
never heard anything like this.
One can put this album on and thoroughly enjoy what he or she hears. This is
not to say that the individual songs are
nondescript, but only to suggest that every track is equally intense as the last, and
that they all are part of a whole body of
interrelated parts. Once aquainted with
Lifeforms, one can pick up this journey
from any point, and continue the ride
along this blend of analog and electronic
noises, a blend intended to creep and ooze
it's way into the mind of the listener.
At many points, these sounds erupt
into a beat, and many of the tracks are
actually quite danceable. The listener
learns, however, that this beat is simply a
garnish on the dish that is a growing and
pulsating mass of sound.
Hear Lifeforms and hear what the
gods listen to in heaven.
?

Dan Sparaco

***I/2 Swirl THE LAST UNICORN

(Dirt)

Swirl is a band that truly fits its
name. On its latest release, The Last Unicorn, the band produces a layer of soundenclosing vocals that alternately drown
out and shine through. It creates a mood

of etherealambiance that is perfect music
for a rainy day. It will pick you up, but not
too much, and it will make you think with
long,

Swirl

Armageddon-sounding

instrumentals and tender, poetic lyrics.
The music adds dimension to the vocals
and, at times, steals the show leaving a
low wail of a voice to fight the wall
created by the guitars, cellos or even
violins.

The Last Unicorn is not music for
every day or every time. You have to enter
it in the right mood. It flows almost like a
thunderstorm at night with mesmerizing
drizzle, shifting levels of darkness and
occasional thunder and lightning. The
words and the music often become one.

Letters to Cleo play the Paradise
By BRIAN J. DiMATTIA

tte,'M5 Staff Writer

words and her audience. When you hear
Kay Hanley sing "I want to be alone with

what I am...Wasted," you should realize
Letters To Cleo's capacity show Septhat you are in the presence of great taltember 24th at paradise was a tour-deent. This entire ensemble is a music makforce for this local alternative/original ing power house that will dominatethe
rock band. Their first, full-length album, airwaves and pillage the industry.
The September 24th show was a
"Aurora Gory Alice," is about to be rereleased by Giant Records in conjunction "send-off concert of sorts, marking the
with Cherrydisc. The re-release will fea- beginning of the band's East Coast Tour.
ture new artwork, two reworked songs, Along with theMelrose Placealbum (their
and nationalmarketing. This is combined single will be the second release), LTC is
with the band performing "Here and Now" in the running to open for The Cranberries on their upcoming tour. Guitarist Greg
on the forthcoming soundtrack to
/'/ace (due October 28). and a newly shot McKenna, said "We'll be back in the area
video of the same song.
by November 19th, December 19th if we
The paradise show, an 18-E event, get the Cranberries tour. In any case we
was a near-perfect concert. The close want to go back into the studio sometime
quarters and induslria! feel of paradise around Christmas."
made the whole crowd into a grooving
McKenna revealed that the band's
mob of sound and energy. The opening next new album will hopefully be in stores
band. Mary Karlsen, started the evening
with a dramatic, powerful, forty-minute
sel. Songs like "Hey Ida," and "Thought
I Would" combined the force and vocal
presence of a group like pearl lam with
great pop guitar riffs reminiscent of Gin
Blossoms,
By the lime LTC look lhe slage lo
begin lheir hourandahalfset. lhe crowd
was energised. But just a few moments
later, the teeming masses became electrified as they rose along with the music to
a fever pitch of sonic power. The crowd
followed lead singer Kay Hartley's request to refrain from "flailing about with
malice" (especially since LTC tends to
attract both moshers and non-moshers).
but still managed to be active, mobile and
rowdy during power anthems like "I See"
and "Mellie's Coming Over," one of the
best mosh songs known to humanity.
However, ballads were also prevalent,
along with punk/alternative grooves like
"Green Eggs."
The entire band presented theirhometown fans with a great show. Drummer
Stacy lones eagerly took his frustrations
out on his kit, while Michael Eisenstein
and company provided a veritable monsoon of raging, melodic guitar and bass.
At the forefront was Hanley. whose voice,
at once innocent, empowered and rapturous permeated the room, enlivening her

Letters to Cleo

by April, 1995, saying "We've got lots of

new stuff and some unrecordedstuff. We
may even include "Green Eggs" which
people haven't heard in a while. We've
already got about 20 songs on the list of
possibilities. The show at Paradise was a
chance to let people hear some of our new
stuff."
Not only did the show feature new
material, but also acover versionof "You
Dirty Rat," originally by local band
Scruffy The Cat, and a cover of"The
Sweater Song" by alternative sensation
Weezer. "We kind of put that one through
the meat grinder," mused McKenna.
Overall, this concert was a terrific

people the chance to see
this amazing band once more before December. And when they return, not even
the sky is the limit.
event, giving
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Performances shine in fast and funny Sleep With Me
By CLARISSA CRUZ

//e/,?/tr.v Review Editor
/,

IV/?-//
/?a<°v
a/tc/

///,<, c///el/ea' bv

T///v

/c

H/?e//'e/:
Boy meets girl. Boy marries girl.

Girl sleeps with boy's best friend who

declares his love only a/re,' boy and girl
get married. Take this plot, throw in a
group of quirky friends and a fast-moving, funny script, and you' ve got the recipe
forHVee/i Mr/? /l/e,, a new film fromdirector Rory Kelly,
The film opens with loseph (Eric
Stolid). Sarah (Meg Tilly) and Frank
(Craig Sheffer) flying down a deserted
highway in a convertible, not acare in the
world. At a gas stop, loseph proposes to

Sarah, presenting her with a 10-cent plastic ring he bought from a candy machine.
The rest of the movie follows Sarah,
loseph and Frank as they and their friends

stumble through love, marriuge and
twenty-something angst.
Since the story line is relatively conventional, it is the witty dialogue and
enjoyable performances that make this
film interesting. Stoltl. Tilly and Sheffer
keep lhe audience sufficiently interested
in what finally happens to the trio, but it
is the supporting cast that truly shines.
Nigel (Thomas Gibson), as the perpetually stoned or drunk Englishm2n of
the group,is hi>2rious.And lune Lockharl
f2me) is wonderful as
(yes, of /.a«/e
Nigel's utterly boring, stick-up-the-ass

Meg Tilly and Eric Stoltz in a scene from Sleep With Me

metaphor for Tom Cruise's character's
mother-in-law.
But it is Quentin Tarantino's mostly foray into homosexualityby injecting new
ad-libbed performance of Sid, an out-of- meaning into the line, "You can ride my
place partygoer, that steals the show. He tail anytime."
offers a warped, yet strangely logical explanation of why Top Gun is really a
The script, which is the product of

several writers, could haveeasily become
a case of too many cooks spoiling the
broth. But Sleep With Me , with its smart,
humorous dialogue, and equally amusing
characters serves up a light, tasty dish for
the audience of the '90s.

Latcho Drom offers
Top Ten Movies
musical view of gypsies
By MIKE MARCIANO

For ?7ie /^e/F/?r5

/» ///»,
/./tTC//0
a'/werec/ bv /<?»!> Ca,/</

n','/tte?

ana"

No one can criticise the intentions of
Tony Gatlif in Lare/la Dwm (Safe lourney). a musical look at the history of the
gypsies. However, the film itself does
have several gaping flaws. The costume
design 2nd the cinem2togr2phy are well
done. :md the music h.ls its truly miigicul
moments, but the actors are severely misdirected, and the selective subtitling does
more harm than good.
The actors, or musicians, because
there is no dialogue, are very evocative,
cle2rly expressing their emotions. The
problem is tli:>t the emotion does nol :>!ways match the lyrics. During one scene,
an old man is singing about the horrorsof
the Ceaucescuregime in Romania, with a
bright smile on his face. In a later scene,
which has a frail old woman singing about
the horrors that the gypsies suffered at

Auschwitz, there is no real expressionof
sadness. I have a serious problem with the
idea that there is no continued sadness
about their attempted extermination by
the Nazis. This type of emotional mismatching occurs in other places too, and
at times it is very distracting.
The selective subtitling of the music
seemed like a good idea at first, but after
the emotional mix ups, I became skeptical about what the music is trying to
convey. If the emotions had been clearer.
the selective subtitling would have provided a greater appreciation for the language and the culture. There is a potentially powerful film in a musicalabout the
gypsies, but Latcho Drom simply isn't
that film.
The costumes are able to tell you
when you are in India in 900 AD as opposed to modern Europe, and some of the
outdoor photography was reminiscent of
Bertolucci on an average day. But over
all, Latcho Drom is a disappointing look
at some rarely examined, yet very fascinating people of the world.

Next Review

meeting, Monday
5 p.m. in the

/. Timecop
2. Forrest Gump
3- Clear and Present
Danger
4. Natural Born Killers
5. The Mask
6. Milk Money
7. Corrina, Corrina
8. The Lion King
9. The Next Karate Kid
10. True Lies
Jnß

J3t

is mf

ji&ffl

H&ttfet

Eagle's Nest!!!
New writers are

always welcome.

Van Damme's latest, Timecop, holds on to the top spot.

The Heights
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The Scout scores during baseball strike
By MICHAEL JULIANELLE

For the //e/,?//l.5
?N5 FCOl/T
/?//c/»e.
s^e»a'a»s'/a^e/,D/a»/le
5m/r/l

///»,

/>>
a?<//.a»e

Although major league baseball is
nothing but a fantasy this October.
Michael Ritchie's film 77>e 5ea»l, about
an amazing prospect and a down-on-hisluck baseball scout is almost enough to
stave off our hunger until next April.
Albert Brooks, nominated for an Oscar

for his role as a sweaty anchorman in
swack'a.n/Veu',5. isAl percolo, a chubby,
middle-aged talent scout for lhe New
Vork Vankees. well pas! his glory days of
discovering majortalents, Brendan Eraser
portrays Steve Nebraska, a baseball phenomenon whom percolo discovers in
Mexico after being exiled by his unhappy boss (Lane Smith!. Smith's character is fed up with percolo's disappointing discoveries, which is what prompts
percolo's quick trip South of the Border,
percolo subsequently discoversand
woos the somewhatnaive Mexican demigod. Steve Nebraska, to play ball in the
United States for the highest bidding
team. The Vankees obtain the rights to
Nebraska, but agree not to pitch him
until and unless they reach the World

Series, 2 feat which looks impossible 2l

lhat point in the season. There is just one
thing that needs to be settled before the
contract is official: Nebraska needs a
psychological evaluation proving that he
is fit to play.
Along with the diagnosis from the
psychiatrist (Dianne Wiest). comes more
trouble for percolo. It seems that Nebraska is 2 little mixed up inside, which

Brendan Fraser in The Scout
he exhibits with his eccentricity and violent streaks. When Nebraska receives
therapy from the doctor, he seems more
reluctant to play ball. As Nebraska suffers with this inner struggle, the Yankees
are inching closer to what once seemed an
impossible pennant, and Brooks' Percolo
senses disaster, as usual.
What ensues is a wonderful and exhilarating finale, made somewhat stale by
thepreceding confrontationbetweenscout
and player, but is extremely entertaining

nonetheless. The movie overall is very
entertaining, with excellent performances
from both stars. Fraser does an good job
of portraying an immature young man
with a little mental instability, and a tendency to break out in song. Brooks demonstrates the same finesse with which he
tackles all his roles. He always seems to
be aggravated by something, but he always manages to crack a sly smile and a
witty remark. The movie has some scenes
where it seems unsure if it is a comedy or

Open Mike Night a success

a drama. Although the reasons for
Nebraska's psychological instability are
touched upon, the audience never really
discovers the real answer.
With excellent cameos ranging from
Bob Costas to Ozzie Smith to George
Steinbrenner, and a musical score that
drives home the finale. The Scout is an
great movie to see if you are suffering
from baseball withdrawal, or just want
some laughs.

WZBC
TOP TEN
1. Thinking

Fellers Union
Local 186
2. Blonde
Redhead

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR/MELISSA ST. HILAIRI

fhe Annoying Wah's performed a well-receivedset at O'Connell's Open Mike Night.

My Mother's Fleabag,
celebrating their 15th anniversary
this year, are looking for a technical
manager. This person would be
responsible for lighting, props, and
ticket sales at all upcoming Fleabag
shows. For more information, call
Matt at

787-2544.

Fleabag kicks off their year with an
appearance at the Cafe October 6.

"Did
Cheryl get
off OK?"
?Mr. Walsh, to

Brandon,
90210

3.
4.
5.
6.

Quiwer
Spare Snare
Cake like
Archers of

Loaf
7. Supreme
Dicks
8. Difference *
Engine
9. Pale Saints
10. Burinygrunt
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Two exhibits showing at the BC Art Museum
By CHRISTY APPLEBY
For 7?>e «e<Fk<5

Two new exhibits have opened recenlly al lhe Boston College Museum of
Art. /'e,e-/?e/iea,,
by

a/tc/
a modern,
three-dimensionalcollection of artwork,
is the result of a four-year collaborative
effort of the artists. The second exhibit,

a
V//4awn 5/5/c/na',
.f/an
offers a compilation of
photographs. The two exhibits probably
could not be more different in theirmediurns. However, each exhibit requires the
viewer to see the individual pieces, not as
a single photograph or a single piece of
woodwork, but as a part of a greater

.

vision.

In /'e,e-/?e/?ea,. the two artists set up
the unique pieces of modern art in the
nooks and crannies beneath the staircase
in the museum. The concept is to use the
space available in order to effectively
display the works. One particular piece
lies on the floor with an immense painting of St, peter hanging above it. The
viewer immediately recognises the similar themes that run through the threedimensional objects, such as a collage of
artwork that includes photographs of St,
peter. These common threads, the use of

similarcolors and the use of quotations
works from being viewed as
individual pieces. Instead, the work must
be viewed as a single entity with different
shapes and configurations.
In order to effectively appreciate the
interesting facets of the work, it must be
viewed from above, below and at eyelevel. The staircase above the work pre
vides a new perspective on what can be
seen to be cabinets, benches and pieces of
woodwork from eye level. The dimensions of the work come forth in all direclions, from lhe work itself and from the
space in which il is displayed.
Each piece is mulli-faceted and can
be displayed in a variety of interesting
combinations. The artists successfully
display the versatility of the pieces. An
interesting fact about the work is that in
one exhibit, a particular piece might be
presented as a bench on the floor, but for
another exhibit, it may be turned on its
side and bung on a wall as 2 cabinet.
Unique pieces of pottery invite lhe viewer
lake a closer look at lhe lhree-dimensional artwork. The artists invite the
viewerinto the artwork, to open the cabinets, examine the artwork within and in a
sense, become 2 part of the artwork itself.
prevent the

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR/ MELISSA ST. HILAIRE

Artists Michael Mulhern and Mark Cooper's works will be showing through December 11.
The combination of thought-provoking
paintings on the pieces, a collage of quotations from religious and non-religious
sources and interesting pieces of pottery
create a tremendous opportunity to explore the depths of the work. For each
look back at the work, a new dimension
and a little more understanding of the

artists' vision can be found.
The photographs in Aaron Siskind: Towards a Personal Vision span a period of
20 years in the life of the artist. The
viewer is vicariously brought back to a
time of depression, war, destruction and
rebirth in the United States. The photographs offer a glimpse of a bygone era
that has been captured forever in the camera lens, so the world may come to understand the emotions and the history of the
time period. The workreflects the period
in which Siskind underwent a shift from
his documentary pieces, which wereconducted as independent and teaching

projects, to a more abstract style, and
then, to his mature phase. Although at
first glance the work may appear to be
dramatically different, viewed as a whole,
common ideas run through the pieces.
One set of photographs called "The
End of the Civic Repertory Theater" falls
into the category of documentary pieces,
showing an emotionthat invokes thoughts
and ideas typical of the depression era
during which it was taken. The first photograph in this series shows a once-beautiful sculpture that has been broken and
battered, yet the female in the sculpture
still retains a certain regal beauty. Another photograph in his abstract or
transitionary period depicts a graffiti sign
from 1953 that says"I want a Raise in
Work." At first glance, this is all that can
be seen, but upon a closer look, Siskind
has captured the shadowsof a street lamp
falling over the graffiti in order to give
the viewer a reference framework to

achieve a deeper understanding of the
time and place depicted in the photograph. The collection of 88 photographs,
accompanying documents, a 200-page
book of unpublished photographs and a
video providean opportunity to achieve a
deeper understanding of Siskind's work,
as well as an opportunity to see incredible
photographs of a variety of locales from
Harlem to Chicago to Martha's Vineyard.
The trip through the Boston College

Museumof Art proves to be an enjoyable,
enlightening and educationalexperience.
The exhibitsoffer an opportunity for untrained and trained eyes to come to a
deeper comprehension of the vision of
artists andtheirworks. The exhibits, PeteRepeat: Installationby Mark Cooper and
MichaelMulhern and Aaron Siskind: Toward a Personal Vision 1935-1955, will
be on display at the Boston College Museum of Art through December 11, 1994.
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Multi-cultural awareness
is goal of 2 UGBC groups
Continued from page 9
lionalities together.
"There are nationalities that
are not represented by any formally organized clubs, and

UNITY would provide the opportunity for students to discuss
issues concerning them," Ellis
said.

Ellis said two components
of UNITY are community service activities and a project
called "Prideof My Nation" a
program designed to create
multi-cultural awareness.
Vice President of AHANA
Affairs Natalie Go, A&S '95.
?

said. "The difference between
UNITY and AHANA Affairs is
that the focus of AHANA Af-

fairs is to unite AHANA clubs
on campus, whereas UNITY is
more encompassing."
Continued from page 1
Go said she will be working
to promote different project colwere arrested for assault with a
laborations among diverse dangerous weaponbecause of the
groups throughout the year. Go way the fake gun was used.
also said it is necessary to have
"If a person is afraid or in
AHANA Affairs on campus to fear of
[the weapon], it is conlet students of AHANA backsidered a dangerous weapon,"
grounds know that there is an
Morse said.
organization for them on camIn this case the gun was dispus.
played as a real weapon,he said.
"AHANA Affairs is a liaiThe two students "couldn't
son between the cabinet and
AHANA clubs." Go said. "This believe they were being arrested
year's multi-cultural celebration,
held next semester, will be more
of an open celebration to include
all students of various backgrounds."

NYC public schools
head to visit BC
Continued from page 9
further his students' education
as to these types of families.
Widmer said Fernandez's
curriculum is inclusive and innovative, and Widmer hopes
Fernandez's lecture will set the
tone for the rest of the presentations this year.

He also hopes the audience
members become aware of issues facing education today and
recognize the importance of inclusiveness.
People have to recognize the
dignity of people who are vie-

Two BC students arrested
following toy gun stunt

The lecture, "Struggle For
Public Education in an Urban
Culture: Politics Inclusion," is
sponsored by UGBC. LGBC,
UGBC Graduate Student Association, Xocomil, the School of
Education and the Committee on
Sexual Diversity and Personal
and Community Development.

must go outside the school to the
Brighton District Court because
arrests were made, Morse said.
The two students pleaded
not guilty during a pre-trial hearing at Brighton District Court

12.
"Once the court case is con-

cluded, the University will be
hearing the case internally" regardless of the verdict", said Associate Dean for Student Development D. Michael Ryan.
Even if the students are
found not guilty in the outside
trial, they can still be found guilty
in the Boston College hearing,
he said.

First General Meeting
Wednesday, October 5 at 4:30 p.m.
in Carney 102
All interested in joining are welcome!
?

Brookline Financial Partners, Beverly, MA

?

Seeking responsible, self-disciplined individuals to assist
our brokerage teams in raising equity. Polished phone
skills are necessary. Full and part-time positions available. Contact Ross O'Hanley at (508) 927-8300

AFTER

B.C. BEATS
NOTRE DAME
CELEBRATE AT

AXIS
WITH RECORDING ARTIST

The

last Friday.
A trial is set for October

CUBAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

tints of racial prejudice and who
have AIDS, Widmer said.
He said he hopes the audience leaves the lecture asking
whether they should protect children from controversial issues
or start educating them about
alternative lifestyles.

for a toy gun," he said.
Morse said that in the two
and a half years he has been with
BCPD, he does not recall a similar incident ever occurring.
Although the incident occurred on BC property, the case

Bogmen

18+ 7pm Door $6

U=3

Boston College

Bookstore

McElroy Commons

552-3520
Open Mon.-Thur. 9-6:30

Fri.-Sat. 9-5
Stadium Shops

* Open Game

Days
Newton Campus *

13 LANSDOWNE street
Boston 262-2437
kenmore square t stop

552-4403
Mail Order

1-800-978-0978
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[Spring Semester Sublet] Veiga says students should
Great location at Cleveland Circle

profit from U.S. experience

?9Strathmore Road
?Convenient to BC Bus
?MBTACand D lines
?
Great price for apt.
Call Chris at
566-2651 NOW!

Continued from page 3
Cape Verde has is its people," he

said.
In closing, Viega emphasized the connection between
education and a successful democratic society.

"Cape Verdean students in
the U.S. must maintain a strong
relationship with Cape Verde,"
he said. "They must profit from
the most opportunities possible.
They must learn from the examples of democracy in the

cannot be the flag of
the country. This new flag is representative of all Cape

one party

Unifd States."

Veigacandidly responded to
audience members when the forum was opened for questions.
Amilcar Lopes, A&S '98,
expressed concern over the abolition of Cape Verde's original
flag, which he feels represents
the struggles ofhis countrymen.
Veigaacknowledged the respect with which Cape Verdeans
must regard the first flag. He
said it portrays the "characteristics of the previous system. In a
democratic region, the flag of

Verdeans."

Veiga's lecture was spoken
in his native Creole and was
translated by CVSA Vice Presi-

denlCelestinoDePina.A&S'96.
The CVSA was founded this
year to serve the Cape Verdean

population at BC, which num-

bers over 40, and to expose the
BC community to the rich culture of the ten islands off the
west coastofAfrica.
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SPRING BREAK!
Student Holidays, the nation's leader
in spring break, vacations, seeking
enthusiastic, highly motivated
students and organizations to
promote and sell ALL-INCLUSIVE
4 STAR CANCUN TRIPS!
FROM ONLY $499
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FRANCE

AUSTRALIA

RUSSIA

ENGLAND

Please rank as 1,2, and 3 the programs in which you are most interested.
You will receive information on all ofour international programs.

Internship Programs
Q London, England O Paris. France
D Madrid. Spain O Sydney, Australia
D Moscow, Russia \u25a1 Washington, D.C.
\u25a1 Beijing,China

For great looking hair
1381 BEACON ST., BROOKLINE - (617) 232-0444
Coolidge Corner - HOURS: Mon-Fri 10 to 8, Sat 9 to 6, Sun 12 to 5

.>

For program details complete the coupon below and mailit to:
£j
Boston University International Programs
|1
?
Q,
617/353-9888
232 Bay State Road, Box Boston, MA 02215
\u25a0
: *<- :i
opportunity, affirmative action institution
An
i

\u25a0 \u25a0

S

International Prolans

\u25a0

Language andLiberal Arts Programs

D Belize
D Grenoble. France
\u25a1 Haifa, Israel
D Madrid, Spain
D Dresden, Germany

D Niamey. Niger
O Oxford, England
D Padova, Italy
D Quito, Ecuador
D Venice, Italy

Other programs/countriesin which! am interested:
Iwould like toreceive information about your semester/summer programs (circleone).

Name
Street

City

State

Zip

Phone_£_J

Home Institution
Current Status: LTFr

OSo

DJr

dSr

Ifyou prefer, call 617/353j8jj8.^
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Police Blotter
Thursday, September 22 ,1994

9:39 a.m.

?

A report was filed

to assist Boston Police

on a sus-

picious person and breaking and
entering at a Lake Street residency. The suspect was arrested
by the BostonPolice Departmen.

4:52

A report was filed regarding a credit card and an ID
card found by a student and
turned into the parking office.

eludes the subject should be
transported to the infirmary for
observation. The subject, a BC
student, becomes very uncooperative and says he isn't going
anywhere. He is then put into
protective custody. The suspect
is taken to Brookline PD until he
sobers up.

reports being hit with a beer can

11:55 p.m.

while ascending the stairway of
Hillside C.

?

10:08 p.m.

A student under
the influence of intoxicating liquor is brought to the infirmary,
then to St. Elizabeth's Hospital
for further evaluation.
?

11:29 The main gate officer
reports a motor vehicle accident
on Commonwealth Avenue by
the Main Gate. The newton police are notified. The victim is

BC Police receive
a call from the SA of Fenwick
regarding an intoxicatedfemale.
Officers respond, and upon arrival they are informed that the
individual drank up to 12 shots
of liquor. Newton Rescue re?

sponds and transports the individual to St.Elizabeth's for treatment.

?

transportedto Newton-Wellesley
hospital for treatment.

Saturday, September 24, 1994

1:37 a.m.
BCPD receives a
call from an RA in Fitzpatrick
requesting an officer take pictures of some grafitti that was
left on a door.

a student acting in an incapacitated manner. Officer responds
and transports individual to the

responds.

12:11 a.m. BC Police receive
a call from an RA who reports a
student banging himself off
walls. Officer locates subject in
?

Roncalli Hall and transports him
to the infirmary for evaluation.
The studentbecomes uncooperative at the infirmary.

1:29 a.m. BC Police receive a
call from an RA in the Mods
requesting an officer to respond
to a mod and evaluate an intoxicated freshman student.
1:30 p.m. ?A work study student for the college bound program turns into BCPD a woman's
black leather purse which had
been left in the Shea Room of
Conte Forum after a seminar. An
officer contacts the owner who
has been informed that her property can be picked up at the Police Station.
7:00 p.m.
A Walsh RA contacts BC Police with an alcohol
confiscation. Officer responds.
?

2:17 a.m.
BC Police respond
to 80 Commonwealth Aye. on a
report of an intoxicated male.
Upon arrival, the officer con?

11:00 p.m.

?

SA calls to report

Have a personal, family, community, or health concern? Call us.
The United Way's FIRST CALL FOR HELP? (formerly Information &
Referral) can find an agency or service to meet your particular need. Our
service is free, confidential, and provided by trained specialists.
United Wats

FIRSTCALL

m

#t
A Service of United Way
of Massachusetts Bay

HALR STUDIO 823
&
NAILS BY SUSAN

cream.

3:23 a.m.
BC Police receive a
call reporting a male "out of control" in the east staircase of 90
St. Thomas More Drive. Officers respond, and upon arrival,
they find the subject as described.
Subject had to be physically restrained. Drugs and alcohol are
believed to be the problem. BC
Police notify an ambulance and
the subject is transported to St.
Elizabeth'sfor treatment.

FOH§HELP

2:59 a.m. Boston College Police receive a call requesting an
officer check on a female in
Claver. Officer responds, and
upon arrival, he finds the female
under the influence of alcohol.
The subject is then transported
to the infirmary for observation.

12:09 a.m.

?

Security officer

12:19 a.m.
Boston College
PD receives a call from a student
?

reporting suspicious circumstances in a mod. The student
beleives unauthorized persons
are inside. Officers respond and
report that the parties have left

3:09 a.m. While investigating
and intoxicated female in Claver,
an officer finds a second female
also in the need of assistance.
The second subject is also transported to the infirmary for ob-

964-6003

?

As a result of the

investigation on a disoriented

See BLOTTER, p. 36
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Semester or year at SU's Florence Center
\u25a0 Courses taught in English or Italian
\u25a0 SU credit available in pre-architecture, architecture,
liberal arts, and studio arts
\u25a0 Live with Italian hosts (limited apartment space
II
available)
\u25a0 Trips to Rome, Venice, Assisi, San Gimignano,
mVm
and Siena
\u25a0 Courses available at the University of Florence
\u25a0

n

19

V

\u25a0

Ik
\u25a0

X
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BW^

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Academic scholarships and study abroad grants

.
Jg
Wmmmml^F^

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad \u25a0 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 \u25a0 315-443-3471

823 Washington Street
Newtonville, MA
25% off any hair or nail service

with student ID

in spring break vacations, seeking
enthusiastic, highly motivated
students and organizations topromote and sell ALL-INCLUSIVE
4 STAR CANCUN TRIPS!
FROM ONLY $499

4:37 a.m.

*

244-8333 or 964-9311

SPRING BREAK!
Student Holidays, the nation's leader

?

jBjBF

B^C^TiyT^^^^'TTß

Products available
Paul Mitchell, Image, Nexus, Aveda

?

?

Sunday, September 25, 1994

?

?

The smoke detector outside of
the room was activated by burnt
toast. Boston Fire Department

servation.

infirmary.

Friday, September 23, 1994

9:21 a.m. ?An officer responds
to More Hall on an alarm offire.

the area. The officers observe
graffitti written with shaving

|

GRE PREP
ON CAMPUS
***BC STUDENT DISCOUNT***
*BC STAFF DISCOUNT*
$250

Call BCSON Continuing Education 552-4256
or stop by Cushing 211

I
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Police Blotter
Continuedfrom page 35

area on the roof of the garage.

and uncontrollablestudent in 70
St. Thomas More, officer confiscates marijuana, mushrooms

Tuesday, September 27, 1994

and white pills.
Monday, September 26, 1994

12:50 a.m.
SA reports hearing a loud party from the woods
areabehindKeyes.Area checked
with nothing showing. A work

2:10 a.m. Officeris dispatched
to the BC Radio Station on an
anonymouscomplaint of a strong
smell of marijuana coming from
the room.
?

?

-

sssP*!ll!h>* »*'<\
,
*"»^

AIDS is a leading cause of death among
women.

v

To find out how you can prevent HIV,
call the CDC National AIDS Hotline at
1-800-342-AIDS.

order is filed for the fence in the
woods on the west side of the
building, which has been
knocked down.

\u25a0

M
i

1:31 a.m. BC student is transported by ambulance to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital for an alco?

hol overdose.

J(?
I 2?

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
Public Health Service

BOSt n
ljl
r
University <

°

rrv"

I

V-LA? B

Wednesday, Sept. 28, 1994

3:01 a.m.
While making a
security check of Fitzpatrick
Hall, officer reports the odor associated with burning marijuana
coming from a room. After
?

speaking with the residents, he
confiscates a hand rolled cigarette for testing. Residents deny
that the substance is illegal.

5:12 p.m.
Officer files a report on six-eight cases of Bud
Light brand beer that were stolen fromthe concessions storage

1:18p.m. A report was filed
on drawings of sexual orientation that were found on a door in

?

a Vermont

I

?

Officer confiscates
license from a resident student. The license is believed to be falsified.

2:08 a.m.

HI

Unknown party calls
BC Police to state that there is a
homelessperson in the McElroy
foyer. Subject is escorted off
campus.
7:51 a.m.

?

?

Fitzpatrick.

~,500'

K^
"*
dVTestPrep

, Preparation Course for:

Start Date:

GRE
GMAT

October 4
October 12

Ask about our special intensive programs for the
December 3 LSAT and the January 21 GMAT.
CALL 617/353-2987
For Information
755 Commonwealth Avenue

?

STOCKYARD
135 Market Street, Brighton, MA
782-4700

I"?
?"?
Metropolitan College
?

Boston, MA 02215

?

SPIRITS

f'XM) .S.

lt»KMlC<ilgl

An equalopportunity, affirmativeaction institution.

Perfect for the Pre & Post Game PartyLocated next to game day satellite parking lot
Can accomodate large groups
SUNDAY BRUNCH
"We take very good care of Eagles"

j

Mm

The Atrium (9) Line. A Free Shuttle Service stopping at
Beacon & Hammond Streets at Boston College, the Newton Centre ©at Piccadilly Square,
the Atrium, Boylston's Restaurant on Route 9, the Chestnut Hill ©stop, and back to B.C.
If shopping is your obsession, let us drive you to it.

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE EVERY 15 MINUTES
Wednesday ~ Saturday ? 7:30 A.M. 6:00 P.M.

-

Just a fraction ofwhat we spend on
sports can helpkeep society in shape
SHOPS AT THE

ATRIUM
300 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA (617) 527-1400

-

It's so easy to helpyour
\u25a0
five hours of volunteer time
per weekthestandardof
I
community, whenyou think
givingin America;
about it.
Get involvedwith the
Millionsof peoplehave
H-?»
helped make five percent vrfVCTIVe, causes you care about
of their incomesand
u-nat
and give five.

f
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pay for right person. 739-6091. and 1 1/2 yearolds. Must have
Leave message.
own car, experience,excellent,
CHILD CARE: We want somereferences. Any or all of the
one who can do arts & crafts, following hours: Mon & Wed
make cookies, sing and dance 3:30-5 pm, Tues & Thurs 12and find fun things to do on a -spm, Fri 11 am-4pm. Pleasecall
snowy day. Call if you have a 964-3727
recent reference and experi- MOTHER S HELPER needed
ence. We are locatedone block for family in Newton. Two or
non-smoker, have prior child fromthe Chestnut Hill T stop. three afternoons a week. Fun
care experience,enjoy playing 738-7271
kids, flexible hours, great pay.
with kids and going outdoors, WANTED BABY-SITTING: Own car needed. Call Erica,
and befluent English speaking. After school pickup and trans928-0255
We have no pets. Hours are portationto activities in Newton CHILD CARE- Brookline. Near
flexible: Prefer at least 2 afterarea Monday and Wednesday Cleveland Circle. After-school
noons per week(including 3:00 to 6:00 and/or Tuesday child care for two girls ages 6
Wednesdays 3:00 to 6:30) and/ and Thursday 5:30-6:30. Must and 31/2.2pm-7pm threeafteror 2 evenings per month. Sal- have car and references. Call noons a week(Monday, Tuesaryis negotiable.Position starts Cheryl 244-6414
day,Thursdaypreferred, butcan
now. Call Gail;s27-5081 (days/ Baby-sitter- seeking responbe flexible). Assistance with
eves); please leave messageif sible, sensitive, mature, Non- housekeepingandmealprepaI m not in.
Smoking, sitter for 2 childrenin ration.Car required. $7per hour.
CHILDCARE NEEDED: TuesNewton 1 afternoon/weekand 566-4173
afternoons,
for 3 occasional evenings. $6/hr. BABY-SITTER needed on
day/Thursday
children-5,7,8yr5. old. pick-up Baby-sitting references reweekendsandoccasional eveat school, laundry, mealprepaquired.CallAndreaat527-3315 nings for two children in
ration. Non-smoker. ReferChild care needed for 4 1/2 Brookline. Please call Shelah
ences. Newton Highlands, walk
to T. Must love kids!!! Call
Marcie 965-7192
OCCASIONAL EVENING
BABY-SITTING: for 2 children Tanning Salon
Wolff System
eight and twelve. Pay 5/6 dol$29
VISITS
FOR
10
lars/hr. Inquiries 739-1498
Take advantage of this coupon and deduct 50%
CHILD CARE NEEDED: Eneroff any hair service
geticfun-loving studentneeded
for flexible hrs. to play with 8 3/
566-1111
373 Harvard St., Brookline
4 yr-old boy in Chestnut Hill. open seven days
close to Green Line
NearChestnut HillTstop. Good
must show BCID

Also, baby-sitter with car
needed to drive olderchildren
on Wednesdays or Mondays
from 3 to 6 PM and for weekends. References 244-7835
SION
PLEASE HELP. I need two FUN CHESTNUT HILL FAMregular season tickets to Notre ILY: Three girls; 11, 8, 5 seek
Dame Game. Will pay, and have sitterfortwoto threeafternoons
additional ticketsto barter with. a week. Hours are flexible and
More are available. We are
Please call Matt x8069.
ONE ND STUDENT TICKET walking distancefrom B.C. ConFOR SALE:BEST OFFER, tact Cindy at 731-5382
WILL SELL BY SEPTEMBER CHILD CARE NEEDED: West
28TH, CALL TONYA558-9105 Newton. Tuesday and ThursLOOKING FOR SYRACUSE day2:30-4:3opmcar necessary
TICKETS In search of tickets to transport children to activifor the Nov. 12 home game ties. Occasional extra hours
against Syracuse. Call (617) available. $7 per hour. Phone
325-2571
964-3676
Wanted: responsible, loving,
experiencedbaby-sitter for two
wonderfulchildren (ages 7 and
Sausage King.. .Our rendezvous at Papa Gino s was even 10) in Newton. Flexible Hours.
more flavorful then I remem(Mostlyevenings) Excellentsalbered.You are the HOTS on my ary. Car required. Call 244-8837
Italian Sub. Love, Pepperoni CHILD CARE WANTED in my
Princess Our rendezvous at Newton home(nearGreen-line
Papa Ginos was even more T) for active well-behavedfirstflavorful then I remembered. grade boy (and often a friend).
You are the HOTS on my Italian Prefer you be a BC student, a
Sub.Love, Pepperoni Princess

WANTED: 1 BC VS NOTRE
DAME FOOTBALL TICKET.
CALLNICKAT 558-9101. STUDENT OR GENERAL ADMIS-

ULTRA-TAN

Harvard Surgeon- Athletic,
adventurous, confident, 29
seeks intelligent,thin, attractive
SWF 20 s for real relationship.
Photo + note to: Box 11J, 1
Emerson, Boston 02114-2211
Alison M. We miss you! Please
call us soon. Alex, Savannah,
Leslie, Peter

BABY-SITTER WANTED: for
our daughter (almost5) and
son (almost 1) approximately
15-20 hours per week in our
Newton Home(5 minutes from
Newton Campus) Non-Smoker.
References required, callRandi
964-1927
CHILD CARE NEEDED,
WEST NEWTON :Tuesdayand
Thursday 2:30-4:3OPM, Car
necessary to transportchildren
to activities, occasional extra
hours available, $7.00 hour,
phone 964-3637
BABY-SITTER NEEDED: for
one or more weekdayevenings
andoccasional Sat nights. Must
have a car. We are about a 15
minute drivefrom campus.Call
8212
RELIABLE BABY-SITTERS
NEEDED:for Sunday, September25from9:30AM to 4:30 PM

EDDY'S

617"

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
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?Low Student, Teacher & Youth Airfares
?International Student, Teacher & YouthLD
? Eurah. & Britrail passes
?Work & Study Abroad programs
?Adventure Tours
?Car Rental ? Travel guides
?Language Courses& Much more!

*?
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FREE "Student Travels" magazine

729B0YLSTON St
Boston, MA 02116
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Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverseportfolio of investment choices, and a record ofpersonal
service that spans yS years.
Over 1.5 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not

afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.

?

Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $i38,20a* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $203 each month
to reach the same goal.

join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Startplanning yourfuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

JgjjTjfi Ensuring

the future
for those who shape it.3
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to TIAARetirement Annuities. Tbii rate id used solely to show tbepower andeffect ofcompounding.Lower or higher rated would
of 6% credited
*Assuming an interest rateproduce
very differentresults. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services.
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at 738-7527 (h) or 636-8676
(wL
Experienced Baby-sitter for
two children 7 and 10on weekends. Should have a car, nonsmoker, references please.
965-5946
Baby-sitting for eveningsmainly Saturday nights for two
lovelyboys ages 6 and 2 1/2 in
Newton. References required
call964-4444evenings or leave
message.

Sitter needed every Tuesday
and Thursdayafternoon 1-3pm.
Half block from BC campus.
Call 965-6988
Baby-sitter Needed, 10-20
hours a week, mostly after-

noons (flexible) Also need occasional evening baby-sitter.
Car preferred. (7 minute bus
ridefrom ClevelandCircle) 739-0873
Child care needed.WestNewton. Tuesday and Thursday
2:30-4:3opm to activities. Occasional extra hours available.
$7.00/hour. Phone 964-3676
Alison M. We miss you! Please
call us soon. Alex, Savannah,
Leslie, Peter
Child Care Needed: Monday
and Wednesday from 12-5, in
house (6 miles from campus)
fortwo childrenages 41 12(boy)
and 2 (girl). Must have car and
be fun-loving. You can do your

laundry! Call Susan at 893-5666 Car a plus, not necessary. ExWonderful 2nd grade girl lookperience and references reing for the right BC girl to help quired. 731-1313
AFTERNOON NANNY For
her get readyfor school (7:30three great kids (10,7,3). M-F.
-8:15) and to help her from 5-Bpm. Mon, Wed, Thurs with her 20-25 hours. Newton. Car redinner, homework and bath. quired. Great opportunity. Call
Also sitting 2 hrs Sat morning. Now; 617-969-3235.
In exchange for large private Experienced Baby-sitter for
room, walk-in closet, private loving family 10-30 hours per
bath, kitchen + laundry priviweek.Walkfrom campus. Nonleges. Please call evenings af- smoker. References. 332-2243
ter 8 at 244-2261
Responsible mature sitter
neededfor 6year old boy and 4
year old girl in Chestnut Hill.
Monday and Friday afternoons WANTED!! Americas fastest
and to be available some evegrowingtravel company is now
nings as neededand arranged. seeking individuals to promote

Wanted: Tickets for the
Notre Dame vs BC
football game.

Happy Birthday
Simran!

Top Dollar Paid.
(617)786-1660

mpre

l

Thanks for all the workHeights Board and Staff.

Schools

than you were.

j

trips to Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, South Padre,
Barbados. The easiest way to
free travel,fantastic pay 1-800-426-7710
EXTRA INCOME FOR 94Earn
$500-$ 1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details-RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to: GROUP
FIVE, 57 Greentree Drive,
Suite 307, Dover,DE, 19901
SPRING BREAK 95- SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to
Jamaica,Cancun, Daytonaand
Panama City Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849
Part-time help needed to assist clinical research staff in the
Endocrine Division at the
Brigham and Women s Hospital. Work-study preferred. If interested,please call Jenniferat
732-5231
'"SPRING BREAK 95*"
Americas #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona& Panama! 110% lowest price guarantee! Organize
15friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn highest commissions!
(800) 32-TRAVEL
EARN $500 OR MORE
WEEKLY stuffing envelopesat
home. Send long SASE to:
CountryLivingShoppers,Dept.
W34, P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727
FAMILY HELPER NEEDEDfor
friendlyNewtonfamily. Weneed
assistance with laundry = food
shopping approximately six
hours per week. Days + precise
times are negotiable. Please
call 244-7204.
Part-Time
Secretary.
Wellesley Insurance Agency
seeks individual for general office work. Professional telephone manner and computer
experience required. $7/hr.
Route 9, Wellesley (Near Rt.
128 + 9) Car necessary. (617)
235-2525
Chi IdCareWorkers- The JCC
Newton is looking for responsible individuals to work with
youngchildren. Hoursavailable
are(Mon-Thur3:oo-7:00pm)or
(Sun B:3oam-Ipm) You must
have reliabletransportationand
work well with kids. For more
information, call Donna at244-1377 until Bpm or Barry at 965-7410 ex tl3B
Spanish Tutor for and eighth
grader desired, by a native
speakerofSpanish.Aboutthree
times a week. At BC or a home
nearby. Afternoonsor evenings
527-8562
Wanted: Someone desired to
strip wall paper, prepare wall
surfaces, and paint in a home
near BC 527-8562
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Earn extra cash stuffing envelopes at home. All material s
provided. Send SASE to
Homemailing Program, 1228
Westloop #174, Manhattan KS
66502. Start Immediately!

SPRINGBREAK'9S
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Travel free + earn commissions
CANCUN
from $429
BAHAMAS
from $349
S. PADRE Island.
from $499
JAMAICA
from $439
MARGARITA Island... from $499
DAYTONA n/air
from $129
PANAMA CITY n/air
from $109
Fof

It's

you 'SN&tt to foeT

..

an application/brochurecall:

finK Breakaway Travel
1-800-214-8687
Book Early and SAVEIII

$15 Per 1/2 Hour
Permanent Hair

Removal

©Visa

U.S.A. Inc. 1994

Electrolysis Treatments
Safely performed with
disposable needles
Registered & Est. 15 years
Margaret Cloherty
Electrolysis, P.C.
14 Morse St.,
Watertown, MA
Near Newton Comer

924-2665

The Heights
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Subletter Needed!

Part Time Work Available for
Banquet Wait Staff, Bartenders, and Prep Cooks, serving
Weddings, Private Parties, and
Corporate Functions. Call 894-6674 Good Pay!!

For Spring Semester 1995
1657 Comm. Aye.

?
?

Seeking 3rd Roommate for
spring semester. Private bedroom in Apartment. Furnished.
ClevelandCircle, 370 Chestnut
Hill Aye. Call Erin 739-9648 For
details
Colorful 3x5 International
Flags for your dorm room. All
countries and states available.
Same day shipping. Only
$10.00 plus S+H.Allcredit cards
accepted. Call Today! TELE:
1-800-344-3330. FAX: 508-745-3188
ATTENTION ALL SKIERS
AND SNOW BOARDERS: The
Sugarbush/Stowe Season
Pass is back for all Graduate
and Undergraduate students.
Only $359 by Oct 24. The pass
can be purchasedat Ski Market
on Comm. Aye or call 1-800-53SUGAR for more info call
locally 254-1385

FUNDRAISING: from 3 differ-

entfund-raisers lasting either3
or 7 days. No investment. Earn
$$$ for your group plus personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext.
65

CustomizedT-Shirtsfor orga-

Private bedroom

Convenient to BC bus and T
? Spacious kitchen / living room
? Washer &
dryer on premises
? Reasonable rent
?

Sorry, no posters this
yet!
T tA
As
always-CLF
and
year
i

Call Shawn, 783-2586

[

i

friends.

|

Rock

I

World!
~
'

W

<fl

nizations, parties, and promotions. Prices starting at $5.00
Call UniversityImages at 1 -800- Am
-498-2248
Mathematics,Statistics, Economics and Computer support at Newton Educational
Team. LocatedaboveShawmut
Bank, Newton Center. For more
info, pleasecall (617)558-3377
Learn Spanish Abroad in
beautiful Costa Rica over winter/summer break while earning credit. El; InstitutoPuraVida
offers individualized homestay
immersion courses for all levels. Call Amy (508) 774-8828
for informationpackage.

CLASSIFIED AD INFO:ADS
COST FIVE DOLLARS ($5) FOR
THE FIRST TWENTY-FIVE
WORDS AND TWENTY-FIVE
CENTS EACH ADDITIONAL
WORD. ALL ADS MUST BE
SUBMITTED, WITH PAYMENT,
BY THE THURSDAYPRIOR TO
THE NEXT PUBLICATION
DATE. IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS PLEASE
CALL US AT (617) 552-3548.

Happy Birthday Rick
and Ingrid!
Rick-Now that your
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Student work:
$9.25 to start

Local Company has job
openings available. Work in a
fun, professional

I
\u25a0

| IS
m

ll

MM

environment.No experience
necessary, brief training
provided. Flexible hours.
Co-op credit and scholarships
available. Car helpful.
(617) 449-5255
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Amici Delivers...
5 30

2l

CARRIE
rADI\lv

11 p m. (7 days a week)

Pizza

fg

(16" Cheese or Pepperoni)
$6.9s'fori -$10.00' for 2

\u25a0

or visit ourrestaurant at
369 Boylston Street Newton

1

V

AND DON T CO BROKE DOING IT.

Call 527-3525

-

"

Poces available only on delivered pizza

5 Amicm
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THE TANNERY
OVERLAND TRADINC COMPANY
b.U. BOOKSTORE MALL
CAMBRIDGE SIDE PLACE

?GORE-TEX IS A TRADEMARK Of W.L CORE

& ASSOCIATES, INC

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

*V//J ?
OF

RUGGED AND CASUALFOOTWEAR
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THE HEIGHTS

SENIORS
SENIOR PORTRAITS

PERSPECTIVES

SENIOR PORTRAITS WILL

nominate the seniors you feel
EXEMPLIFY THE UNIQUENESS OF
THE C| ASS QF fQS AND JHE
PROFESSORS WHOSE ENTHUSIASM
inspired the class of '95.

_

DC
V
TAKEN \/CDV
VERY QHr-RTI
SHORTLY.
BE TAL/PM

CHECK
THE
HEIGHTS AND WATCH FOR

PLEASE

DACTrDC
rUoltno,

Ark c
AUg

PLEASE SUBMIT A SHORT ESSAY DESCRIBING HOW
EACH INDIVIDUAL STOOD OUT AT BC, AND WHY THEY
should be highlighted in the yearbook, drop
OFF OR SEND YOUR NOMINATIONS VIA CAMPUS MAIL

ADAIIKin
AnUUIMU

CAMPUS AND YOUR MAIL

S
ion
!Sbtu
?
McELROY COMMONS

FOR SCHEDULING INFO,
DATES,
TIMES,
AND
LOCATION.

_

,03

PERSPECTIVES DEADLINE: OCTOBER 24,1994

Thank you for yourpatience.

\SUBTURRI\
THE YEARBOOK OF BOSTON COLLEGE
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